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Introduction: Advanced 
Research Findings and Fields for
Further Research in Economics 
and Management of Intellectual
Property
Bruno van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie 
and Carine Peeters

The role of intellectual property (IP), and more precisely the role of
patents, is increasingly considered as a major issue for managers and
policy-makers. At the firm level, patents are used as a legal protection
means for innovative products and processes, and as a strategic tool in
technological negotiations. At the country level, the patent system aims
at fostering research efforts and innovation, and ultimately economic
growth.

The effectiveness of IP systems, and their role in the innovation
process is, however, not unanimously recognized, and is far from being
well understood. The objective of this book is to shed some light on
the effectiveness of patents in stimulating innovation and growth. It is
composed of ten chapters that focus on a specific issue of the relation-
ship between IPRs and innovation. The chapters originate from selected
papers presented at the AEA Conference on Innovation and Intellectual
Property, held in Singapore on INSEAD Campus, in July 2004.

Beside their contribution to the existing literature on intellectual
property and innovation, the ten chapters are multidisciplinary in their
research methodologies, units of analysis and levels of implications, and
international in their scope and content. The various quantitative meth-
ods used in the studies range from survey data analysis to econometric
techniques and advanced indicators. They are applied at individual,
firm, sector and country levels to derive implications in terms of both
management of IP and public policy. The international dimension of
the book is best assessed by looking at the panel of authors and the
various regions they address. Actually, the authors of the ten chapters
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originate from eight different countries, from Hitotsubashi University
in Japan to Oxford University in the UK and Duke University in the US.
Their papers focus either on specific countries or regions, or use panel data
including several countries. The geographical scope, research methodol-
ogy, management versus public policy implications, and analytical level
of the various studies are summarized in Table I.1.

The variety of all contributions makes it a priori difficult to provide a
synthetic overview of the ten chapters. However, a closer look reveals
that the different contributions complement each other to a much
larger extent than would appear at first sight.

One major field of investigation in this book concerns the effective-
ness of patents and the patent systems in stimulating innovation and
growth. The contribution of Kang and Seo (Chapter 6) suggests that IPRs
are positively and significantly related to innovation once other com-
plementary aspects of the environment are taken into account, such as
the stage of economic development, industrial structure, trade regime
and institutional environment. This idea is extensively illustrated by De
Meyer and Garg in the case of Asian countries (Chapter 7). The authors
show that education, training, market data, IP enforcement and mana-
gerial practices constitute a different context to innovation in Asia than
in the Western world. The issue put forward by Kang and Seo is further
discussed by Greenhalgh and Rogers (Chapter 2), who show that the
market valuation of patents depends on the type of patents considered
(UK or EPO) and on the level of competition within the industrial sector.
Pitkethly (Chapter 3) also argues that the patent system should not be
extended to business methods inventions, as business methods patents
are not valued by venture capitalists. In this respect, the macroeconomic
study of Romain and van Pottelsberghe (Chapter 10) confirms that high

2 Introduction

Table I.1 Disciplines and geographical scope of the ten chapters

Regions Survey Quantitative Managerial Policy Analytical
Chapters studied data methods implications implications level

1 Europe x x Firm/Sector
2 UK x x Firm
3 UK x x x VCs
4 Italy x x Inventors
5 Belgium x x Sector/Macro
6 Global x x Macro
7 Asia x x Firm
8 Global x x Macro/Firm
9 Belgium x x x Firm

10 Global x x Macro



technological opportunities, as witnessed by a high number of triadic
patents, do attract higher levels of venture capital.

A second broad field of investigation regards the innovation process
and its relationship with patents. Relying on the observation that intel-
lectual property rights are increasingly important in determining a
firm’s value, Harhoff (Chapter 1) provides an original behavioural analysis
of oppositions filed against EPO patents and discusses how organizational
capabilities in patent documentation and IP management can deter-
mine the successful opposition of rivals’ patents. Nagaoka (Chapter 8)
suggests that it is possible to measure the speed, focus, science base and
quality of the innovation process with patent data. He demonstrates
that speed, focus and the reliance on scientific knowledge translate into
quantity and quality of patent applications. Concerning the business–
science relationship, Breschi et al. (Chapter 4) find that the majority of
Italian academic inventions are patented by business partners. This col-
laborative process seems to further stimulate the scientific productivity
of academic inventors, as they seem to be more productive in terms of
publications than their colleagues who are not involved in patenting.
Peeters and van Pottelsberghe (Chapter 9) provide further evidence that
various dimensions of an innovation strategy affect the patenting port-
folio of firms. The propensity to collaborate with universities through
contract research has a particularly strong and positive effect. The idea
that academic research plays an increasingly important role in business
innovation is validated by Cincera (Chapter 5) who shows that the R&D
activities of MNEs are directed towards the host country’s revealed tech-
nological advantage. The presence of such foreign R&D centres is found
to reduce the importance of brain drain.

In what follows the main findings of each of the ten contributions
are summarized. For each chapter we attempt to highlight the most
remarkable arguments and conclusions, and make suggestions in terms
of interesting issues for further research.

Firms Differ Significantly in Their Ability to 
Handle Patent Oppositions (Chapter 1)

Given the increasingly important role of intellectual property in building
and maintaining corporate value, firms are likely to fight hard in the
battle for patent rights. Dietmar Harhoff analyses several aspects of this
‘battleground’ and attempts to shed some light on three particular
issues. The first one concerns the extent of oppositions filed against
patents granted by the EPO. The second one relates to the determinants

Bruno van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie and Carine Peeters 3



of this opposition activity. And the third one has to do with the success
factors in undertaking patent oppositions and in defending against such
attacks.

The author relies on opposition data for all patents granted by the EPO
between 1980 and 1995 in two main industrial sectors: cosmetics and
detergents. The following results emerge from the empirical analysis:

● A total of 7.9 per cent of patents granted by the EPO between 1980
and 1995 have been opposed. About one third of opposed patents
were revoked, another third was amended, and only 27 per cent of
oppositions were rejected. This indicates that the EPO opposition
mechanism has a strong corrector effect.

● Opposition is more likely to occur for highly valuable patents and is
more frequent in more uncertain technical and market fields.
Conversely, opposition is less likely in the case of firms with large
patent portfolios and less frequent for independent inventors than
corporate applicants.

● Some companies (e.g., Henkel) attack more frequently than other
firms do, and there is no notable reduction in its opposition success
that would point to a trade-off between frequency and success of
opposition.

● Firms differ significantly in their ability to handle opposition to their
patents. Some firms seem also better at opposition than others. The
latter might be explained by differences in organizational capabilities
related to patent documentation and IP management.

Further work into what particular organizational capabilities enable
firms to be more successful than others in patent opposition would
extend the present study in a very interesting way. In that respect, it
would be relevant to investigate more deeply the pros and cons of devel-
oping large in-house documentation centres versus using end-user tools
rendered largely accessible through the Internet and commercial patent
databases. Timing issues in the probability, extent and success of filing
patent oppositions might also open valuable areas for further research.

EPO Patents and a Low Level of Competition 
Improve Market Valuation (Chapter 2)

Christine Greenhalgh and Mark Rogers study the market value of intel-
lectual property activities and investigate how the degree of competition

4 Introduction



influences such valuations. Firms may use the IP system to temper
competition, raising the value of their innovations. As a result, the level
of competition, as well as the nature and efficiency of the IP system, will
determine the expected value of innovations. The chapter seeks to shed
some light on these issues by analysing the stock market value of R&D
and IP on a sample of UK firms.

The empirical analysis relies on a new panel dataset (from the Oxford
Intellectual Property Research Centre Database) on R&D and IP activities
of UK production firms covering the period 1989 to 1999. The authors
extend the traditional approach to analysing the market value of innova-
tive firms in a number of ways. First, they investigate whether the mar-
ket valuation of firm-level innovation varies across sectors and firms.
Second, in contrast to previous studies, the analysis includes the role of
both trade mark activity and UK and European Patent Office patent
activity. Third, the authors build two alternative proxies of the firms’
competitive environment. At the sector level they use profit persistence
analysis to capture the extent of competition, a new approach in the lit-
erature on market value. At the firm level they use market share, a tradi-
tional proxy for market power and an inverse proxy for competition.

Several interesting results emerge from their empirical analyses. They
can be summarized as follows:

● Using Pavitt’s typology of sectors, which is based on differences in
the process of technological change, large differences appear in the
market valuation of R&D and IP activity across sectors.

● On average, higher R&D, EPO patenting and UK trade marking
(relative to firm size) all tend to increase market value, but UK patent-
ing does not have a straightforward impact. Although UK patenting
is more prevalent than EPO patenting for UK-based firms (it is expen-
sive to extend a patent internationally), EPO filings seem to be a better
indicator of value.

● A higher market share improves the valuation of UK patent activity
(although the strength and significance of such an effect varies across
sectors).

● The results support Schumpeter much more than Arrow concerning
the hypothetical relationship between market structure and inno-
vation. The market valuation of R&D is indeed higher in sectors with
relatively low competitive pressure.

Chapter 2 opens various avenues for further research. Among these, it
would be of particular interest to take into account the international
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activities of the firms included in the sample. Indeed, taking into
consideration foreign sales performances might significantly affect both
the measurement of market shares and the statistical relationship between
market valuation and patenting activity. Another research opportunity is
suggested by the authors. It consists in taking into account the spillover
effects induced by the R&D activities of the science-based sector, and test
whether such spillovers would affect the complex relationship between
the market valuation of R&D and the competition level of a sector.

Business Methods Patents are Not Valued by 
Venture Capitalists (Chapter 3)

Robert Pitkethly opens his chapter with a historical review of the con-
troversial role of patent systems. The controversy concerns in particular
the effectiveness of IP systems as a policy tool used to foster investments
in innovation. The author refers to Penrose’s statement that uncertainty
about the consequences of a patent system counsels against implement-
ing one where none exists, as well as against abolishing any existing sys-
tem. According to Robert Pitkethly, this argument which is often used in
discussions on the scope of individual patents can further be applied to
debates on the creation of new fields of patent protection where none
have existed previously.

One such recent debate concerns the granting of patents for business
methods. Currently, ‘methods of doing business’ are excluded from
patentability under European and UK Patent Law. There are no corre-
sponding restrictions in the Patent Law of the United States and patents
are being granted on business methods. Drawing on a UK-based survey
the chapter discusses implications of granting business method patents
(BMPs). Rather than merely revisiting past debates, changes in patent
law and the IP environment give reason enough to raise old questions in
the light of new circumstances.

The effectiveness of patents as incentives to invest in R&D does after
all not only depend on what the patent system can and does provide but
also, at least to some extent, on what investors believe or perceive that it
provides. This research investigates the effect of possession by compa-
nies seeking venture capital (VC) funding of IPRs, and in particular
patents and BMPs, on the willingness of VC investors to invest in them.
It is particularly informative about the benefits patents, and BMPs espe-
cially, might or might not provide to society.

The empirical implementation of the research relies on a survey
addressed to executives who directly or indirectly participate in VC
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investment decisions or advise those who do. The main objective
of the survey was to assess whether the possession of intellectual prop-
erty rights by companies seeking investment affects VC investment
decisions:

● The data show quite clearly that IPRs can increase the attractiveness
of an investment opportunity in the eyes of venture capital executives
and those advising business angels.

● However, this attractiveness-enhancing effect differs significantly
across sectors, and not just as a result of different legal environments.

● Patent applications in the chemical/pharmaceutical and biotechnol-
ogy sector do substantially increase investment attractiveness.

● The overwhelming response seems to be that business method patents
(BMPs) would have at most some, but in general very little, effect on
investment decisions.

● These findings have implications for both firm IP management and
national IP policy regarding patents, and business method patents in
particular.

The quotes from two survey respondents provide some clear explana-
tions as to why BMPs would not attract venture capitalists. One of them
underlines ‘tacit knowledge’ as the most valuable form of intellectual
property. The other one emphasizes much higher priorities than BMPs,
such as market opportunities and a skilled team of sales, marketing and
support people.

In view of his research findings about VC investment incentives and
several considerations regarding the other potential benefits of BMPs,
Robert Pitkethly concludes that their costs are almost inevitably going
to outweigh their benefits.

Further investigation would be welcome in this promising area of
research. First, such cost/benefit analysis should be performed more fre-
quently and extended to other technological areas, such as the software
industry, to cite only one. In addition, it would be legitimate to wonder
whether the venture capitalist’s perception is not biased by their view of
the current patent system. In this respect, a similar analysis for the US
VC industry – where BMPs are allowed and frequently used – would be
informative. Finally, this research focuses on later-stage investment
incentives, while patent systems are designed to stimulate inventions. It
would therefore also be interesting to survey the perceptions of the
inventors of new business methods.
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Academic Patenting Seems to Improve Publication
Performance (Chapter 4)

Stefano Breschi, Francesco Lissoni and Fabio Montobbio address the
issue of university patenting and its impact on the scientific activity
of academic researchers. The relationship between patenting and pub-
lishing may be negative for two main reasons. First, there may be a
‘publication delay’ effect and/or a ‘basic-applied trade-off’. Publication
delays may be induced by the novelty step requirement in patent legis-
lations: ideas that enter the common pool of knowledge through a pub-
lished output are not new. In other words, academic researchers that aim
to (or must) file a patent should keep their inventions secret as long as
the patent application has not been filed. Second, the diversion of a
researcher’s attention from basic research to more applied targets may
result in lower rates of publications in international scientific journals.
This can exert non-negligible effects if patenting is non-occasional and
if it results from business-oriented research.

The authors also provide three arguments as to why there might be no
such publishing–patenting trade-off: the ‘resource effect’, the ‘productivity-
fixed effect’ and the ‘augmented Matthew effect’. These arguments sug-
gest that patenting by scientists would contribute further to raise
contract research (i.e., increase the level of academic research), and that
patents and publications are both part of a research quality indicator
and a researcher’s reward and incentive system (visibility, reputation,
access to further resources, financial incentives).

The issue is addressed empirically with data at the individual level.
The number of scientific publications of a sample of 296 academic
inventors is compared to a sample of 296 matched controls, with patent-
ing as a treatment variable. A new longitudinal dataset of 592 Italian
professors is used to compare matched pairs of patenting and non-
patenting individuals. The authors enquire whether a trade-off is caused
by publication delays or a shift from basic to applied research, or
whether a ‘resource effect’ occurs, by which academic inventors access
superior resources as long as they take care of IPRs over their research
results.

The empirical work exploits two data sources. One contains informa-
tion on Italian ‘academic inventors’ (available in patent data). The other
is based upon the ad hoc collection of publication data on both these
‘academic inventors’ and a sample of ‘non-inventor’ colleagues, from
the on-line version of ISI’s Science Citation Index.
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The econometric analysis leads to the following results:

● Academic inventors are highly productive scientists, even more
productive than their non-inventor controls.

● The difference is particularly relevant for persistent inventors, namely
those scientists who patent more than once over a long time period.

● Patents have a significantly positive impact in terms of increased
number of publications within the scientist’s academic career. Holding
other variables constant, being an inventor improves scientific pro-
ductivity by about 14 per cent.

● It is, however, not possible to exclude the existence of some ‘publication
delay effect’.

An important institutional specificity of the Italian case is that
75 per cent of patents signed by at least one academic inventor belong
to business companies. These patents are often the result of research
contracts, by which the business company retains all the intellectual
property rights over the research results. The above findings suggest,
therefore, that contract research may generate a positive ‘resource’ effect
on the academic inventors’ publication rate, in particular when it
expands over long time periods.

The conclusions of the three authors open several fields for further
research. One important research question relates to national academic
systems. One might wonder to what extent these results would hold in
the case of academic patents applied for by universities (as opposed to
business firms). Indeed, the patenting process requires a lot of time,
resources and competences, which might affect an academic inventor’s
behaviour. The methodology developed in Chapter 4 could be used to
validate the positive publishing–patenting relationship in other coun-
tries than Italy. As suggested by the authors, another issue would be to
investigate whether by patenting their research results, academic inven-
tors reduce the accessibility of their inventions to other scientists, hence
reducing the pace of innovation.

R&D Activities of Foreign MNEs Seem to Reduce 
the Risk of Brain Drain (Chapter 5)

Michele Cincera opens his chapter with striking evidence put forward
by the European Commission about brain drain flows among industrial
economies. For instance, about 75 per cent of EU-born US doctorate
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recipients who graduated between 1991 and 2000 had no specific plans
to return to the EU. The most important reasons which keep EU-born
scientists and engineers abroad relate to the quality of work, better
prospects and projects, and easier access to leading technologies.

The purpose of this chapter is to shed some light on one aspect of this
international mobility of factors by examining the interactions between
the emigration of highly skilled workers and the presence of subsidiaries
of foreign MNEs in a small open economy like Belgium. Based on
European and US patent statistics, the author performs an empirical
analysis of R&D activities carried out by foreign MNEs in Belgium over
the last two decades. He investigates the role of demand-pull and
technology-push determinants of the MNE’s decision to delocalize its
R&D in a host country as well as the impact of these activities on brain
drain of Belgian R&D personnel. The empirical analysis leads to four
main observations:

● The scientific fields where Belgium holds comparative advantage
with respect to the OECD are characterized by a strong presence of
foreign firms.

● The relatively low value of patents applied for by foreign subsidiaries
suggests that the main objective of MNEs’ R&D units may be the
transfer and adaptation of existing knowledge to the host country
(i.e., Belgium).

● Higher R&D internationalization is associated with lower rates of
emigration of highly educated workers across countries. In other words,
the importance of brain drain is smaller in highly internationalized
countries.

● There seems to be a positive ‘brain gain’ (higher number of new
inventors in patents applied for by foreign subsidiaries and MNEs
as compared to domestic firms) associated with the presence of
foreign MNEs.

These results suggest that MNEs invest in R&D in Belgium mainly
in order to gain access to the local science base. The presence of these
companies positively affects the demand for highly skilled workers and
hence reduces the importance of brain drain. Important policy implica-
tions are suggested by the author, especially regarding policies aiming at
increased openness and attraction of foreign R&D laboratories.

This chapter induces several fields for further research. One of them
would be to validate these results with data on other small open
economies like Sweden, Finland and Switzerland. Another interesting
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analysis would be to assess the extent to which foreign MNEs enter into
collaborative R&D with local firms and especially with local universities.

Stronger Intellectual Property Rights Do Not 
Always Lead to More Innovation (Chapter 6)

There is an ongoing debate on whether stronger IPRs encourage or retard
innovative activities. W. D. Nordhaus initiated the economic analysis of
patent systems, showing that granting innovators temporary monopoly
power for the exploitation of their inventions enhances R&D efforts and
innovative activities. However, recent empirical and theoretical analyses
put forward more mitigated, and sometimes opposite, conclusions.

Professors Sung Jin Kang and Hwan Joo Seo study this issue empirically
over a large number of countries. Their contribution aims at testing
whether the strengthening of intellectual property rights would effec-
tively stimulate innovation. The authors argue that such empirical exer-
cise must be performed by taking into account complementary factors
such as industrial structure, social capability and trade regime.

The quantitative analysis, which relies on a long-run panel dataset of
about 110 countries, draws the following conclusions:

● There is no evidence that stronger IPRs alone boost innovation, as
measured by the number of patent applications.

● IPRs are positively and significantly related to innovation once other
complementary aspects of the environment for innovation are taken
into account, such as the stage of economic development, industrial
structure, trade regime and institutional environment.

● Even when complementary conditions are taken into account, some
countries are negatively affected by stronger IPRs.

These results suggest that the effectiveness of IPRs in fostering
innovation varies across countries according to national economic and
institutional contexts. For example, only countries with a per capita
GDP above about US$ 9,000 seem to gain from the strengthening of
IPRs. The authors conclude with a discussion of the potential implica-
tions of their results for current international policy debates regarding
TRIPs (Trade Related Intellectual Property).

This issue is indeed of critical importance for less developed economies.
Further research would be required to shed more light on the debate.
A first avenue for future empirical investigation would be to use
another indicator of innovation effort than patent data. IPR regimes are
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designed to spur innovation. In this respect, the number of researchers or
R&D outlays might be appropriate to assess the effectiveness of IPR
regimes. Another field of research would be to assess what component(s)
of an IP policy design (e.g., scope, length, quality, enforcement etc.)
plays the most important role in stimulating innovation.

Asian Firms have Specific Perceptions and 
Competences as Regards the Innovation 
Process (Chapter 7)

The starting point of the chapter by Arnoud De Meyer and Sam Garg
originates from Asian managers’ view regarding the management of
innovation. These managers argue that the application of the lessons
learned in the Western world may well be different in Asia. The argu-
ment is not that the lessons do not apply, but rather that the specific cir-
cumstances in East Asia are such that their implementation would be
radically different.

The study presented in Chapter 7 aims at understanding how the
implementation of innovation management concepts is indeed different
in Asia. The research methodology consisted first in collecting data on
30 innovative firms or innovative clusters in order to specify a large num-
ber of hypotheses about innovation management in Asia. In a second step
the authors developed a questionnaire that was sent to 336 senior man-
agers in East and South Asia. Numerous observations are derived from this
study. The most compelling ones can be summarized as follows:

● On top of the shortage in training, companies in Asia are confronted
with a lack of quality of training.

● Asian financial markets miss the sophistication and the willingness
to invest in innovation.

● The mindset of many managers in Asia drives them towards cost-
reduction strategies, as opposed to the creation of new value.

● The average Asian company has a limited understanding of, or expe-
rience with, marketing. Brand building is often neglected and there is
an absolute lack of reliable market data.

● The regulatory environment favourable to innovators and entrepre-
neurship is often lacking: innovators need good IPR protection and
in particular the enforcement of these rights.

● Local governments tend to be conservative in their procurements
and do not favour local innovators over well-established international
brands.
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A set of factors are specific to Asia and influence the implementation
of innovation management practices developed in the Western world. It
is worth mentioning that not all companies/respondents evaluate the
factors specific to Asia in the same way. A typology of four groups of
companies/respondents is put forward by the authors: the innovation
starters, the tradition fighters, the poor in knowledge resources, and the
stuck in the muck. The chapter extensively documents the different
types of support required by the four groups. This discussion should help
policy-makers and educators in the field of management to customize
their action to each of their specific targets.

From this chapter it seems that our understanding of the innovation
process in Asia would particularly benefit from two main fields for
further research. The first one would be to conduct a similar survey in
Europe, Japan and the US in order to test whether the above results are
really specific to Asia. Another interesting field of investigation would
be to measure the extent to which the four typologies correlate with the
financial performance of surveyed firms.

Speed, Science Linkage and Focus Affect R&D 
Performance (Chapter 8)

Sadao Nagaoka examines how the speed, science linkage and focus of
corporate R&D as well as new entry matter as determinants of R&D
performance in the IT (information technology) sector. He discusses the
recent R&D performance of US, Japanese and European firms from this
perspective. The author relies on the number of forward patent citations
per patent and the number of patents as proxies for the quality and
for the quantity of innovation respectively. He uses these measures as
indicators of the performance of R&D.

The two measures show that, in the 1990s, the R&D performance of
US firms in the IT sector improved significantly relative to the rest of the
world. Several hypotheses may explain this improvement. One is better
management practices and organization of US firms (more emphasis on
speed). Second, many US firms may have chosen a vertical disintegra-
tion strategy. The third reason is the increasing dependence of the
IT industry innovation on scientific research. Fourth, a more entrepre-
neurial culture would translate into the entry of more new technology
firms. The 1990s were indeed characterized by a sharp increase in the
contribution of small firms to aggregate R&D outlays in the US.

Sadao Nagaoka attempts to assess quantitatively the significance
and the contribution of the above four factors as determinants of R&D
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performance. The speed of the innovation process is measured by
the time lag between a patent and its underlying patent literature. The
frequency of references made by a patent to scientific journals would
provide a measure of the propensity of firms to exploit scientific knowl-
edge. The degree of concentration of the patent portfolio of a firm is
used to measure the extent to which a firm has a focused research
agenda. New entrants are defined as firms that are major patentees in
the most recent period (1998–2002) but do not have patents granted in
the previous periods.

There is clear evidence that in IT areas patenting performance of US
firms compared to Japanese firms has improved in both quantity and
quality. The econometric analysis provided in Chapter 8 attempts better
to understand the determinants of this improved performance. The
results can be summarized as follows:

● There is a positive effect of speed on research productivity. That is,
higher speed of R&D measured by citation lag improves R&D per-
formance in terms of both the quality and the number of patents
granted.

● There is a positive effect of science linkage on research productivity.
That is, a stronger science base, as measured by citations to the scien-
tific literature, improves the R&D performance of a firm in terms of
both quality and number of patents granted.

● A focused research agenda tends to improve patent quality in the IT
core sector, but does not lead to a higher quantity of patents. A firm
that patents in a single technology domain has a patent quality indi-
cator 11 per cent higher than a firm that patents in two technology
domains.

● New entrants have higher patent quality than incumbents, only part
of which can be explained by an average higher speed and stronger
science linkage.

The above findings suggest that the higher performance of US firms is
due to their increased R&D speed, intensification of science linkage and
a substantially higher rate of new entries. This result is consistent with
the idea that the increase in patenting in the US has been driven by
changes in the management of innovation by US firms, which brought
a real burst in innovation.

The methodology developed by Sadao Nagaoka is a good example
of how quantitative analyses can be used to assess the management
of R&D. Three avenues for future research can be raised to improve or
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validate this methodology. First, it would clearly be interesting to extend
the analysis to other sectors or technologies. Second, the robustness of
the indicators presented by the author could be further tested. One
important issue is whether the reliance on the United States Patents
and Trademarks Office (USPTO) data might bias the results, through a
potential ‘home effect’. Indeed, new entrants generally lack resources to
apply for patents abroad. The significance of the bias could be assessed
through the use of EPO (European Patent Office) or JPO (Japanese Patent
Office) data. Third, the number of forward patent citations and the lag
to the first citation are two major indicators included in the empirical
analysis. It would be of particular interest to separate self from non-self
patent citations, to test whether the speed of innovation and its quality
are determined mainly ‘internally’ to the firm or ‘externally’ as a result
of strong inter-firm knowledge spillovers.

A Firm’s Patenting Behaviour Strongly Depends 
on its Innovation Strategy (Chapter 9)

In Chapter 9, Carine Peeters and Bruno van Pottelsberghe investigate
several factors that determine the patenting behaviour of firms. The
theoretical model the authors rely on suggests that the patenting behav-
iour of firms is influenced by three types of factors: firm and sector spe-
cific variables, characteristics of the innovation strategy, and barriers to
innovation and to the use of the patent system.

A central issue in the study is to assess the role played by different
types of innovation strategies. Four main dimensions of an innovation
strategy are taken into account. The first one differentiates R&D active
from non-R&D active firms. The second one relates to the kind of R&D
activities undertaken and, more particularly, the relative importance of
basic and applied research on the one hand and development work on
the other hand. The third one reflects the propensity of firms to enter
into research partnerships with business and scientific institutions. The
last dimension accounts for the orientation of the innovation strategy
towards the development of new products, new processes, or both.

The database used in the empirical study is built through a survey of
148 firms operating in Belgium in 2001. The patent behaviour of these
firms is proxied by two variables reflecting the existence and size of their
patent portfolio. Four main findings should be highlighted:

● First, even though it sharply reduces the significance of traditional
firm and sector specific variables, introducing characteristics of the
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innovation strategy pursued by firms improves the general quality of
the model.

● Second, entering into research partnerships with scientific institu-
tions or competitors has a strong positive effect of the patenting
behaviour of firms. This stresses that collaborative research induces a
need for strong intellectual property protection.

● The importance of science-based research in determining the patent-
ing behaviour of firms is witnessed by the positive and significant
coefficient of both the share of basic and applied research in the total
R&D budget, and the propensity to collaborate with universities,
research institutes and public labs.

● A complex innovation strategy targeting high levels of both product
and process innovation is associated with patent portfolios of inter-
mediate size. Product innovators have the largest patent portfolios
and process innovators the smallest, not significantly different from
non-innovators.

This study opens the way to several avenues for further research. First,
the empirical analysis could be improved by taking into account the
quality of the patent portfolio (with the number of forward citations)
along with the quantity of active patents. It would also be worthwhile
validating the results using larger databases of firms, ideally in different
countries or regions. Finally, as suggested by the authors, being able to
differentiate patent portfolios as mere indicator of innovation perform-
ance from patent portfolios as strategic tools to leverage in technologi-
cal negotiations or to use in building strong technological positions
vis-à-vis competitors, would constitute a quantum leap in the current
state of research on patenting behaviour.

Technological Opportunity Attracts More 
Venture Capital (Chapter 10)

Despite the wide recognition of venture capital funds as key players in
the national innovation system, there are important differences across
countries in the relative amounts of VC. It is, for instance, relatively
high in the US and Canada but very low in Japan.

The central hypothesis tested by Astrid Romain and Bruno van
Pottelsberghe is that, besides the determinants previously tested in the
literature, two broad sets of factors unheard of in the existing empirical
research might also contribute to explain heterogeneity of VC intensity
across countries. These factors relate to the entrepreneurial environment
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and to technological opportunity – intellectual property rights in partic-
ular. A theoretical model that takes into account the factors that affect
the demand and supply of VC is developed. These factors include the
growth of GDP, short-term and long-term interest rates, several indica-
tors of technological opportunity (business R&D expenditures growth
rate, level of business R&D capital stock, and number of triadic patents),
and indicators of entrepreneurial environment.

The model is tested using a panel dataset composed of 16 countries
over an 11 year period. Empirical results can be summarized as follows:

● Interest rates have a significant impact on VC intensity. Whereas
short-term and long-term interest rates influence positively the rela-
tive level of VC via a strong demand-side effect, the difference
between long-term and short-term interest rates has the opposite
impact, revealing a stronger supply-side effect.

● VC is pro-cyclical. It follows an evolution similar to the GDP growth
rate. In periods of high growth, the flow of venture capital out-
performs the GDP growth rate, and vice versa.

● Indicators of technological opportunity, such as the available stock of
knowledge and the number of high value patents (triadic patents),
positively influence a country’s investment in VC.

● The positive effect of the stock of knowledge is strongly reinforced in
countries with a very high rate of entrepreneurship.

One important policy implication that emerges from these results is
that in order to stimulate VC activity in a country, demand-side factors
have to be taken into account. The most important factors affecting the
demand of VC are the stock of knowledge, the innovative output prox-
ied by the number of highly valued (triadic) patents, and the interest
rates. The level of entrepreneurship does play an important role as well.

This empirical study of the determinants of venture capital could be
improved in several ways that constitute interesting avenues for future
research. A first and simple upgrade would be to reiterate similar esti-
mates over a longer time-span that would go beyond the year 2000.
Indeed, after the turn of the century a significant drop has occurred in
the level of VC in most industrialized countries. It would be interesting
to test the robustness of the results in this respect. Another improve-
ment would be to include data on IPOs and stock market performance,
as they reflect the effectiveness of capital markets.

This introductory chapter has highlighted that, besides significantly
contributing to the current stream of research, the ten chapters of this
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book open fascinating avenues for future research in the field of the
economics and management of innovation and intellectual property, at
the individual, firm, sector and country level, in various regions of the
world, and with implications for policy-makers, business practitioners,
research scholars and educators.

The research question of whether and how intellectual property
ultimately fosters innovation and economic growth is definitely far
from being obsolete. Through their contributions to this book, profes-
sors and research scholars from leading institutions throughout the
world have pushed one step farther the frontiers of our understanding of
this issue. It is our greatest hope that, as it has been for us as editors, this
book will prove a valuable and inspiring experience to the readers and a
fruitful source of ideas for research scholars.
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1
The Battle for Patent Rights
Dietmar Harhoff

1.1 Introduction

Many scholars have pointed to the fact that intangible assets have
become very important determinants of corporate value (see, for example,
Lev, 2001). Book and market valuations of corporations have seen a
steady de-coupling since the early 1980s. Over the same period, intellec-
tual property and in particular patent rights have become important
resources for building and maintaining corporate value. It is therefore
not surprising that firms fight hard for intellectual property. This chapter
turns to an arena in which the battle for patent rights is being pursued
with great vigour – the opposition proceedings at the European Patent
Office (EPO). In 2003, 2,634 oppositions were filed against patents granted
by the EPO.1 Typically, the opponents are rivals of the patent-holder
who seek to have the patent revoked or narrowed. Given the extent of
these attacks, it is surprising that the institution has not found more
attention to date. This chapter addresses a number of aspects of this
particular battleground for intellectual property and describes some results
obtained by studying opposition proceedings in particular industries.
I attempt to shed some light on three questions:

1. What is the extent of opposition?
2. What are the main determinants of opposition activity?
3. What determines the success of undertaking and of defending against

such attacks at the firm level?

There are a number of reasons why a study of opposition activity can
contribute to interesting and important insights. First, the institution of
opposition per se is an important one. Opposition serves as a hygiene
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element in the system of the European Patent Office. Given the complex-
ity of patent examination – the central task undertaken by modern
patent offices – it is not surprising that errors occur, and that some
patents receive protection that is too extensive. Without correction,
such errors would lead to a loss of economic welfare. Opposition occurs
frequently – historically, about 7.9 per cent of all patents granted by the
EPO between 1980 and 1995 have been attacked. Thus, opposition
selects important patents, for which a correct delineation of the patent
right is particularly relevant. Moreover, patents that have successfully
withstood opposition are likely to be legally more robust than other,
uncontested patent rights. And finally, if a patent is revoked, society is
likely to gain from the fact that costly litigation will not be undertaken
for this patent (see Graham et al., 2003). For the purpose of this chapter,
there is another, even more interesting aspect – opposition data allow us
to address two simple, yet important questions: who is bashing whom?
And why? Opposition activity generates data that let us observe rivalry
directly, rather than inferring it by assuming that firms who are assigned
a common industry classification are competing with each other. In
the empirical strategy and industrial economics literatures, researchers
typically have to revert to the latter strategy, unless they are willing to
collect qualitative information on the nature of competition. While
there may be other sources from which rivalry can be observed directly –
such as a listing of firms participating in auctions for supply contracts –
opposition gives us a unique research lens. Moreover, the relatively high
frequency of opposition events constitutes an advantage over litigation
data and helps to establish statistically more robust results.

In the remainder of this chapter, I first describe the institutional
setting for the chosen analysis. In particular, I will briefly describe the
institutional framework for opposition at the European Patent Office
(section 1.2). I will also present data on the overall extent and outcomes
of opposition. In section 1.3, I present some simple theoretical consid-
erations that allow us to derive a first set of predictions as to when
opposition will occur. In section 1.4, I first summarize multivariate
results from other studies and then take a look at the interaction of
applicants in two particular industries, using cross-tabulations of oppo-
sitions by opponent (the attacking party) and patent-holder to identify
particularly intensive rivalry relationships. Section 1.5 then turns to case
study evidence suggesting that organizational capabilities may be deci-
sive in using the instrument of opposition successfully. Section 1.6
concludes and summarizes the implications of the research undertaken
to date.
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1.2 Patent Opposition at the EPO

Institutional background

I briefly summarize the most essential characteristics of the opposition
procedure in this section. A more detailed description of the institutional
setting at the EPO is presented in Hall and Harhoff (2004). Opposition
allows any third party to object to a patent granting decision made by the
EPO. The opposition has to be filed within nine months after the grant
date. The cost of opposition ranges between 15,000€ and 25,000€ for
each party – in comparison to litigation in US or European courts, oppo-
sition is therefore a relatively inexpensive way of challenging a rival’s
patent. In the opposition proceedings, three EPO examiners, among them
the examiner responsible for the patent granting decision, re-examine the
patent in the light of the opponent’s arguments. The opposition division
may decide to reject the opposition, to revoke the patent or to amend the
claims of the patent. The latter outcome amounts to a restriction and
narrowing of the patent right. In a small number of cases, the opposition
proceedings are closed because either the patent-holder allows the patent
to lapse or because the opponent no longer pursues the case. However,
once initiated by the opponent, opposed and opposing parties cannot
expect to settle ‘out of court’ as the EPO is entitled to proceed with the
case on its own motion. In such a case, the patent may be revoked even if
the opponent is no longer seeking to remove the patent right, for example,
after having obtained a licence. Both parties have the right to appeal the
outcome of the opposition proceedings in an appeal, which is dealt with
by the Technical Board of Appeal of the EPO.

Overall incidence of opposition and appeal

Table 1.1 summarizes the frequency of opposition for all patent grants
occurring between 1980 and 1995. A total of 7.9 per cent of all patents
granted in this period were opposed, and roughly one third of these
opposition cases were then appealed. The median duration is about
1.9 years for opposition and 2.1 years for appeal cases. Getting to legal
certainty for patents filed at the EPO is certainly a lengthy process: the
average duration of examination is 4.3 years,2 and for contested patents,
another 4.0 years are needed to sort out the opposition and appeal cases.
Across aggregate technical areas, there is little variation in opposition
and appeal rates; moreover, the median durations do not vary strongly,
with the exception of cases involving chemistry patents for which
the appeal stage takes somewhat longer than in other technical areas
(2.6 years at the median).
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The opposition and appeal mechanism is remarkable because it
overturns a significant percentage of the preceding examination deci-
sions. The outcome distribution is summarized in Table 1.2, again by
main technical area. The table documents the final outcome after a pos-
sible appeal proceeding. Roughly one third of the patents (34.7 per cent)
are revoked, and roughly another third (32.7 per cent) are maintained in
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Table 1.1 Frequency and duration of EPO opposition and appeal proceedings by
technical area (grant years 1980–95)

Incidence Median Incidence Median
of duration of of duration

opposition opposition appeals of appeal
Main technical area (%) (years) (%) (years)

Electrical engineering 5.3 2.1 27.0 1.8
Instruments 7.1 2.0 34.7 1.9
Chemistry 9.1 2.1 32.3 2.6
Process engineering 9.7 1.7 32.5 2.3
Mechanical engineering 7.7 1.7 30.5 1.9
Consumption and construction 7.2 1.7 32.3 2.0

All technical areas 7.9 1.9 31.7 2.1

Note: The nine-month filing period for oppositions is not included in the duration of
opposition. The incidence of appeal is computed as a share of all opposed patents

Source: Based on EPO data from http://www.epoline.org.

Table 1.2 Outcomes of opposition and appeal proceedings by technical area
(grant years 1980–90)

Outcome (final instance)

Patent Opposition Patent Opposition
revoked rejected amended closed

Main technical area (%) (%) (%) (%)

Electrical engineering 37.8 27.4 30.7 4.1
Instruments 34.8 27.9 32.2 5.1
Chemistry 36.1 24.5 35.2 4.2
Process engineering 33.5 28.3 30.8 7.4
Mechanical engineering 32.4 30.3 32.3 5.1
Consumption and construction 31.0 30.4 31.0 7.7

All technical areas 34.7 27.4 32.7 5.3

Source: See Table 1.1.



amended form with narrowed breadth. Only 27.4 per cent of all cases
lead to a rejection of the opposition. These results indicate that the EPO
opposition mechanism corrects a large number of errors from earlier
examination decisions.

In 5.3 per cent of all oppositions, the case is closed without yielding
any of the three outcomes discussed so far. Closure can result from
withdrawal of the opposition by the opponent, or from the patent-
holder letting the patent lapse by not paying the renewal fees. Hence,
this outcome reflects either cases that were successful from the attacker’s
point of view (the patent lapsed into the public domain), or cases that
were successes for the patent holder (the opposition was dropped).

1.3 Theoretical Considerations

When is opposition likely to occur? To simplify matters, consider a
world in which parties have access to the same information. A model of
this type is used in Harhoff and Reitzig (2004) to study the likelihood of
opposition for biotechnology and pharmaceutical patents. The opponent
and the patent-holder may have diverging subjective assessments of the
outcome of the case, but information is distributed symmetrically and
the value of the patent is known. To qualify for opposition, any case
must satisfy the condition that the expected value for the opponent will
dominate the expected cost of opposition. Let V be the gain to the oppo-
nent if the patent is revoked, p the expected probability of success, and
c the opponent’s cost of opposition. In order to make opposition feasible
from the opponent’s perspective, the expected gain from opposition has
to exceed the opponent’s cost. For all patents that fulfil the condition
pV � c, an attack is profitable.

But even if the attack is feasible in this sense, the parties may still want
to settle if a cooperative arrangement is more profitable. Such settlements
can be risky in the context of opposition, since another opposing party
may still file an opposition without the first opponent’s knowledge.
There is indeed room for surprises, since most oppositions are filed
within the last few days of the opposition period. Once an opposition
has been filed, the European Patent Office can pursue the opposition
case even if the parties involved have achieved some kind of under-
standing. One would therefore assume that settlement negotiations take
place prior to the filing of the opposition – if at all.3

The model in Harhoff and Reitzig (2004) can be used to develop the fol-
lowing predictions: the more valuable the patent is to the patent-holder,
and the more valuable a revocation is to the potential opponent, the
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greater is the likelihood of opposition. Thus, opposition will screen out
particularly important patents. This prediction is in line with results
from an earlier study (see Harhoff et al., 2003) which showed that
patents which had survived opposition were roughly ten times more
valuable than other, unopposed patents. Another important (not sur-
prising) prediction from the above model is that opposition becomes
more likely as the costs of opposition proceedings decrease in compari-
son to the costs of settlement, and as the perceived likelihood of win-
ning a case increases. Other predictions – not derived from the model
described before – concern the impact of asymmetric information. The
presence of asymmetrically distributed information will generally lead
to more cases being filed rather than settled prior to the expiration of
the opposition filing deadline.

With these basic considerations in mind, we can now turn to the
question that is of considerable interest to any researcher in the field of
strategy – whether opposition allows firms to develop heterogeneous
capabilities. We have to ask whether some players in the patent system
may want to use the opposition instrument more frequently than oth-
ers, and why such heterogeneity could emerge. Is this behaviour a reflec-
tion of strategic motivation, for example to establish a reputation for
toughness, or are frequent users of opposition simply more refined and
skilful in handling patent information?4

To explore the implications of such forms of specialization, suppose
there are N rival patents in the industry that could conceivably be
attacked by an opponent. The patents have been ranked according to
the likelihood of having them revoked in opposition. For the N-th
patent, the revocation probability is zero, while it is positive for all other
patents. Figure 1.1. depicts this likelihood of having the n-th patent
revoked as a function of the rank and of the type of opponent. I assume
that high quality opponents have a uniformly higher likelihood of
getting the n-th patent revoked than less capable opponents. The advan-
tages of the high quality opponent may be due to investments in patent
documentation or search capabilities. An opponent will attack patents
until the return from attacking the next-strongest patent is no longer
sufficiently large to cover the cost of opposition. Let me assume that for
the marginal patent attacked, the condition pV � c or p � c/V holds
while it no longer holds for the next patent in the ranking.

In Figure 1.1, the parameters c and V are assumed to be constant and
identical for the two types of opponents. As is evident from the figure,
the high quality opponent will attack more patents (case B) than the low
quality one (case A).
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With higher values of V or with lower costs of opposition (both
captured by the second horizontal line c*/V * where c* � c and V * � V) the
opponents will choose to attack more patents than in the previous situ-
ation. For example, to an opponent who considers additional strategic
benefits, such as deterrence of future entry or generating a reputation for
toughness, V * will be greater than V. In this case, even the low success
type may file relatively many oppositions, as there is an additional ben-
efit which makes filing the additional oppositions worthwhile. Pursuing
oppositions for such strategic purposes would lead to relatively low suc-
cess rates together with comparatively frequent use of opposition. The
same comment would apply to an opponent who has relatively low cost
of opposition. Such an opponent type would also be characterized by
relatively frequent opposition and low opposition success.

To summarize, observing a relatively high propensity to oppose patents
in conjunction with a high success rate can be taken as evidence support-
ing the hypothesis that an opponent has developed a strong capability
of getting rivals’ patents revoked. In combination with low success rates,
frequent opposition would tend to point to strategic behaviour or low
cost of opposition.5 However, it turns out that the empirical picture
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Figure 1.1 Opposition decisions as a function of patent value and cost of
opposition
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developed in the next section is unambiguous and broadly consistent
with the notion of heterogeneous opposition capabilities.

1.4 Empirical Results on the Determinants of 
Opposition Activity

Determinants of opposition incidence

Before discussing differences in the behaviour of potential opponents,
I summarize the results of multivariate tests of the general hypotheses
discussed in the previous sections. By now, there is a fairly stable set of
empirical results on the determinants of opposition. These results largely
confirm the discussed hypotheses. In particular, the following empirical
results have been established (see Harhoff, 2005): (i) particularly valuable
patents are selected with higher likelihood than less valuable ones;
(ii) patents in fields with technical and market uncertainty are attacked
more frequently than patents in more established fields; (iii) patents of
applicants with large portfolios appear to enjoy a somewhat lower like-
lihood of attacks; and (iv) patents of independent inventors are attacked
less, not more frequently than corporate patent applicants.

The first result confirms that opposition at the EPO has a screening
property: particularly valuable patents are more likely to be opposed
than low-value ones. The second result points to the fact that any analysis
of opposition activity has to control for idiosyncratic contextual condi-
tions, such as uncertainty. The third result is consistent with the notion
that some screening of cases and settlement prior to the filing of cases
may be going on – in such negotiations, players with large patent port-
folios would be able to license patents from their portfolio to achieve
some kind of agreement. The last result suggests that independent
inventors – probably a group of applicants facing financial constraints –
are attacked less frequently than other types of applicants.

Patent rivalry in two selected industries

The above results address the research questions addressed in this
chapter from the perspective of the patent-holder. I now turn to an
exploration of the interaction between patent-holders and opponents.
Some industries are characterized by a particularly high incidence of
opposition and appeal. In this subsection, I take a look at two particular
fields – cosmetics and detergents. To identify possible patterns of inter-
action, I neglect the time dimension and consider all patent grants in
cosmetics and detergents that were issued between 1980 and March 2002.
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I tabulate the frequency of opposition by patent-holder and opponent
together with statistics summarizing the revocation rate among the
patent-holder’s opposed patents and the revocation rate among patents
opposed by a particular opponent. Table 1.3 displays the results in the
field of cosmetics. The results are taken from a recent study jointly
undertaken with Bronwyn Hall (see Harhoff and Hall, 2004). Table 1.4
displays the corresponding results for the field of detergents.

The tables list the number of patents received by the patent-holder
vertically, and the number of oppositions filed against these patents
(by opponent) horizontally. Note that there can be multiple oppo-
nents for any given patent. The unit of analyis in the cross-tabulation
part is therefore an opposition filed by the opponent against a patent of
the patent-holder.6 The opposition frequency in cosmetics is high –
there are 840 attacks on some of the 3,114 patents. A total of 576 patents
(18.5 per cent) are challenged, often by multiple opponents. L’Oréal is
the leading patent holder with 738 patents granted by the EPO between
1980 and March 2002, and the company is the target of 248 oppositions.
38.3 per cent of the attacked L’Oréal patents are revoked. L’Oréal has
filed only 53 oppositions, mostly against Unilever and P&G, and
65.5 per cent of these attacks (opposition filings) are successful in that
the attacked patent is revoked. The overall pattern is one of aggressive
patent application and of a parsimonious opposition strategy with
above-average success.7 But L’Oréal is clearly not the firm using the
instrument of opposition most frequently. Out of the 840 oppositions
filed against cosmetics patents, 264 filings (31.4 per cent) came from
Henkel. Henkel filed more oppositions than it received patent grants –
its share of patents is only 4.9 per cent of the industry total. Moreover,
few oppositions were filed against Henkel (20), and only one fifth of the
cases led to a revocation of the patent. The average rate of revocation
due to Henkel’s opposition filings is 59.9 per cent. These data suggest
that Henkel is very successful both in defending own patents against
opposition challenges and in attacking the patents of rivals. In the light
of the earlier discussion we can say that the intense opposition activity
has not led to any degradation in Henkel’s opposition success. This sug-
gests that Henkel may have developed strong specialization advantages
in opposition in the field of cosmetics.

Table 1.3 also shows that a small number of cosmetics firms account
for a very large share of patent grants and opposition cases. The top four
firms own 43.3 per cent of all patent grants; they also account (largely
due to Henkel’s activities) for 45.2 per cent of total opposition filings.
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Table 1.3 Patenting and opposition activity in cosmetics

Patent- Revocation Opponent name
holder rate of own Oppositions
name Patents patents (%) L’Oréal Unilever P&G Henkel KAO Wella Colgate Goldwell Other received

L’Oréal 738 38.3 0 2 11 79 0 33 0 47 76 248
Unilever 273 55.6 13 0 5 34 0 4 6 21 19 102
P&G 183 65.9 15 8 0 34 0 2 7 15 24 105
Henkel 154 20.0 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 6 9 20
KAO 148 25.9 5 2 2 26 0 5 0 0 10 50
Wella 104 31.3 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 6 10 21
Colgate 55 71.4 0 1 5 3 0 0 0 2 2 13
Goldwell 53 30.0 1 0 0 7 0 5 0 0 3 16
Other 1,406 47.6 15 10 15 79 0 19 5 30 92 265

Total 3,114 45.5 53 24 39 264 0 70 18 127 245 840

Revocation
rate of attacked 65.5 52.9 48.2 59.9 n.a. 48.2 100. 0 56.1 42.6 53.3
patents (%)

Note: Patents granted between 1 January 1980 and 28 March 2002 with main IPC A61K7 (international patent classification for ‘cosmetics and
perfumes’).
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Table 1.4 Patenting and opposition activity in detergents

Revocation Opponent name
Patent-holder rate of own Oppositions
name Patents patents (%) Unilever P&G Henkel Colgate KAO BASF Other received

Unilever 627 46.2 0 123 134 8 1 2 56 324
P&G 609 38.6 104 0 96 0 1 1 45 247
Henkel 405 50.0 26 40 0 0 1 2 42 111
Colgate 71 72.7 4 5 11 0 0 0 1 21
KAO 69 41.7 4 6 3 2 0 0 8 23
BASF 56 28.6 1 1 2 0 0 0 8 12
Clorox 52 42.9 5 8 0 0 0 0 4 17
Dow 42 100.0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 5
Other 871 40.8 40 45 70 2 1 0 93 251

Total 2,802 43.9 185 228 317 12 4 7 258 1,011

Revocation
rate of attacked 49.3 48.9 47.9 63.6 100.0 60.0 55.1 50.7
patents (%)

Note: Patents granted between 1 January 1980 and 28 March 2002 with main IPC C11D (international patent classification for ‘detergents’).



In detergents (see Table 1.4), a similar picture emerges. The top three
firms in this field – Unilever, P&G and Henkel – account for 1,641
patents, 58.6 per cent of the industry total of 2,802 patents. The con-
centration of IP ownership is even higher in detergents than it is in cos-
metics. The incidence of opposition is also higher than in cosmetics:
a surprising 26.3 per cent (738) of all patents are attacked in opposition.
The share of oppositions filed by the top three firms is 72.2 per cent
(730 filings) of the overall number of 1,011 oppositions filed. The top
three firms are also the most likely receivers of oppositions: Unilever,
P&G and Henkel are the target of 67.5 per cent (681) of the 1,011 oppo-
sition filings. Note also that nearly 44 per cent of the attacked patents
are revoked. The extent of patent office error-correction is anything but
marginal in this industry.

In order to summarize the performance of patent-holders and oppo-
nents in a more concise way, Table 1.5 lists a number of indicators for
Unilever, L’Oréal, P&G and Henkel in the respective fields of cosmetics
and detergents. I first compute the number of oppositions that a firm
has filed against rivals’ patents divided by the number of the firm’s own
patents – a measure of how frequent opposition by a particular firm
occurs, relative to the size of the opponent’s own patent portfolio. The
intuitive notion underlying this indicator is that with each additional
patent a firm owns, the patent-holder is likely to run into some conflict
with existing or future patents pursued by rivals. Variation in this meas-
ure (listed in column (1) of the table) should therefore capture an oppo-
nent’s aggressiveness quite well. The second measure (column (2)) is a
success measure corresponding to the first measure of opposition fre-
quency: the share of rival patents that were revoked after an opposition
had been filed against them. These figures are taken directly from the
bottom lines in Table 1.3 and Table 1.4.

The numbers in column (3) are computed as the number of opposi-
tion filings received, divided by the number of own patents. Hence, this
measure captures to what extent the firm has become a target of opposi-
tion. Finally, column (4) summarizes the share of the firm’s patents that
were revoked (conditional on opposition) as already given in Table 1.4
and Table 1.5.

This summary demonstrates that firms differ remarkably in how
successfully they handle opposition challenges. In both technical fields,
Henkel is using the instrument of opposition frequently (see the first
column in Table 1.5). In cosmetics, Henkel attacks almost twice as many
patents as it owns. In detergents, the ratio of oppositions filed to own
patents is close to one. No other firm uses opposition so frequently.
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The high frequency of challenges initiated by Henkel does not lead to a
considerable trade-off with the company’s success in opposition. In cos-
metics, Henkel enjoys above-average success in the form of rivals’
patents being revoked (see column 2). Note that L’Oréal has the highest
success in getting rivals’ patents revoked – but given the small number
of oppositions filed by L’Oréal, this appears to be due to a strong selec-
tion effect in that L’Oréal only picks relatively promising cases for oppo-
sition. In detergents, the share of successful oppositions (column 2) is
roughly the same for the three major players. In conclusion, Henkel
attacks more frequently than other firms do, and there is no notable
reduction in the company’s opposition success that would point to a
trade-off between frequency and success of opposition. Is there possibly
also a pattern in the firms’ defensive success, that is, in the results
regarding opposition cases filed against own patents? The data point to
such a relationship as well. First, in cosmetics an astonishingly low share
of Henkel patents is attacked, and the success of the opponents is
remarkably low (see column (4)). In detergents, Henkel loses about as
many of its opposition cases against attackers as do P&G and Unilever.
But as column (3) in Table 1.5 shows, Henkel patents are attacked less
often – Henkel’s effective loss of patents due to revocation is consider-
ably smaller than for its two main rivals.

The confrontation with these figures leaves a major puzzle. The
simplest economic explanation for using opposition frequently is to
employ it for strategic purposes, such as to deter rivals. But that should
be accompanied with a reduction in the opponent’s success in having
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Table 1.5 Summary of opposition performance measures in cosmetics and
detergents

Oppositions Share of Opposition
filed against rivals’ patents filings Share of own
rivals/Own revoked after received/Own opposed patents

Company/ patents opposition patents with revocation
Technical field (1) (2) (3) (4)

L’Oréal/Cosmetics 0.07 65.5 0.34 38.3
Henkel/Cosmetics 1.71 59.9 0.13 20.0
Henkel/Detergents 0.78 47.9 0.27 50.0
Unilever/Cosmetics 0.09 52.9 0.37 52.9
Unilever/Detergents 0.30 49.3 0.52 49.3
P&G/Cosmetics 0.21 48.2 0.57 48.2
P&G/Detergents 0.37 48.9 0.41 48.9

Source: Data in Tables 1.3 and 1.4.



rivals’ patents revoked. This is not the case in the detergent or the
cosmetics industry. We can therefore exclude this explanation with some
confidence. Instead, the statistical results suggest that some firms are
simply better at opposition than others. But where do these advantages
originate from?

1.5 Organizational Capabilities and Patent 
Documentation – the Internationale
Dokumentationsgesellschaft für Chemie GmbH

The above paragraph showed that opposition performance differs
considerably across firms, and that some firms are remarkably effective
using the instrument of opposition. This section contains qualitative
evidence suggesting that deeply engrained organizational capabilities in
patent documentation and IP management may be a decisive determinant
of opposition success. I proceed by first summarizing qualitative evi-
dence that the premier opponent in detergents and cosmetics – Henkel –
has had a long history of supporting investments in patent documentation
and IP management.8 One of these investments took a particular form –
Henkel’s participation in the Internationale Dokumentationsgesellschaft
für Chemie GmbH (International Documentation Corporation for
Chemistry), in short IDC. This venture will be the focus of this section.9

Although the IDC does not exist any more, the documentation work per-
formed by it has had a remarkable impact that would be worth a detailed
exploration which cannot be performed here. Instead, I will provide a
brief overview and leave the details to more extensive future work.

The IDC was founded in 1967 by a number of chemical companies
with the primary goal of sharing the effort of documenting patent infor-
mation in chemistry. The IDC’s founding members were BASF, Bayer,
Chemische Werke Huels, Degussa, Dynamit Nobel, Henkel, Hoechst,10

Nederlandse Staatsmijnen, Österreichische Stickstoffwerke,11 Ruhrchemie
and Wacker-Chemie (see Hartel and Kolb, 1987, p. 11). The main moti-
vation driving the joint effort was the member companies’ dissatisfac-
tion with the performance of patent information providers. A particular
disadvantage was the lack of patent claims in the information provided
by these organizations. Establishing a competitive advantage through
exclusive access to the superior information contained in a new, jointly
established database was an explicit objective of the new organization.
The expenses involved in the creation of this database were shared by
the members. The running costs were enormous: they amounted to
around 30 million DM in the mid-1980s.
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At the time of the IDC’s foundation, Chemical Abstracts was consid-
ered to be the only organization that provided an extensive collection of
abstracts of patent and other relevant literature. Although these
abstracts contained images of chemical structures as well as written
information, no information was available on the claims of a patent.
However, the IDC was able to add claims information using a propri-
etary coding system and began the construction of a database that
included patent claims for exclusive use by its members.

For the database to be constructed, a contractual agreement was
negotiated with the Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) and Derwent that
covered the purchase of the abstracts that provided the raw input of the
IDC’s database, but also allowed the IDC to process the acquired infor-
mation and distribute it among its members. The IDC also had access to
other information sources (such as abstracts of the Patent Documentation
Group) going back to 1959 (Ochsenbein, 1987, p. 92) and INPADOC
(Suhr, 2000, p. 489). The abstracts were fed into the IDC’s database and
subsequently enriched, using a special coding system to recode the
abstracts and add the claims of the individual patents.

Initially, this work was done exclusively by specialists at Hoechst who
had developed the coding system, but it soon became obvious that they
could not process the huge amount of patent literature on their own.
Therefore, the work was distributed among various firms and offices of
the IDC. While the largest share of the coding was still done at Hoechst,
other firms participated as well.

While a central database was used to enter and enrich the purchased
abstracts, every member company received a copy of this database to
perform their research individually. These copies were updated regularly
with the latest additions supplied by the specialists working with the
master database. This separation of coding and research was necessary to
maintain secrecy between members. Had all members done their
research using the same database, the type of information accessed by a
company could have communicated its business strategy to others.

Although the IDC member companies cooperated in the documenta-
tion of the state of the art, they remained competitors. Membership in
the same community did not stop them from challenging each other’s
patents, when business operations seemed threatened. The primary
competitive advantage bestowed on members of the IDC derived from
superior knowledge concerning the state of the art. This had direct
implicatons both for the drafting of patents (which were less likely to be
attacked) and for attacking rivals’ patents in opposition. More compre-
hensive knowledge concerning the state of the art also enabled member
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companies to file ‘stronger’, more sustainable patent applications. The
IDC member firms were also able to focus their patent application activ-
ity on less developed, but promising fields. Moreover, members of the
IDC had more and better information to support oppositions put forth
against patents held by their competitors.

The high expenses eventually proved to be the downfall of the IDC,
together with the technological change which altered the search task
significantly. The rise of the Internet made on-line access to information
providers affordable. Individual employees could conduct their own
research at their desks via end-user-tools. This developed into a serious
alternative to centralized information departments. While these devel-
opments aided the work of the IDC as well, the technological change
favoured the use of end-user-tools even more. Some members of the IDC
held on to their specialized central information departments that could
supply a company with sophisticated reports, but others embraced the
end-user approach to search.

Commercial patent database vendors, such as Derwent or CAS, were
finally offering a service the quality of which had increased sufficiently
to provide information similar to the IDC information. Some members
of the IDC began to doubt the necessity of continuing their own
in-house documenting activities. They began to wonder whether the
high costs associated with the IDC were really worth the added value it
provided, thinking the information available through patent database
vendors would be sufficient for their purposes. As a consequence, the
members became increasingly unable to agree on the extent to which
new information should be processed by the IDC.

After the first members had dropped out of the joint effort, the
remaining companies were still interested in the continuation of the
IDC’s activities, but were confronted with having to bear the entire costs
themselves. Finally, in 1992, the members decided to discontinue the
IDC. This decision was carried out over the course of a few years, until
the venture was finally dissolved in 1997. The member list at the time of
the IDC’s discontinuation was reduced to BASF, Bayer, Chemie Linz,
Degussa, Henkel, Hoechst and Chemische Werke Huels. For the purpose
of this study, it is important to note that the former members of the IDC
still maintain the exclusive right to access the IDC’s database which is
maintained at the FIZ Karlsruhe, a patent information service provider.

Although no information has been added to the IDC database
since the mid-1990s, the database is still accessed frequently by the
former members who continue to appreciate the added value provided
by its contents. Interviews with industry experts have shown that the
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information remains particularly useful with regard to patent search in
general and oppositions in particular. This is partly due to the fact that
the half-life of knowledge in chemistry is quite long. The information
contained in the IDC database is still considered very useful by most of
the former IDC members. Extensive knowledge of the state of the art
and the availability of excellent patent documentation may prevent a
company from initiating new projects in a field where certain discover-
ies have already been made. When a member of the IDC plans to initi-
ate a new project, IDC information may still help to assess these risks.
Therefore, IDC information can contribute to identifying less developed
fields as targets for new projects and patent applications. Moreover, the
information contained in the IDC database supports former IDC mem-
ber companies in filing oppositions against competitors by providing
the necessary proof of a patent’s lack of novelty or inventive step.

While it is not possible at this point to determine exactly to what
extent the IDC resource has helped Henkel to become a very successful
user of the opposition system, it is clear from the interview record that
the IDC data had a notable impact on opposition success. Moreover,
other organizational decisions, such as to maintain a strong in-house
patent documentation centre, are also likely to have contributed to this
result (see Haxel, 2002). A more extensive analysis will hopefully clarify
these contributions with more precision.

1.6 Implications and Further Research

In this chapter, I pointed to the astonishingly intensive battles for
patent rights that have been taking place within the framework of
patent oppositions at the European Patent Office. Little work has been
done to date to study the functions and implications of this institution.
The tabulations in Table 1.3 and Table 1.4 have demonstrated that oppo-
sition data can be used as a powerful research tool for observing rivalry
for patents and product markets directly. In the course of the analysis, it
became clear that there is considerable heterogeneity in how success-
fully firms apply the instrument of patent opposition. In the technical
fields of cosmetics and detergents, the data support the notion that
some firms have developed strong specialization advantages and in-house
capabilities. In this chapter, I also considered the possibility that the
outstanding success of one player, Henkel, had been affected by long-
standing investments in patent documentation databases and techniques.
There is considerable support for this hypothesis, although the chapter
does not claim to go – at this point – beyond proposing a plausible and
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promising explanation. More structured tests encompassing data on all
of the IDC member companies will have to follow in order to show in
more detail how the IDC’s coding and documentation system helped
member companies to gain competitive advantage. But from the inter-
view record contained in Martin (2004), it is clear that the IDC venture
had generated a powerful weapon in the battle for patents. In many
ways, the IDC may be understood as an early and very successful knowl-
edge management tool. The investments made decades ago are still
affecting today’s fight over patent rights.

Notes

1. See Table 7.6 in the EPO Annual Report 2003 (EPO, 2003).
2. See Harhoff and Wagner (2004) for a detailed analysis of granting procedures

at the EPO.
3. Interviews conducted with patent lawyers in Munich suggest that cases

settled prior to the expiration of the opposition period could make up about
15 to 25 per cent of the cases actually filed. However, for obvious reasons no
exact statistic is available.

4. Other explanations are possible as well, but I will focus on these two in this
chapter.

5. Developing a structural test from this logic is not simple, as it requires that
we hold constant for measurable differences in the benefit from revocation
and in costs. The test pursued in section 1.4 is only a first step towards such
a structural analysis.

6. There is a small number of patents with multiple patent-holders. These are
treated as separate patent rights.

7. For details, see Harhoff and Hall (2004).
8. I owe many of the insights into the patent documentation practice in the

chemical industry to discussions with industry experts at various companies.
Discussions with Christoph Haxel were particularly helpful. See Haxel (2002)
for a description of Henkel’s documentation practice.

9. The history of the IDC was recently summarized in a diploma thesis written
by Christopher Martin. The thesis was conducted at the Institute for
Innovation Research (INNO-tec) at the University of Munich (Martin, 2004).
Section 1.5 is based mainly on this source and on the interview evidence
compiled therein.

10. Hoechst merged with Rhône-Poulenc in 1999 to create Aventis.
11. The Österreichische Stickstoffwerke became the Chemie Linz AG in 1973.
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2
Intellectual Property, 
Competition and the Value 
of UK Firms
Christine Greenhalgh and Mark Rogers

2.1 Introduction

This chapter analyses the market value of intellectual property (IP)
activities of a sample of UK firms and how the extent of competition
influences such valuations. To motivate what follows, consider a firm
operating in a single, well-defined market. Suppose the firm makes an
innovation which has a maximal value V* (as assessed by some hypo-
thetical, all-knowing economist). Competition between firms will erode
this value, as rival firms seek to copy, imitate or invent around the inno-
vation. The firm may use the IP system to temper this competition, rais-
ing the value of innovation. It is clear that the extent of competition, as
well as the nature and efficiency of the IP system, will determine the
expected value of the innovation (i.e., V* – z where z is a positive num-
ber reflecting the combined effect of competition and the IP system).
This chapter seeks to throw some light on these issues by analysing how
the stock market values R&D and IP.

The analysis in this chapter uses a new panel dataset on the R&D and
IP activity of UK production firms covering the period 1989 to 1999.
The chapter extends the standard approaches to analysing the market
value of innovative firms in a number of ways. First, we analyse whether
the market’s valuation of firm-level innovation varies across sectors and
firms. In order to do this we use the classification system in Pavitt
(1984), which analyses patterns of technical change. Pavitt put forward
a taxonomy based on differences in the process of innovation, rather
than a product-based industrial classification, and it seems entirely appro-
priate to analyse the market value of innovation using this taxonomy.
Second, in contrast to previous studies, the analysis includes the role
of trade mark activity and UK and European Patent Office patent
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activity.1 Third, we use two alternative proxies for competition. At the
sectoral level we use profit persistence analysis to capture the extent of
competition, something new to the market value literature. At the firm
level we use market share, a traditional proxy for market power and an
inverse proxy for competition.

The structure of the paper follows these objectives. The next section
outlines the nature of the data and Pavitt’s typology. In particular, and
in agreement with Pavitt’s observations, we find substantial differences
across sectors in the extent and composition of innovative activity. The
third section presents some initial results using the market value
approach. The main result is that the market valuation of R&D, patents
and trade marks do vary substantially across Pavitt sectors. A further
finding is that the stock market appears to place no significant valuation
on firms obtaining UK patents, although there is a positive premium for
patents from the European Patent Office. The fourth section deals with
the role of competition using two different proxies. At the sectoral level
we use profit persistence analysis, arguing that this is a superior means
of gauging competitive conditions. The analysis indicates that the sectors
with the highest levels of competition also have the lowest market valu-
ation for R&D. At the firm level, we focus the analysis on whether the
market value of IP varies with market share. The findings indicate that
the market value of UK patents tends to rise with market share. The final
section concludes.

2.2 Data Overview

The OIPRC database

The Oxford Intellectual Property Research Centre database covers firms
in the production, construction, utilities and commerce sectors, which
reported their financial accounts in the UK Company Analysis (Extel
Financial, 1996, and Thomson, 2001). The financial data include the
usual items, such as sales, profits and also R&D expenditure, as well as
the share price (at end of accounting period), if the company was
publicly quoted. The firm-level data are matched to three forms of IP:
patents published via the UK, patents published via the European Patent
Offices (which designated the UK inter alia), and trade mark applications
via the UK office. These IP data are obtained from a range of sources
(European Patent Office, 1996, 2001, 2002; Patent Office, 1986–95,
1997, 2002; Search Systems Ltd, 1996; and Marquesa Search System,
2002). Importantly, the IP data are matched to parent firm names and all
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wholly owned subsidiaries (using ‘Who Owns Whom’ from Dun and
Bradstreet International, 1994, 2001).2

Pavitt’s sectoral typology

As indicated in the introduction, a new approach in our analysis is to
use the sectoral typology in Pavitt (1984). Pavitt introduced an indus-
trial classification based on technological trajectories, which has subse-
quently been used extensively in the analysis of innovation. Firms were
considered to be in one of four categories: supplier dominated, produc-
tion intensive (scale intensive), production intensive (specialist suppli-
ers) and science based. The motivation for this typology comes from the
observation that the process of technological change varies substantially
across firms and industries. In Pavitt’s original typology the first category
included several types of manufacturing together with non-manufacturing
firms, whose technological trajectories were supplier-dominated. Given
their rather different natures in respect of R&D and patenting, in what
follows we have distinguished between manufacturing and other
supplier-dominated firms to create five sectors. Table 2.1 shows the five
technological sectors and some simple summary statistics (which are
defined in the note to the table). The table shows two different measures
of patent activity: UK patents and EPO patents. Firms can choose to
patent by means of separate applications to each national patent office,
or they can take the route of applying for patent coverage in several
European jurisdictions with one application to the European Patent
Office. There are different costs and varying likelihoods of obtaining
patent coverage via these routes, so firms may have chosen either route
for a variety of reasons, including, of course, the number of markets to
be targeted for sales.

Table 2.1 shows that Pavitt sectors (3) and (4) have the highest propor-
tion of firms reporting R&D expenditure, nearly twice that of sectors
(2) and (5) and more than three times the level of sector (1). Trade mark
activity is more common than patenting; it is present in one-third to one
half of firms in every sector and shows less variation across sectors than
patenting. Note also that UK patenting is more prevalent than EPO
patents, by a factor of around two in sectors (1) and (5), but by a smaller
factor between 1.5 and 1.3 for the production intensive and science-based
sectors. As with R&D, patenting activity is higher in sectors (3) and (4).

The model

This section summarizes the standard model of market value and its
relationship with R&D and intellectual property activity. Most previous
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empirical studies use an empirical specification based on Griliches
(1981) who assumed that the market value (V) of the firm is given by

(1)

where A is the book value of total assets of the firm, K is the stock of
intangible assets not included in the balance sheet, q is the ‘current
market valuation coefficient’ of the firm’s assets, � allows for the possi-
bility of non-constant returns to scale, and � is the ratio of shadow
values of intangible assets and tangible assets  i.e., . Most authors�V

�K ⁄ �V
�A

V � q(A � �K)�
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Table 2.1 Pavitt technological sectors

Median UK EPO UK trade
Number firm sales R&D patent patent mark

Pavitt category of firms (million £) active* active* active* active*

(1) Supplier dominated, 571 80 0.181 0.217 0.120 0.335
manufacturing and
mining

(2) Production 424 109 0.365 0.329 0.213 0.501
intensive, scale
intensive

(3) Production 233 70 0.630 0.413 0.301 0.428
intensive,
specialized suppliers

(4) Science-based 291 116 0.621 0.442 0.341 0.516

(5) Supplier dominated, 682 66 0.327 0.161 0.086 0.434
non-manufacturing**

Notes: The table is based on 16,257 observations over the period 1989–99. * R&D (IP) active means the pro-
portion of firm-year observations where the reported accounts contain R&D (IP). The Pavitt sectors are
defined as follows:

Pavitt (1): Traditional manufacturing. Generally small firms with weak in-house R&D and engineering
capabilities. Innovations come from suppliers of equipment or materials (US SIC codes 12, 13, 15,
16, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31)

Pavitt (2): Large firms producing standard materials or durable goods, including cars (US SIC codes 20, 21,
32, 33, 34, 37)

Pavitt (3): Machinery and instruments. Tend to be smaller firms which are technologically specialized
(US SIC codes 35, 38, 39)

Pavitt (4): Electronics, electrical and chemicals. Often large firms. Technology from in-house R&D but based
on basic science from elsewhere (US SIC codes 28, 29, 36)

Pavitt (5): Users of technology, whose innovations mainly come from suppliers of equipment or materials
(US SIC code 40 and above)

The concordance between the two-digit SIC (US) available in the data and Pavitt’s categories is based on
Vossen (1998) and Dewick et al. (2002). ** This includes some firms in distribution, utilities, business services,
etc., which are in OIPRC database; in Pavitt’s original 1984 taxonomy these were included with manufactur-
ing firms in category (1).

� � 



take natural logarithms of (1) and, using the approximation ln
(1 � �) ≈ �, rearrange (1) to yield:

(2)

A major issue facing empirical studies is how to proxy K. This paper
follows previous studies in using flow data on R&D expenditure (R),
UK patent publications (UKP), EPO patent publications (EPOP) and trade
mark applications (TM) as proxies for such capital. Note that since we
are using flow variables to proxy stock variables, our coefficient esti-
mates cannot be related directly to (2). Instead, the coefficient estimates
on these flow variables are best thought of as an estimate of the (aver-
age) market valuation of such activity. The main interest is in comparing
these valuations across sectors and firms. These issues mean that the
estimation equation is:

(3)

where i indexes a firm and t a year, and �j and �t are sets of industry and
year dummies. Note that (3) allows lnq from (2) to vary across industries
and over time (i.e., lnq � �j � �t), to allow for variations in the ‘current
market valuation coefficient’. As in other studies, other control variables
are also included (X), including sales growth, the debt to equity ratio
and the book value of intangible assets.3 This basic specification is later
augmented with the market share of the firm to investigate the role of
competition in the determination of market value in the presence of
intangible assets.

Market value regressions

A variety of estimators can be used to analyse (3). The panel nature of
data means we can estimate a fixed or random effect model (which
means replacing �j with firm-specific fixed effects in (3)). A drawback of
these methods is that the presence of measurement error in the data can
lead to coefficients being biased downwards. A related issue concerns
the presence of influential observations within the data. In particular,
since some – especially smaller – firms have volatile IP activity, this

� �3
TMit

Ait
� �X � uit

lnVit � �j � �t � �ln A � ��n
Rit

Ait
� �1

UKPit

Ait
� �2

EPOPit

Ait

ln V � ln q � �ln A � ��
K
A
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tends to cause considerable inter-temporal variation in the R&D and IP
variables. Preliminary regression analysis indicated that a few observa-
tions can affect the coefficients dramatically, especially those of the
IP-based variables. For this reason, Table 2.2 shows the results from using
a robust regression procedure, which uses an algorithm to eliminate
overly influential observations.4 Further discussion and analysis of these
issues, and results from OLS and panel estimators for the data used here,
are contained in Greenhalgh and Rogers (2004).

The table shows regressions for the full sample and for each Pavitt
sector. Looking only at the full sample regression in the first column, the
major results are as follows. R&D has a significant and positive coefficient.
The coefficient on the UK patenting variable is negative and significant,
whereas EPO patenting and UK trade marking have a positive partial
correlation with market value. One possibility for the unexpected result
for UK patents may be multicollinearity. However, re-estimating the
model omitting the EPO and UK trade marks variables, and also then
omitting R&D, only causes the UK patent variable to be insignificantly
different from zero (rather than negative). In contrast, entering only the
EPO variable, or only the trade mark variable, makes the estimated coef-
ficients slightly larger and more significant. Thus, for the full sample
regressions, a major result is that firms that are active in UK patenting
do not command any share market premium.

Table 2.2 also shows the regression results on the different Pavitt
sectors. Focusing on the coefficient on the R&D variable, although it is
always significant, the magnitude varies substantially across Pavitt’s
technology sectors. Perhaps unexpectedly, the lowest coefficient on
R&D is for sector (4), which is seen as benefiting from university science,
while the highest magnitude is for sector (5). The coefficients on the IP
variables also vary dramatically across sectors. Again, the results were
checked by entering only one IP variable at a time, and then by omitting
the R&D variable (in case multicollinearity in the sector-specific regres-
sions is clouding results). The results of these separate regressions
indicate broad support for Table 2.2. The only important difference is
that the EPO patent variable is positive (4.2) and significant (at 1 per cent
level) if it is entered as a sole proxy for K/A in Pavitt sector (4). Apart
from this finding it is, perhaps, surprising that the science-based sector
shows no significant market premia for IP.

Other coefficients estimated in Table 2.2 are also of interest. The
coefficients on sales growth suggest firms with faster growth have higher
market valuations. The results for the book value of intangible to total
assets ratio are generally positive, but the debt to equity ratio is generally
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rather insignificant. The book value of intangible assets reflects the
accounting values of goodwill, and possibly patents and brands, obtained
via takeovers.5 The major result from Table 2.2 is that the market’s valu-
ation of different measures of innovation varies substantially across sec-
tors. In subsequent sections we investigate whether variations in
competitive conditions can explain some of these differences. The other
important result from Table 2.2 is that the market valuation of patenting
via the UK Patent Office seems to generate no market premium. One
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Table 2.2 Market value regressions, by Pavitt category

Supplier-
Supplier- Production Production dominated

dominated intensive intensive Science- non-
Full manufacturing (scale) (specialist) based manufacturing

sample (Pavitt 1) (Pavitt 2) (Pavitt 3) (Pavitt 4) (Pavitt 5)

ln of total assets 1.036 0.927 1.055 1.065 1.063 0.982
(129.66)*** (39.86)*** (74.32)*** (52.06)*** (57.13)*** (60.37)***

R&D expend/total 4.532 5.026 8.302 8.313 3.995 14.425
assets (13.60)*** (1.89)* (4.94)*** (8.73)*** (9.20)*** (6.92)***

UK patent/total �0.646 �3.147 �0.864 �0.208 �3.035 �9.077
assets (mill) (2.15)** (3.05)*** (1.84)* (0.27) (4.52)*** (7.49)***

EPO patent/total 2.186 12.450 1.903 2.144 0.352 17.445
assets (mill) (5.66)*** (4.79)*** (1.52) (2.92)*** (0.64) (1.81)*

Trade mark/total 0.382 �0.268 0.603 0.500 0.216 �0.520
assets (mill) (2.94)*** (0.70) (2.03)** (1.65)* (1.05) (0.98)

Growth in sales 0.737 0.493 0.431 0.917 0.690 0.158
(t, t � 1) (12.82)*** (2.93)*** (3.33)*** (6.48)*** (7.59)*** (1.23)

Debt/shareholders’ �0.003 �0.004 �0.001 �0.046 0.001 �0.033
equity (1.07) (0.14) (0.44) (5.14)*** (0.07) (0.79)

Intangible assets/ 1.122 1.031 1.291 1.250 0.726 �1.379
total assets (5.35)*** (1.55) (3.17)*** (1.64) (2.13)** (3.16)***

Constant �1.410 �1.241 �1.178 �2.765 �0.998 �0.027
(2.90)*** (2.37)** (3.31)*** (5.38)*** (1.98)** (0.05)

Observations 2472 348 600 596 617 311
Number of firms 347 55 79 81 82 50
R-squared 0.92 0.95 0.94 0.87 0.93 0.98
Industry dummies 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(prob.)

Year dummies (prob.) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
Test of Ho: � � 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27

Notes: The dependent variable is ln of market value (mv), where ‘mv’ is defined as shares outstanding (average in
year) � price (end accounting period) plus creditors and debt less current assets (see Chung and Pruitt, 1994). The
sample period is 1989–99. Estimator is robust least squares estimator (see text). * significant at 10%; ** significant at
5%; *** significant at 1%. The industry and year dummies rows show the probability of a type 2 error in rejecting the
hypotheses that all industry (year) dummies are equal. A Chow test, using OLS estimations, on whether the sub-samples
can be pooled yields a F-statistic of 7.5 (rejecting the null hypothesis that the samples can be pooled at the 1% level).



explanation for this result is that, on average, firms choose UK patents
when the value of the innovation is lower, hence justifying registration
in fewer national jurisdictions. Evidence in favour of this view is con-
tained in Greenhalgh and Longland (2002), who investigated the
impact on firm-level net output of both UK and EPO patents. They
found a consistently stronger impact of EPO than of UK patents in terms
of both the size and duration of their impact on productivity, confirm-
ing the idea of qualitative differences in the two patents that are recog-
nized by the market. Even so, it is surprising that UK patenting never
receives a positive coefficient.

An alternative view is that the stock market is myopic in respect of UK
patents. We can test whether the stock market reacts to UK patenting after
a lag of one or more years. However, including variables for UK patent
activity in t � 1 and t � 2 years, alongside the current patent activity vari-
able, we find only in sector (3) is there a (net) positive coefficient (the
t � 2 coefficient is 1.9 and is significant at the 10 per cent level). In con-
trast, a parallel analysis of EPO patenting shows that the coefficients on
current and t � 1 patent activity are sometimes significant.

Another possible explanation is that different types of firms choose to
file for UK patents as opposed to EPO patents (and that the stock market
recognizes that these firms are, for whatever reason, unable to generate
value from UK patents). Overall, this appears difficult to justify: of the
2,472 observations in the regression sample, 1,294 have a UK patent and
of these 812 (63 per cent) also filed for an EPO patent in the same year.
Thus, there are a substantial number of firms that file for both UK
patents and EPO patents. A further test of this issue is to conduct regres-
sion analysis only on those firms with EPO patents. Undertaking such
analysis again seems to show that the UK patents of these firms generate
no share market premia. In conclusion, there is little evidence that UK
patents receive any current or future share market premium. The impli-
cation is that there may be a quality effect whereby better patents are
filed through the EPO.

2.3 Competitive Conditions

One of the most fundamental concepts in economics is competition
and, in particular, how rivalry between firms may create socially optimal
outcomes. A stylized Schumpeterian view is that large firms, which have
monopoly power, have both the financial resources and the incentives
to undertake investment in innovation. The corollary is that society
must accept static monopoly welfare losses in order to gain increased
investment in innovation and, ultimately, dynamic welfare gains. In
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contrast, Arrow (1962) put forward a model where, under certain
assumptions, there is a higher incentive to innovate for a perfectly com-
petitive market than a monopoly. A key assumption for Arrow’s result is
that there are ‘perfect’ intellectual property rights in the sense that the
innovator can license the innovation at full market value.6

Below we assess the competition conditions in each Pavitt sector. If the
Arrow view is correct we should observe higher market value in sectors
with greater competition (although clearly this relies on firms being able
to use the IP system effectively). In contrast, if the Schumpeterian view
is correct the market value of R&D should fall with the intensity of
competition.

We have explored various industry- and firm-level proxies for
competitive conditions. Traditional proxies for competition include
measures of concentration, market share, barriers to entry and profitabil-
ity. All of these have various drawbacks, although all can contribute
something to the difficult task of measuring competitive conditions. Here
we introduce a new methodology into market value studies by using an
analysis of the persistence of profit shocks as an indicator of the inten-
sity of competition at the sectoral level. Although this method has a
well-established literature in its own right, there are no previous studies
that attempt to integrate it into an analysis of the market value of inno-
vative activities. The strength of the approach is that it permits a dynamic
assessment of the actual competitive process in the spirit of the contestable
markets theory, which has argued that actual market share is a poor
guide to competitive conditions, as what matters is whether there are
potential market entrants able to enter and exit easily (Baumol, 1982).

Profit persistence and market valuation

The profit persistence literature is based on the assumption that all firms
will experience profit shocks and that the degree of competition from
other firms determines how long this shock will persist (e.g., Mueller and
Cubbin, 1990; Waring, 1996; Glen et al., 2001). For example, a positive
profit shock due to the launch of a successful new product may be short-
lived if other firms compete effectively. The average degree of profit per-
sistence for a group of firms can be estimated using:

[4]

where �it is firm i’s profit margin in year t, �i is a firm fixed effect, 	 rep-
resents the persistence to a profit shock and �it is the standard error term.
In these studies a 	-coefficient close to zero implies little persistence

�it � �i � 	�it�1 � 
it
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and, therefore, suggests a competitive environment (i.e., any positive
profit shock due, say, to an innovation, is rapidly competed away by
rivals). In contrast, when 	 � 0, profit shocks persist and the implica-
tion is that the competitive process is less strong. The advantage of
profit persistence studies is that the 	-coefficient should encapsulate all
aspects of competition, whether from rivals within the same domestic
industry, overseas firms, or from the threat of new firm entry.

Equation [4] can be used to analyse profit persistence at the industry,
sector or economy level. Using the ratio of net profit before tax to total
sales as the measure for �, we compute the value of 	 for each Pavitt sector
(over the period 1989–99).7 Table 2.3 shows these 	-coefficients, with the
sectors arranged from high to low 	-coefficients, which means from low to
high competitive conditions.8 Table 2.3 also shows the coefficients on the
R&D variables from Table 2.2. We can see that the coefficient on R&D falls
as competitive intensity increases. These results are consistent with the
idea that rents are rapidly competed away. Table 2.3 suggests, therefore,
support for the Schumpeterian view of competition and innovation.

What is also striking is that the lowest profit persistence and the low-
est return to R&D, is seen in Pavitt 4, the science-based manufacturing
sector, which draws on university and other science for its innovation
and exhibits the highest incidence of IP-active firms (Table 2.1). However,
as discussed above, the analysis finds little evidence that firms that use
IP gain any share market premia. Another way of interpreting these
results is to consider the lack of profit persistence and low returns to
patents in sector (4) as reflecting R&D spillovers. Thus, firms in the sci-
ence-based sector may undertake extensive R&D, but much of its value
spills over to other firms (indeed undertaking R&D increases a firm’s
ability to absorb others’ knowledge, Cohen and Levinthal, 1989).
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Table 2.3 Competitive conditions and the return to R&D, by Pavitt sector

Supplier-
dominated Production Production Supplier-

non- intensive intensive dominated Science-
manufacturing (specialist) (scale) manufacturing based

Sector (Pavitt 5) (Pavitt 3) (Pavitt 2) (Pavitt 1) (Pavitt 4)

lowest competitive intensity highest

Profit 0.52 0.51 0.47 0.36 0.27
persistence
(	-coefficient)

Coefficient on 14.425 8.313 8.302 5.026 3.995
R&D (Table 2.2)



Market share and the value of innovative activities

While the strong link between competitive conditions and returns to R&D
at the Pavitt sector level is of interest, it is unrealistic to assume that firm-
level differences in market power do not exist. In fact, the existing litera-
ture on the valuation of innovation focuses on whether a firm’s market
share is important. The standard assumption is that a larger market share
implies less competitive pressure. Blundell et al. (1999), using a sub-set of
the SPRU (Science Policy Research Unit) dataset of major innovations (inno-
vations matched to 340 listed manufacturing firms 1972–82), found that
higher market share raises the market valuation of an innovation.9 In con-
trast, Toivanen et al. (2002) find that there is no significant interaction
between market share and R&D activity (they use a previous version of the
data used here that ended in 1995).10 In this section we provide additional
insight into this debate in three ways. First, the data used here runs to
1999, making it much more up-to-date than Blundell et al. (1999) and
adding four years to Toivanen et al. (2002). Second, the analysis uses the
Pavitt sectors, which have been shown above to be important. Third,
unlike Toivanen et al. (2002) we also test for any interaction effects
between market share and IP activity in addition to R&D activity (i.e., we
do not solely focus on the interaction between R&D and market share).
This issue is central to the question of whether firms with low market
shares can use the IP system to appropriate the benefits of innovation.

Although not the centre of focus here, we have investigated the
relationship between R&D, market share and stock market value
(see Greenhalgh and Rogers, 2004). The results show that the relation-
ship varies across sectors. In particular, market share and R&D intensity
are significant strong complements in the ‘science-based’ sector (4).
Thus it seems that market share is deemed most valuable, ceteris paribus,
within the sector with the lowest average levels of returns to R&D and
patenting activity.

Table 2.4 documents the coefficients from three sets of market value
regressions that explore the interaction between market value and
intellectual property for each IP asset in turn. The table only shows the
coefficients on market share, the interaction term and the relevant IP
variable in order to save space (the full regression specification is the
same as in Table 2.2). The table shows that the coefficient on market
share varies across sectors. In the production intensive (specialist) and
non-manufacturing sectors, a higher market share tends to be associated
with lower market value, but in other sectors there is an insignificant or
positive association. The main focus here is on the interaction terms
and, of these, the interaction term between UK patent activity and
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market share is the most interesting. The coefficient is positive and
significant in the full sample and in four of the five sectors. A positive
coefficient indicates that higher market share tends to increase the asso-
ciation between UK patent activity and market value.

To interpret these results consider, for example, Pavitt sector (2). There
is a negative coefficient on patent activity but a positive coefficient on
the interaction term (the coefficient on market share itself is not signif-
icant). For a firm in this sector with median market share (0.55), these
coefficients imply a net coefficient on ‘UK patent/total assets’ of 1.51.
Another way of viewing the result is to consider the threshold level of
market share where UK patenting just starts to have a positive effect. For
sector (2) (production intensive – scale) the threshold level of market
share is 0.25 (around 38 per cent of firms in this sector have market
shares less than 0.25). For Pavitt sector (4) (science-based) the equivalent
market share threshold level is 0.21 (around 43 per cent of firms in this
sector have market shares below this level).
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Table 2.4 Market share and IP activity

Supplier-
Supplier- Production Production dominated

dominated intensive intensive Science- non-
Full manufacturing (scale) (specialist) based manufacturing

sample (Pavitt 1) (Pavitt 2) (Pavitt 3) (Pavitt 4) (Pavitt 5)

UK patent/total �1.238 �3.277 �1.314 �1.262 �5.003 �43.277
assets (mill) (3.63)*** (2.90)*** (2.51)*** (1.42) (6.65)** (11.2)***

Market share �0.087 0.136 0.015 �0.345 0.009 �0.213
(4-digit) (ratio) (2.01)** (1.40) (0.20) (3.00)*** (0.10) (1.93)***

(UK patents/assets)* 4.323 3.407 5.130 4.263 23.646 43.340
Market share (3.81)*** (0.83) (2.44)** (2.31)** (6.20)*** (6.15)***

EPO patent/total 2.494 10.275 1.654 1.282 3.316 �4.987
assets (mill) (5.39)*** (3.29)*** (1.16) (1.35) (4.91)*** (0.33)

Market share �0.021 0.165 0.063 �0.257 0.171 �0.213
(4-digit) (ratio) (0.50) (1.63) (0.80) (2.35)** (1.82)* (1.97)**

(EPO patents/assets)* �1.385 1.579 2.465 3.841 �2.741 59.772
Market share (1.40) (0.24) (0.50) (1.26) (2.27)** (1.90)*

Trade mark/total 0.221 �0.073 �0.1 0.341 0.183 �0.975
assets (mill) (1.52) (0.11) (0.24) (1.07) (0.82) (1.41)

Market share �0.064 0.192 �0.001 �0.322 0.195 �0.206
(4-digit) (ratio) (1.48) (1.83)* (0.01) (2.73)*** (2.08)** (1.84)*

(Trade marks/assets)* 1.088 �0.406 2.268 1.614 1.258 4.416
Market share (2.18)** (0.24) (2.15)** (1.90)* (0.86) (1.22)

Notes: The dependent variable is ln of market value. Other explanatory variables are included in regressions (as per
Table 2.2), but results not shown. Coefficients are from robust regression estimator with t-statistics in parentheses. 
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.



The UK patent results show more evidence of interaction effects than
the EPO patent or trade mark measures. For the full sample, the EPO
patenting results show that market share has no significant role,
although in Pavitt sector (4) higher market share tends to reduce the
market valuation of EPO patenting, while in Pavitt 5 the reverse is true.
For UK trade marking, the coefficients on the interaction term are gen-
erally positive and sometimes significant, indicating that firms with
higher market share tend to command a higher market valuation on
their trade-marking activity.

2.4 Conclusions

This chapter has analysed the market valuation of the R&D and IP activ-
ities of quoted UK firms using a new dataset for the period 1989–99.
The ultimate interest in such analysis is a greater understanding of firm
performance and financial market performance, which in turn provides
background for policy discussions. A major theme of the chapter is that
existing market value studies tend to assume that the returns to innova-
tive activities are equal across diverse firms and industries. The analysis
follows Pavitt (1984) in arguing that the nature of technological change
and innovative activity varies substantially across firms. If this is the
case then one might expect that the market valuation of innovative
activity would also vary. We find that differentiating our sample firms
using Pavitt’s technology typology is extremely worthwhile. Using
Pavitt’s sectoral typology, which is based on differences in the process of
technological change, we analyse whether the market valuation varies
across these sectors, finding large differences in the market valuation of
R&D and IP activity across sectors. This result is robust to further analy-
sis containing lagged values of R&D and IP, which suggests that the
stock market evaluates new R&D and IP within the year of its occur-
rence. Overall, we find that the lowest market valuation of R&D to tan-
gible assets is in the Pavitt 4 ‘science-based’ sector, which is also a sector
where R&D activity is common and R&D intensity relatively high
(around 62 per cent of firms report R&D expenditures). This sector also
has the highest proportion of firms applying for UK patents, trade marks
and EPO patents, suggesting that firms actively use the IP system to try
to increase appropriability.

The chapter also finds an important result with respect to UK patenting.
The analysis shows that while, on average, higher R&D, EPO patent-
ing and UK trade marking (relative to firm size) all tend to increase
market value, UK patenting does not have a straightforward impact.
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These findings are consistent with the observed behaviour of these
firms; analysis of trends in IP per firm show a significant fall in patenting
via the UK Patent Office, a small increase in EPO patenting, and a rapid
increase in trade marks, particularly since the early 1990s (Greenhalgh
et al., 2003). For firms wishing to enhance their stock market value, the
basic results suggest that patenting via the UK Patent Office will have lit-
tle impact, but UK financial markets do recognize applications via the
European Patent Office and also UK trade marks.

To attempt to explain variations across sectors in market valuations,
the main contribution of this chapter is to study the effects of competi-
tion. At a basic level we might expect higher levels of competition
within a sector to lower market valuations, ceteris paribus. To investigate
this issue we use a profit persistence methodology to assess competitive
conditions. The results show that the ‘science-based’ sector is the most
competitive and also has the lowest market valuation on R&D. At
the other extreme, the ‘supplier-dominated (non-manufacturing)’ sector
reaped the highest market valuation of R&D within a market structure
exhibiting high profit persistence (i.e., low competitive pressure).

We also examine the role of firm-level factors in explaining sectoral
differences in market valuations to R&D and IP assets by using market
share as a proxy (inverse) for competitive pressure. For the full sample
of firms, the results suggest a negative, but not significant, role for
market share; however, when we analyse by Pavitt sectors we find a
diverse pattern of results. We extend the analysis to allow for the inter-
action of market share and R&D. This analysis suggests that only in the
‘science-based’ sector does higher market share raise the valuation of
R&D. The magnitude of the effect appears economically important: the
coefficient estimates imply a 10 per cent increase in market share is
associated with a 20 per cent increase in the market valuation of R&D
activity.

This chapter also conducts analysis on the link between market share
and IP activity. If the IP system were working effectively for all firms –
regardless of market power – we would expect to find no evidence of any
link. However, for UK patent activity we find a positive effect of market
share: higher market share raises the valuation of UK patent activity
(although the strength and significance of such an effect varies across
Pavitt sectors). Since the direct effect of UK patenting is often negative,
this suggests the presence of a threshold market share. For example, in
the Pavitt 4 sector the results indicate that the market share threshold
level is around 0.21: only when market share rises above this level does
UK patenting appear to attract a stock market premium.
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The above findings offer much food for thought for the regulatory
authorities concerned with competition (the Office of Fair Trading and
the Competition Commission). Broadly, our results give much more
support for Schumpeter than for Arrow on the relationship between
market structure and innovation: the market valuation of R&D is higher
in sectors with relatively low competitive pressure. Clearly, the results
do not imply that lowering competitive pressure would always raise the
valuation of R&D; only that this occurs within the range of competition
observed in the data.11 Our findings are of considerable relevance too for
all the government agencies engaged in re-shaping industrial policy
following the Lambert Review of Business–University Collaboration
(HM Treasury, 2003). Our findings suggest that a possible reason for the
slow rate of exploitation of scientific discovery in the UK may be an
overly competitive science-based sector. A caveat on this concerns the
underlying rate of innovation and productivity achieved by the science-
based sector. It is possible that high competition and low valuation of
R&D generate high rates of productivity growth due to spillovers. This
question can only be directly addressed by further microeconomic
analysis of firm-level data, something we intend to pursue in future
research.
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Notes

1. Few existing studies use such data. Exceptions include analysis on an older
version of these data by Greenhalgh and Longland (2002) and, for trade
marks, on Australian data by Bosworth and Rogers (2001).

2. Further information on the construction of the dataset is in Greenhalgh and
Longland (2001, Appendix Notes); and Greenhalgh et al. (2003, Technical
Appendix).

3. For a review of market value studies and this methodology see Hall (2000).
4. More specifically, the procedure is: (1) calculate Cook’s D for each observation

from OLS, (2) observations with values greater than one are given zero weight,
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(3) re-run regression, (4) calculate M � med(|ei � med(ei)|), where ei is the
residual, (5) any observation with an absolute residual greater than 2M
receives a downweight of 2M/|ei| (called Huber weights), (6) repeat procedure
until maximum change in weights drops below 0.01 (called ‘convergence’),
(7) based on final regression in step 6, repeat procedure using ‘biweights’,
which are downweights given by [1 � (7ei/M)2]2, until convergence. The
procedure is described in more detail, with appropriate references, in STATA
7.0 reference manual under ‘rreg’ (www.stata.com).

5. Further analysis was conducted omitting the book value of intangible assets
from the set of explanatory variables. The results suggest its inclusion does
not substantially affect the other coefficients.

6. Subsequent theoretical work has developed these ideas. For example, Kamien
and Schwartz (1976) find that as rivalry increases, R&D per firm may initially
rise but will, ultimately, fall as rivalry becomes intense. Loury (1979) considers
the firm’s decision to invest in R&D when a patent race is underway, finding
that more competitors reduce R&D per firm. More recently, Boone (2001)
models firms as bidding for process innovations and finds that changing the
level of competition has ambiguous effects on technical progress. Scherer
and Ross (1990) are associated with the idea that the relationship between
competition and innovation may be non-monotonic (specifically, ‘hill-
shaped’), something which has received recent empirical interest (Aghion
et al., 2002).

7. The regressions were conducted on a balanced panel of all firms present in
the dataset (1989–98). To avoid problems of influential observations firms
with profitability margins below �0.2 and above 0.5 were excluded (a similar
condition is imposed by Waring, 1996).

8. Previous UK studies on profit persistence are limited. Geroski and Jacquemin
(1988) find a 	 of 0.49 for a sample of 51 UK firms (1949–77), while Benito
(2001) finds 	s of between 0.45 and 0.54 for the period 1975–98. Benito does
look at differences across sectors, although these are based on industrial
classifications, not Pavitt sectors as here. Econometrically, there is a difficulty
in estimating dynamic panel models (i.e., [3]) in that there is an asymptotic
(downwards) bias in 	. Nickell (1981) provides a formula to correct this bias
(see his equation 18). However, if we use this formula all the coefficients rise
in a similar proportion and the rank order is unaffected. Since our interest is
in the rank order across Pavitt sectors, we do not focus on this issue in the
main text.

9. They also note that the impact of market share does appear to vary across
industries; however, they generally do not allow all coefficients to vary across
industries, except for looking solely at the pharmaceuticals industry.

10. To be more accurate, Toivanen et al. (2002) state, ‘The market share variable
(MS) and the interaction [with R&D/assets] variable (MSRD) are insignificant
throughout [the panel data estimates], confirming the results of the cross-
sectional estimates’ (p. 57). However, in their Table 3, one panel regression is
presented which shows MSRD with a negative and significant coefficient
(at 1 per cent level).

11. In contrast, current UK government policy appears to assume that the link
between competition and performance is straightforward and monotonic.
For example, HM Treasury (2001, p. 19) states, ‘Competition is at the heart of
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the Government’s strategy to close the productivity gap. Vigorous competi-
tion between firms leads to increased innovation and greater efficiency – and
in turn to increased productivity growth.’ The evidence presented above
suggests that the competition and performance relationship is much more
complex than this.
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3
Business Method Patents and
Venture Capital Investment
Decisions
Robert H. Pitkethly

3.1 Introduction

Patent systems as providers of incentives to invest

The intellectual property (IP) system of any country plays a significant
but in some senses uncertain role in the range of policy measures that
might be used to encourage investment in innovation. Fritz Machlup
(1958) is often cited to support the view that uncertainty about patents’
effects counsels against both implementing and abolishing patent
systems. Edith Penrose (1951) writing seven years earlier pointed this
out in her study of the international patent system, saying: ‘If national
patent laws did not exist, it would be difficult to make a conclusive case
for introducing them; but the fact that they do exist shifts the burden of
proof and it is equally difficult to make a really conclusive case for abol-
ishing them.’ Penrose made this comment when referring to the nine-
teenth century debate about patents and Machlup and Penrose’s prior
discussion of the nineteenth century patent controversy (1950) dealt in
large part with the debate about abolition. However, they also commented
in that article that ‘little, if anything, has been said for or against the
patent system in the twentieth century that was not said equally well in
the nineteenth’. That statement applies equally to the twenty-first
century. However, rather than merely revisiting past debates, changes in
patent law and the IP environment give reason enough to raise old
questions in the light of new circumstances.

The debate about entirely abolishing patent systems is now one which
is more a theoretical than a practical debate. A more persistent issue
though, concerns the boundaries of patent systems. At a micro level
patent lawyers are paid to argue about the boundaries of their clients’ or
opponents’ patent claims and debate the implications of incremental
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changes in the breadth of interpretation of patent claims. At a macro
and legislative level, however, debate also concerns not just how to
interpret patent claims but where the boundaries of patentability should
be drawn and thus what claims should be allowed to define as
patentable. The problem is that whilst at the micro level opponents and
patentees may be equally matched in the debate, at the macro level
opposing forces comprise on the one hand the impersonal public good
and on the other hand interested parties; which in the case of patent
systems would seem to comprise almost all those who understand the
system. This, added to the difficulty of repealing laws favouring vested
interests, has resulted in the real risk of the R in IPR standing for ‘ratchet’
rather than ‘right’.1 Consequently, every proposed increase in the scope
of patent protection to some extent requires the debate about whether a
patent system should exist or not to be revisited with just as much
importance attached to it as in the nineteenth century. This is not to say
that it is inevitably wrong to increase the scope of protection, merely
that caution and a willingness to make the case for any change are
needed before taking what may be, in practice, irreversible steps.

At the same time recent emphasis by industry on IP as a firm resource
that needs exploitation can lead to a heavier emphasis being put on pro-
moting the firm’s as opposed to the societal interests involved. It can be
all too easy for those using patent systems to forget that the important
issue is, in effect, whether the donkey moves forward rather than how
many carrots it eats – whether the social ends of the system and not just
the private benefits used as a means to those ends are reached. As Besen
and Raskind (1991) have said, the objective of IP is ‘to create incentives
that maximize the difference between the value of the IP that is created
and used and the social cost of its creation, including the cost of admin-
istering the system’.

There are studies such as that by Taylor and Silberston (1973) and
Pitkethly (2001) on how patents are managed within companies and on
the provision of incentives to researchers to encourage filing of patent
applications (Pitkethly, 1995), something of increased interest lately
given recent court cases regarding employee inventor rewards in Japan.
However, on the more general issue of whether patents provide an
incentive to firms to invest in R&D the evidence and discussion seems
to be largely at a macro level and to show at best a weak link. Jaffe
(2000), for example, observes that increases in R&D spending cannot
be ascribed to changes in US law. Branstetter and Sakakibara (1999)
found only modest changes in response to a strengthening of Japanese
patent law.
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One does, of course, need to distinguish between propensity to patent
and propensity to invent or invest in R&D. Kortum and Lerner (1999)
suggest that increased use of the patent system in the US following the
introduction of the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) and
consequent strengthening of US patent law was not so much a case of
cause and effect on propensity to patent, as reflection of an increase in
technological opportunities. At the same time evidence from a similar
period in the 1980s and early 1990s when the influence of stronger US
patents and stronger enforcement of patents by US companies was being
felt in Japan, showed that there was a surge in the ratio of Japanese
patents filed per inventor in Japan superimposed on a general upward
trend in filings, which suggests that increased propensity to patent may
on occasions be inextricably mixed with other factors, such as increased
investment in and or productivity of R&D.

This all suggests that it can be a difficult task to disentangle the issue
of whether patents provide incentives to invest from other motivations
for using the patent system that companies and inventors might have.
The effect in Japan of a momentary perception that patent quantity was
important, which eventually gave way to a drive for quality also empha-
sizes that perceptions also play an important role in the effectiveness of
patents as incentives. Considering how patents are perceived by venture
capitalists is not necessarily the thin end of a post-modernist wedge
being inserted into the patent debate but a critical issue in their opera-
tion, just as perceptions and expectations play critical roles in many
other management issues. The effectiveness of patents as incentives to
invest in R&D does, after all, depend not just on what the patent system
can and does provide but also, at least in part, on what investors think
or perceive that it provides.

There may therefore be some advantage to be gained in trying to
isolate the issue of incentives to invest in R&D by studying investment
decisions made by venture capital (VC) executives and their attitudes to
ownership of IPRs and patents in particular since VC investment deci-
sions usually involve investment in some form of R&D and provide an
easily identifiable investment decision where ownership or not of
patents may be a material factor in the decision.

Business method patents

Computerized and on-line business processes are growing rapidly inter-
nationally. Currently ‘methods of doing business’ are excluded from
patentability under European and UK patent law.2 There are no corre-
sponding exceptions in the patent law of the United States and after
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a recent landmark case (State Street Bank3) patents are being granted on
business methods in the US which are unlikely to be granted in the UK
or Europe.

As outlined above, when the expansion or broadening of the scope of
patentability is being considered then it should be subject to some of the
same considerations as would be involved in establishing an entire
patent system. Patents’ role as a means of encouraging investment in
R&D is something that is mentioned frequently in theoretical justifica-
tions of patent systems. In the case of this research investigating the
effect of possession of IPRs, and in particular patents and BMPs, by com-
panies seeking VC funding on the attitude of VC investors’ willingness
to invest in them would be particularly informative about the benefits
patents and particularly BMPs might or might not provide to society in
the way of encouraging further investment in such businesses and more
broadly about the relationship between patents and IPRs and investment
in R&D-based businesses in general.

Venture capital and IPRs

There are some studies which include work on VC and innovation
(Kortum and Lerner, 2000) and on the attitude of VC executives to
investing in technically based businesses (Murray and Lott, 1995).
A recent study which looks at the specific interaction between VC and IP
is that by Petersson (2002) dealing with 20 Swedish and Danish VC
companies. Another paper by Lockett et al. (2002), which updated
Murray and Lott’s earlier work, found that lack of intellectual property
protection was a key reason why technology based ventures were
refused funding compared to non-technology-based ones. Whilst
addressing some of the issues this chapter discusses, the two aforemen-
tioned papers did not deal directly with the issue of business method
patents.

This chapter therefore studies whether those in the UK who con-
tribute directly or indirectly to VC investment decisions or advise those
who do are influenced by whether firms wishing to attract investment
possess IPRs and especially patents and patent applications. It also inves-
tigates whether the influence of any patents would depend on the tech-
nical or non-technical nature of any innovation concerned and whether
non-technical business method patents, if allowed, would differ in the
incentives to invest that they might offer. The means used to investigate
these questions comprised a survey addressed to those who currently
contribute directly or indirectly to VC investment decisions or advise
those who do; it asked whether the possession of intellectual property
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rights by companies seeking investment affected their investment
decisions.

3.2 Methodology

Survey instrument

The survey was run using a web-based questionnaire form served from
an Apple G4 computer equipped with a Dragon Web Surveys Filemaker
database. Potential respondents were contacted by being sent an e-mail
which included an invitation to complete the survey by clicking on a
web link embedded in the e-mail. As an alternative, respondents could
click on an another link which led to a different page on the OIPRC4

website allowing them to download a fax-back ready questionnaire form
that they could print out, complete and return by fax, e-mail or ordinary
post. The present survey used two identical but separate web pages to
allow replies from venture capital firm executives and business angel-
related firm executives to be kept separate. The web-based nature of the
survey meant that the respondents not only completed the form but
also carried out the data entry. Reply data could thus be downloaded
directly from the server for analysis using SPSS without any risk of data
transcription errors. The present survey led to 123 completed question-
naires of which 107 (87 per cent) were returned using the web page.
Sixteen other replies were received via other means (12 by fax, three by
e-mail and one by post), either due to respondent choice or because of
technical problems encountered by the respondent.

Sampling

Respondents were obtained from the from the British Venture Capital
Association list of members (2001), others from the British Venture
Capital Association list of sources of business angel capital (2001) and
others from the UK national business angels network directory
(http://www.bestmatch.co.uk/home/), the latter two of which list com-
panies which provide links between business angels and companies
seeking finance. Twenty-six (21.1 per cent) of the respondents were
from the latter group of business angel-related companies, whilst 97
(78.9 per cent) were from venture capital companies.

The reason for including companies which advise on business angel
finance was that it was thought likely that venture capital firms might
not cover the start-up stages of finance and might concentrate more
on later-stage investments. It was therefore hoped that by including
business angel-related firms in the same survey but in such a way that
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the two sets of replies could be distinguished and compared (a separate
but identical website was used for each), the potential pool of potential
respondents could be increased. There was thought to be a risk that the
business angel-related respondents might not, in fact, be involved in VC
investment decisions and consequently, whilst the survey was con-
ducted using separate but identical websites to enable the replies to be
distinguished into the two groups, both groups were asked if they did
currently contribute directly or indirectly to VC investment decisions or
advised those who did.

Using the above directories, individual e-mail addresses for 1,220 VC
investment executives or business angel-related firm executives were
identified either directly from the directories or indirectly via the com-
pany websites listed in the directories. E-mails were sent to all of these.
One thousand, one hundred and ninety-one of these e-mails were sent
successfully, only twenty-nine being revealed on sending as incorrect
and unsendable. A further 146 failed after delivery and were returned as
undeliverable by the intended recipients’ mail server. In total 1,045 (86
per cent) were sent and received successfully by the intended recipients.
From these 1,045 requests 123 completed replies were received giving an
effective response rate of 11.8 per cent. The response rate achieved,
whilst it could have been greater, compares favourably with other meth-
ods of administering surveys in the UK.

Non-response

Fifteen e-mails were received reporting problems with accessing the
website, though it is likely that these were due to problems with
the respondent’s computer rather than the server, bearing in mind the
number of successful uses of the server by other respondents. Whilst
there may have been others who failed to be able to access the site at all
for technical reasons it is thought that this was unlikely. Looking at the
web server log it can be seen that in total 173 people successfully
accessed the server. Of these, 107 respondents successfully completed
questionnaires.

Tests for non-response bias

To try and test for non-response bias in the replies, since the total funds
invested and the average investment made by the company the respon-
dent worked for were available for the BVCA-listed venture capital firms,
the distributions of such values for respondent and non-respondents
were compared. A t-test showed that the means for such values were
lower in both cases for respondents compared to non-respondents but
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the differences were not significant at the 5 per cent level. Whilst similar
data were not available for the business angel-related companies,
the similarity in business makes it a reasonable assumption that the
difference, if any, between respondents and non-respondents for such
companies is unlikely to be significant either.

Anonymity

The initial section of the questionnaire gave respondents an opportu-
nity but not an obligation to give their name and address. Eighteen
respondents of the 123 who replied chose not to give a name or address.
It should be noted that the above analysis for non-response bias
excludes the 18 cases involving anonymous replies since it was not pos-
sible to assign figures for mean average investment or mean total funds
invested from the BVCA data. However, inspection of the distribution of
levels of finance dealt with by the anonymous respondents’ companies
and those of named respondents listed in their respective responses
showed little apparent difference, so combined with their small number
their omission is unlikely to have significantly altered the above
analysis.

Response times

The participation request e-mail was sent out on the evening of Monday,
9 September 2002. Monday evenings were selected as being potentially
the best date to send out survey requests in order to avoid commercial
spam on Sunday night and the rush of e-mail at the beginning of the
week whilst leaving almost a full week for respondents to consider reply-
ing. Of the 107 replies received via the web server, 65 (61 per cent) were
received within the first day, 94 (88 per cent) by the end of the first week
and all by 16 October 2002 or within about a month. The few latter
replies were mostly said to be the result of respondents having been out
of their office or on holiday.

Comments and interview requests

At the conclusion of the questionnaire respondents were asked to write
any further comments they might have on the issues surveyed, to con-
firm their e-mail address if they wished to receive a copy of the report of
the research and to give their telephone number if they would be pre-
pared to be interviewed by telephone in the future. Of the 123 useable
replies 29 (24 per cent) added brief comments, some of which are reported
below.
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3.3 Data Collection

Respondent characteristics

Investment decisions

The aim of the survey was to establish the opinions of those in the UK
who currently contribute directly or indirectly to VC investment
decisions or advise those who do. To check on this respondents were
asked whether they currently contributed directly or indirectly to VC
investment decisions or advised those who do. From the 123 replies, ten
respondents answered no, or in one case did not reply. In order to be
absolutely certain to confine the research findings to those who cur-
rently contribute directly or indirectly to VC investment decisions or
advise those who do, the analysis from this point onwards was confined
to the 113 replies where this was the case.

Levels of finance

Respondents were asked (Table 3.1) which levels of finance they were
involved with. This question allowed for multiple replies.

Obviously many companies dealt with more than one level of finance
and as can be seen most dealt primarily with funding between £100,000
and £50 million, with few companies specializing in only seed finance or
only higher level MBO/MBI finance. Dividing the companies into mutu-
ally exclusive groups it can be seen that only 13 per cent of companies
spanned a range of different levels of finance which was neither exclusively
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Table 3.1 Levels of finance

Which levels of finance are you involved with? (Check all that apply
with Y.)

No. (VC:BA) %

a) up to £100,000 20 (12:8) 17.7
b) from £100,001 to £500,000 38 (21:17) 33.6
c) from £500,001 to £1,000,000 41 (24:17) 36.3
d) from £1,000,001 to £10,000,000 71 (58:13) 62.8
e) from £10,000,001 to £50,000,000 31 (29:2) 27.4
f) above £50,000,000 22 (21:1) 19.5

Only low level (only a, b or c) 19 (13:6) 16.8
Only medium (only b, c, d or e) 56 (48:8) 49.6
Only high (only e or f) 23 (23:0) 20.4
Other combinations 15 (10:5) 13.3

Total 113 (94:19) 100.0



low, medium or high level. As might be expected, the business angel-
related firms tended to be concentrated on lower levels of financing.

Stages of finance

Questions were also asked about the stages of finance involved
(Table 3.2). Again multiple responses were possible and most companies
concerned dealt with more than one stage as well as more than one level
of finance.

Whilst many companies dealt with more than one stage of financing,
few were involved exclusively in seed/start-up or MBO/MBI forms of
finance and most provided finance for a range of stages of investment.
Though business angel-related companies tended to focus on earlier
stage finance there was almost no specialization on only seed or start-up
finance by such firms.

To enable some control for the levels of finance to be carried out
Kruskal-Wallis (K-W) one-way ANOVA tests were conducted to test for
any differences between the replies from respondents in the four
mutually exclusive groups dealing with only low-level finance (up to
£1 million), only medium-level finance (£100,000–£50 million), only
high-level finance (£10 million upwards) and other combinations of levels
of finance. Similar tests were conducted for the three mutually exclusive
groups comprising those providing only seed and/or start-up finance,
those providing only management buy-in, buy-out and other major
levels of finance and other combinations. There were only a few minor
significant differences, which are not reported here. The effect of these
was that the few of the companies studied which specialized in just
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Table 3.2 Stages of finance

Which stages of finance are you involved with? (Check all that
apply with Y.)

No. (VC:BA) %

a) Seed 42 (27:15) 37.2
b) Start-up 69 (50:19) 61.1
c) Expansion 89 (70:18) 78.8
d) MBO/MBI/Other 63 (51:11) 55.8

Only Seed or Start-up 10 (9:1) 8.8
Only MBO/MBI/Other 13 (13:0) 11.5
Other combinations 90 (72:18) 79.6

Total 113 (94:19) 100.0



MBI/MBO and like stages of finance or only dealt with high-level
finance (above £10 million) tended in some cases to take a less positive
view of the role of IPRs and view IPRs as a less significant factor in
investment decisions than other respondents. This might be expected,
but if anything reinforces the conclusions reached and which are
discussed later, since the other companies who were more concerned
with earlier and smaller forms of finance tended to not just show higher
ratings of the role of IPRs overall but also a higher difference between
results where IPRs were thought to have the greatest influence and those
where it was least, namely in the e-commerce and non-technical
business sectors.

Industry sectors

Respondents were asked (Table 3.3) which industry sectors they would
consider deals from and asked to indicate all that applied from among
a range. These were predominantly technically based but included
e-commerce and non-technical categories.

Most companies were involved in financing a wide range of businesses
and only 21 per cent (24 companies) were involved in financing just one
or two of the above sectors, whilst 57 per cent were involved in financing
companies in four or more of the above sectors. As can be seen, the most
popular sector was Electronics/Communications/IT but other interests
were widely spread. The least popular was e-commerce, no doubt reflect-
ing the dot.com fallout of recent years, but still 40 per cent of companies
would consider funding such companies. The business angel-related
companies tended to deal with a wide range of sectors and showed even
less specialization than the venture capital companies.
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Table 3.3 Industry sectors

Which industry sectors would you consider deals from? (Check
all that apply with Y.)

No. (VC:BA) %

Chemical/Pharmaceutical/Biotech 65 (51:14) 57.5
Electronics/Communications/IT 92 (74:18) 81.4
Other tangible technology 67 (50:17) 59.3
Software 83 (66:17) 73.5
E-commerce 45 (32:13) 39.8
Other non-technical 62 (47:15) 54.9

(94:19)



One criticism that might be levelled at the figures presented here is
that, of the VCs responding, only 40 per cent would at present consider
investments in e-commerce and only 55 per cent investments in other
non-technical sectors. In seeking to study the effect of IPRs on invest-
ment in business methods one might think that the study should be
confined to only those VCs prepared to invest in these two sectors at
present. However, to do so would ignore the possibility that the others
might not be investing in the sectors solely because of the post-dot.com
boom conditions or lack of patent protection for business methods and
should therefore have their views consulted as well because their views
may well be relevant when conditions change. To investigate this a
Mann-Whitney U test was conducted to see if answers to questions con-
cerning patent protection (Tables 3.5–3.7) differed between respondents
prepared to invest in the e-commerce and/or other non-technical sectors
and those who were not prepared to at present. No significant differ-
ences were found. In any event it was noticeable that those answering
parts of questions relating specifically to e-commerce and other non-
technical sectors were primarily those prepared to invest in those sectors
(which is suggested in the tables above by the numbers replying). Yet
closer analysis showed that answers to questions relating specifically to
business method patents (Tables 3.5–3.7) and regarding e-commerce
from those prepared to invest in the e-commerce sector were generally
slightly more positive about the role of IP in investment decisions (and
occasionally statistically significantly so) relative to those not prepared
to invest in the e-commerce sector at present. However, none of even
these replies averaged more than ‘very little’ (2–3) in their responses. All
this confirms, though, is that patents and IP mean a little more regard-
ing e-commerce to those prepared to invest in e-commerce than those
who will not at present but still very little and significantly less than the
effect of patents in technical sectors and particularly the chemical, phar-
maceutical and biotech sector. It does not, therefore, substantially affect
the overall conclusions of this study.

Opinions regarding the role of IPRs in VC decisions

The remaining questions concerned the core issues with which this
research is concerned, namely, the role that those who make VC invest-
ment decisions or advise those who do consider that IPRs play in those
investment decisions. Intellectual property rights (IPRs) were defined in
the questionnaire as comprising patents, trade marks, copyright, design
rights and other rights protecting a company’s intellectual property (IP).
The replies for these questions are presented here along with the replies
according to whether the respondent was associated with the business
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angel or the more general venture capital finance group of respondents.
In each case two tailed p values for Mann-Whitney tests comparing aver-
age scores for each question are reported.

Whether IPRs are a significant factor in investment decisions

To begin to concentrate on the issue of how important IPRs are in VC
investment decisions, respondents were asked how often IPRs are a signif-
icant factor in investment decisions in a variety of industry sectors. Again
business angel-related respondents in general had a slightly lower opinion
of the significance of IPRs with the exception of the two largely non-
technical sectors of e-commerce and other non-technical companies.

However, none of these differences with the opinions of more
conventional venture capital executives were significant. The overall
differences between the various sectors were significant according to a
Kendall’s W test, despite only 35 cases involving all sectors. Overall, the
importance of IPRs was seen as more significant in the more technical
sectors and in particular in those associated with the Chemical/
Pharmaceutical/Biotechnology sectors (see Table 3.4).
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Table 3.4 Significance of IPRs in investment decisions by sector

Good people, good returns and a good business plan are generally seen as the
most critical factors in an investment decision. Nonetheless, how often are
intellectual property rights (IPR) a significant factor in whether or not to invest
in a company in the following sectors? (Choose 1–5 on the following scale.)

Never � 1 Rarely � 2 Sometimes � 3 Frequently � 4 Always � 5

Mean responses (N) M-W (2-tail)

Overall VC BA p value

Chemical/Pharmaceutical/Biotech 3.85(72) 3.88(59) 3.69(13) 0.4475
Electronics/Communications/IT 3.65(91) 3.66(74) 3.59(17) 0.7473
Other tangible technology 3.53(75) 3.56(57) 3.44(18) 0.5295
Software 3.58(84) 3.65(67) 3.29(17) 0.1461
E-commerce 3.15(54) 3.13(39) 3.20(15) 0.7106
Other non-technical 2.80(66) 2.75(52) 3.00(14) 0.3834

Kendall’s W test Cases W Chi-Square D.F. Significance
35 .3017 52.7899 5 .0000

The role of patent protection in investment decisions

The problem with the above question is that, whilst it reflects the current
situation regarding the relative influence of IPRs in investment decisions,



it refers to IPRs in general. A more specific question was therefore asked
which tried to ascertain whether lack of patent protection in particular
would prevent venture capital funding for a company in various sectors
(Table 3.5). Business angel-related respondents had an overall slightly
higher and occasionally significantly higher opinion in some sectors (e.g.,
electronics and non-technical fields) that lack of patent protection might
prevent venture capital funding. However, the main difference was
between technical areas such as Chemical/Pharmaceutical/Biotechnology
areas and non-technical areas, the former being an area where lack of
patent protection was considered by all to be significantly more likely to
prevent venture capital funding than in other sectors.

Effect of patent application ownership on investment attractiveness

Since most investment opportunities are trying to raise finance at a time
when they have patent applications but no granted patents, respon-
dents were asked the extent to which patent applications would increase
investment opportunity attractiveness according to the sector involved
(Table 3.6).

There were only slight differences between business angel- and venture
capital company-based respondents and only two of those differences were
significant. There was, however an overall significant difference between
the various sectors with the effect of a patent application on attractiveness
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Table 3.5 Significance of lack of patent protection in investment decisions by
sector

To what extent would lack of patent protection prevent venture capital funding
for a company in the following sectors? (Choose 1–5 on the following scale.)

Never � 1 Rarely � 2 Sometimes � 3 Frequently � 4 Always � 5

Mean responses (N) M-W (2-tail)

Overall VC BA p value

Chemical/Pharmaceutical/Biotech 3.85(73) 3.85(60) 3.85(13) 0.9390
Electronics/Communications/IT 3.30(93) 3.21(76) 3.71(17) 0.0061**
Other tangible technology 3.27(75) 3.18(57) 3.56(18) 0.0319**
Software 3.06(86) 3.00(69) 3.29(17) 0.2441
E-commerce 2.64(55) 2.56(41) 2.86(14) 0.2169
Other non-technical 2.55(69) 2.44(54) 2.93(15) 0.0610*

Kendall’s W test Cases W Chi-Square D.F. Significance
36 .4132 74.3774 5 .0000

* Significant at a 10% probability threshold.

** At 5%.



being greatest in the Chemical/Pharmaceutical/Biotechnology sector
and least in the e-commerce and non-technical sectors.

Thus far the data show quite clearly that, first, IPRs can increase the
attractiveness of an investment opportunity in the eyes of venture capital
executives and those advising business angels. Second, it is quite clear that
that attractiveness-enhancing effect differs significantly by industry sector
and not just as a result of the differing legal environment in each sector.

IPRs role in investment in business methods

In the questionnaire it was explained to respondents that one theoretical
role of patents is to act as an incentive for investment and that this begs
the question as to whether patents affect investment decisions in
practice. Business method patents were highlighted as one area of par-
ticular interest. It was also explained that at present patents can be
granted in the USA for all new and inventive business methods includ-
ing non-technical ones (e.g., a method of running a mutual investment
fund) whilst in the UK and Europe inventions must involve some form
of technical effect to be patentable. Having then said that whether
European countries, including the UK, should also grant patents for
non-technical business methods was currently being debated respon-
dents were asked the following series of questions concerning the
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Table 3.6 Significance of patent applications in investment decisions by sector

To what extent would ownership of patent applications by a business increase its
attractiveness as an investment opportunity in the following sectors? (Choose 1–5
on the following scale.)

Never � 1 Rarely � 2 Sometimes � 3 Frequently � 4 Always � 5

Mean responses (N) M-W (2-tail)

Overall VC BA p value

Chemical/Pharmaceutical/Biotech 3.58(77) 3.53(62) 3.80(15) 0.2643
Electronics/Communications/IT 3.28(93) 3.21(75) 3.56(18) 0.0555*
Other tangible technology 3.29(76) 3.22(58) 3.50(18) 0.1507
Software 3.00(88) 2.97(70) 3.11(18) 0.3238
E-commerce 2.77(57) 2.69(42) 3.00(15) 0.1899
Other non-technical 2.69(70) 2.57(53) 3.06(17) 0.0155**

Kendall’s W test Cases W Chi-Square D.F. Significance
40 .3237 64.7476 5 .0000

* Significant at a 10% probability threshold.

** At 5%.



possible impact of US-style business method patents for non-technical
inventions becoming available in the UK and Europe. The over-
whelming response to all these questions was that business method
patents (BMPs) would have at most some but in the main very little
effect on investment decisions (Table 3.7).

Taking the specific sub-questions in Table 3.7 in turn, the first
(a) asked whether the availability of BMPs would encourage invest-
ment that would not otherwise be made. Obviously the effect of a BMP
might be either to encourage more investment than might otherwise
have occurred and/or it might cannibalize investment which would oth-
erwise have gone to other relatively less attractive investment opportu-
nities. BMPs on the whole were thought to be likely to encourage very
little of the former (a). Viewed from the BMP perspective, the existence
of BMPs might, of course, give rise to greater investment in developing
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Table 3.7 Significance of BMPs in investment decisions by sector

If patents were available for non-technical business methods in the
UK and Europe would this:
a) encourage investment that would not otherwise be made?
b) increase investment in developing such business methods?
c) make businesses which had applied for such patents more attractive

investments than they are without them?
d) make businesses which had applied for such patents more attractive

investments relative to other companies?
e) help those making investment decisions concerning such business

methods?
f) benefit the VC industry through availability of patents for new and

inventive venture capital-related business methods?

(Choose 1–5 on the following scale.)

Never � 1 Rarely � 2 Sometimes � 3 Frequently � 4 Always � 5

Mean responses (N) M-W (2-tail)

Overall VC BA p value

a 2.49(110) 2.45(91) 2.72(18) 0.1698
b 2.54(110) 2.49(92) 2.77(18) 0.0982*
c 2.65(110) 2.62(92) 2.83(18) 0.2097
d 2.70(107) 2.63(90) 3.06(18) 0.0242**
e 2.56(109) 2.47(91) 3.00(18) 0.0056**
f 2.47(109) 2.36(92) 3.06(17) 0.0005**

* Significant at a 10% probability threshold.

** At 5%.



business methods than would otherwise have occurred (b) but very little
of this extra investment was thought likely either. The possibility that
possession of BMPs would just have a relative effect of making those
companies that possessed them more attractive investment opportuni-
ties received very little support either whether in absolute terms (c) or
relative terms compared to other investment opportunities (d). In short,
the effect of possession of business method patents, in contrast to
patents and patent applications more generally and especially in techni-
cal sectors such as the Chemical/Pharmaceutical/Biotechnology sector,
was seen by almost all respondents as having very little effect on invest-
ment decisions in businesses which possessed such patent applications.

One effect which has been commented on by some venture capital
executives who were interviewed is the signalling effect of patent
applications. In some cases it has been suggested that the possession of
patent applications can be seen as an indicator of the competence of the
management team for having taken the steps necessary to at least try to
protect the company’s IP, irrespective of the legal worth of the applications
involved. In that respect, possession of patent applications by compa-
nies might be seen as contributing indirectly to the decision-making
process. Answers to question (e), however, showed that BMP applica-
tions would have very little effect in helping make investment decisions.

At the same time, the more general role of patents and other IPRs in
investment decisions also needs to be kept in perspective. One survey
respondent commented:

The patent process is too slow and lengthy to provide any informa-
tion to early-stage investment decisions. Typically, a young business
will have raised its first VC funding before it has a patent granted.
Patent applications are virtually worthless as they have completely
unknown value without spending an unreasonable amount of
time/money on due diligence. In reality, ‘tacit knowledge’ is the most
valuable form of intellectual property and this is judged subjectively
during the investment process.

On the other hand, another survey respondent said:

A patented technology is an interesting opportunity, but an
unpatented product with good market opportunity and a skilled
team of sales, marketing and support people is much more attractive
a proposition. If the difference between two businesses is just IP
rights, of course the business with the rights is more attractive, but
more often than not, these rights only provide the holder with a
competitive advantage, not necessarily market dominance.
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Finally, the key area for the development of BMPs in the US was the
financial services industry and it is therefore not impossible that one
further effect on the venture capital industry of introducing BMPs
would be to enable venture capital companies themselves to apply for
business method patents. Respondents, however, saw this as likely to
bring very little benefit to the venture capital industry (f).

Conclusions regarding patents and BMPs as incentives 
for R&D investment

The data presented show quite clearly that IPRs and patents and patent
applications do have a positive, though not dominant, role to play in
increasing the attractiveness of technical investments but that the effect
of the introduction of BMPs would be certain not to have any great
effect and would most likely have very little effect on investment deci-
sions in the non-technical fields involved. One might add that the UK
venture capital industry covered by this research, by giving greater
weight to IPR in technical fields compared to those concerning BMPs,
agrees with the European and UK patent offices in viewing a technical
aspect to be necessary to make an effective patent application.

3.4 Discussion

An effective solution?

Most instances where governments use ends to justify means tend to be
controversial. Patent systems are no exception. In using time-limited
monopolies involving publication to encourage investment in and
dissemination of inventions, governments use what might be thought
of as an economic evil to achieve an economic good. This requires a
balance to be kept, which is difficult because clear indicators to help
decide where that balance should lie are hard to find and affected by
many factors besides patents. Despite being a very specific case, the opti-
mum balance for business method patents is unfortunately no clearer
than for the patent system as a whole.

As a result of the uncertainty about its true effects, the patent system
is not a precise policy measure. Edith Penrose (1951) said that ‘a sweep-
ing, non-discriminating, generously administered and unconditional
patent grant is an expensive and blunt instrument’. It is arguably better
than many other methods of encouraging innovation, such as prizes, in
that, it does not reward inventors or, apart from system costs (and pos-
sibly hindering further different but related innovation), burden society
when inventions fail. Yet whilst it can still give significant inventions
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great rewards, the question remains as to whether those inventions
could have been obtained equally well without the patent system and
even if not whether the blunt instrument could be sharpened and the
patent system made more efficient.

What should an effective solution achieve?

There are arguably three main social benefits that a patent system seeks
to obtain. The first and the one emphasized by the UK Patent Office con-
sultation on business method patents,5 is that of promoting investment
in innovation that would not otherwise be made because of the risk of
free-riding competition. There is also the aim of publication of inven-
tions that would otherwise remain secret and the commoditization of
inventions enabling their commercialization through sale or licensing,
the latter being particularly important where overseas markets are criti-
cal, or where, more generally, resources for in-house exploitation are not
available, thus limiting the benefits to inventors. These three roles of
promoting investment, publication and commoditization in the cases
where patents are most effective can all work together to produce an
efficient system where the benefits outweigh the costs.

The costs of patent systems are well, if not precisely, known and
inevitable. They include indirect but temporary costs of monopoly pricing,
restriction of competition, potential hindrance of research and, where it
exists, legal uncertainty, as well as the direct professional and adminis-
trative costs and official fees that any patent system involves. The essen-
tial question that needs asking in respect of any proposal to offer patents
for new categories of inventions is thus whether the hoped for public
benefits outlined above are truly present, outweigh these known costs
and could not be obtained at lower or no cost in any other way.

In the case of business method patents in the USA, apparently no such
analysis was carried out by the United States Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit before deciding to ‘lay to rest’ the idea that they should
not be patentable in the State Street Bank case judgment referred to ear-
lier. Nor have economists since managed to produce a definitive answer as
to whether BMPs would produce more benefits than costs. However, a
brief consideration of the three potential benefits might guide us as to
where the balance is likely to lie in this case.

What are the benefits of BMPs?

First is the scale of investment required in this field such that in the
absence of the monopoly profits offered by patent protection, invest-
ment in development of business methods would be reduced or absent?
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Second, in the absence of patent protection is it likely that the inventors
of business methods would be able to protect them by means of secrecy
and avoiding publication? Third, in the absence of patent protection
would the lack of ability to commoditize new business methods so reduce
the benefits that could be obtained from them that investment in their
development would be reduced or absent?

In the case of the first question the current research suggests that the
incentive effect of BMPs is minimal if it exists at all and is certainly
lower than in the case of patents in other more technically based fields.
The implication is that BMPs do not do a very good job of encouraging
investment in new business methods. Furthermore, at least in the UK
since the 1977 Patents Act came into force and expressly excluded BMPs,
the absence of business method patents does not appear to have unduly
hindered the development of new business methods in the UK. Finally,
leaving aside their technical implementation, BMs would not appear to
require any substantial investment in R&D compared to inventions in
other more technical sectors.

The second question is as to whether inventors of new and inventive
business methods might otherwise keep them secret in the absence of a
system allowing for BMPs. However, in the first place this would not be
possible with many business methods and, second, if it were, inventors
might well keep them secret anyway even if BMPs were available.
Publication benefits from BMPs are thus unlikely to be critical.

The last issue of commoditization, or the lack of it in the case where
BMPs are not obtainable, is more interesting. First, franchising of busi-
nesses has been carried out for many years using existing IPRs without
the use of BMPs. The question is thus whether there would be more
innovation of business methods if BMPs were available to enable the
resulting business methods to be more easily franchised or licensed.

This question resembles that encountered in the first question with
the form of the carrot or benefit offered the innovator being different. In
the case of a technically based innovation a key advantage of easy com-
moditization is that the consequent ease of licensing allows resource-
poor businesses to get closer to being able to fully exploit their
innovations than they would be able to using their own resources alone.
For example, a start-up company with an invention that can be used
throughout the world but without the resources to exploit the invention
very widely initially, can approximate to that by licensing out the inven-
tion to others and thus reaping some at least of the benefits in the short
term which would otherwise be difficult if not impossible to appropriate
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in the absence of the patent. However, in the case of the most common
business method patents, which use e-commerce, the costs of exploiting
such a business method globally are considerably reduced in any event
by the global reach of the Internet, enabling small companies to scale up
and expand their operations internationally at very low cost compared
to conventional globalization strategies. As a result it seems likely that
the commoditization benefits derived from BMPs in such cases may be
low too.

Given the current research findings regarding investment incentives
and the above considerations regarding the other potential benefits
from BMPs it would seem that their costs are almost inevitably going to
outweigh their benefits.

3.5 Conclusion

A UK Patent Office consultation exercise concluded in March 2001 with
the view that:

There is no sign, at least to date, of a want of innovation in computer-
implemented business methods, and nor was there in the US before
business methods became patentable in 1998. Intense innovation has
characterized this field. The Government’s conclusion is that those
who favour some form of patentability for business methods have
not provided the necessary evidence that it would be likely to
increase innovation. Unless and until that evidence is available, ways
of doing business should remain unpatentable.

The present investigation has encountered very little, if any evidence,
that business method patents would increase innovation rather than
just increase patent activity in the field of business methods. The specific
evidence from consulting venture capitalists in the UK suggests that
whilst patents, especially in the low patent density6 technical fields of
pharmaceuticals, chemicals and biotechnology, can play a substantial
role in encouraging investment in innovation, making patent protec-
tion available for non-technical business methods would have very little
effect on encouraging investment in such innovations that would not
be made anyway. Though an identical survey was not carried out in the
US, interviews carried out there as a separate exercise and not reported
here support the suggestion that the situation there is not much differ-
ent. Rather than encouraging innovation that would not otherwise
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occur, business method patents are viewed more as another means of
appropriating intellectual assets that has to be used, more because they
are there than because they are essential.

The research in the UK described here showed that if one assumed
that all other factors were equal, a business method venture with a
patent would be seen as slightly more attractive than one without but
with very little effect on the absolute attractiveness. This minimal
overall effect on investment in innovation would seem unlikely to
outweigh the costs that the existence of such patent protection would
bring in its wake.
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Notes

1. Something illustrated, inter alia, by the relentless increase in the duration of
copyright protection in recent years.

2. Article 52(2)(c) EPC; see also UK Patents Act 1977 S.1 (2)c.
3. 149 F.3d1368 (Fed.Cir.1998), rev’d 927 F.Supp. 502 (D. Mass. 1995), cert.

denied,119 S.Ct.851 (1999).
4. Oxford Intellectual Property Research Centre: www.oiprc.ox.ac.uk
5. http://www.patent.gov.uk/about/consultations/conclusions.htm
6. High patent density refers to the number of patents per product – usually high

in the case of markets such as automobiles and consumer products and low in
the case of pharmaceuticals and chemical products.
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4
Open Science and University
Patenting: A Bibliometric 
Analysis of the Italian Case
Stefano Breschi, Francesco Lissoni and Fabio Montobbio

4.1 Introduction

This chapter addresses the issue of university patenting and its impact
on the scientific activity of academic researchers. The issue is highly
debated in Europe where legislators are trying to design policy instru-
ments to support the technological transfer from university to industry
and to create an optimal set of incentives to stimulate scientists’ pro-
ductivity. The relationship between patenting and publishing may be
controversial because there are as many arguments claiming that the
relationship is beneficial to both university and industry as reasons to
fear that patenting may hinder the free diffusion of scientific knowledge
or bias the scientists’ choice of research topics.

We address the issue empirically with data at the individual level. We
compare the number of scientific publications of a sample of 296 aca-
demic inventors and a sample of 296 matched controls, with patenting
as a treatment variable. Section 4.2 qualitatively identifies the empirical
model considering the different causal mechanisms that may explain a
positive or a negative relationship between patenting and publishing.
The empirical work exploits two datasets: one contains information on
Italian ‘academic inventors’ (that is Italian academic researchers desig-
nated as inventors on patent documents); the other is based upon the
ad hoc collection of publication data for both these ‘academic inventors’
and a sample of their ‘non-inventor’ colleagues, from the on-line ver-
sion of ISI’s Science Citation Index. Section 4.3 provides both a description
of the data and the descriptive evidence. Section 4.4 presents the econo-
metric exercise. Section 4.5 concludes.
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4.2 The Relationship Between Patenting and 
Publishing at the Individual Level

The relationship between patenting and publishing may be negative at
the individual level mainly for two reasons.1 There may be a ‘publica-
tion delay’ effect and/or a ‘basic-applied trade-off’. First, publication
delays may be necessary to meet the novelty step requirement in all
patent legislations throughout the world: only new ideas can be
patented, and ideas that entered the common pool of knowledge (no
matter how recently, and no matter by which means) through a pub-
lished output are not new. Academic researchers that aim at taking a
patent, either in their own name, or in the name of their universities or
a business partner, should keep their inventions secret as long as the
patent application has not been filed (Akers, 1999, p. 144).2

Second, the diversion of a researcher’s attention from basic research to
more applied targets may result in lower rates of publications in refereed
journals, or in less ambitious publications with a lower impact on the sci-
entific community. This can be expected to exert non-negligible effects
only if patenting is non-occasional, especially if resulting from business-
oriented research. Thus, we expect academic inventors with prolonged
contacts with industry and more than one patent to be the most affected
by the trade-off (for a discussion, see Breschi et al., 2005a).3

There are at least three counter-arguments against the existence of a
patenting–publishing trade-off at the individual level. First, there may
be a ‘resource effect’. This argument suggests that the individual researcher
who chooses to address her/his research to IPR-relevant objectives does
so in order to access additional resources. Scientists can access not just
financial resources and expensive scientific instruments, but also ‘focused’
research questions (cognitive resources). Answers to research questions
raised by technological puzzles may be at the same time economically
valuable and scientifically relevant, up to the point of opening up new
research avenues and disciplines (Mansfield, 1995, 1998; Rosenberg,
1990). We expect the resource effect to show up much more clearly for
patents applied for by business companies, with the scientists appearing
just as designated inventors, rather than by the scientists themselves
or their universities (or public funding agencies). It may not be easy to
tell the ‘resource effect’ apart from the ‘publication delay’ effect, despite
their opposite impact on publication activity.

The two other counter-arguments against the publishing–patenting
trade-off derive from long-debated questions in the sociology of science.
We may label them the ‘productivity fixed effect’ and the ‘augmented
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Matthew effect’. Both of them suggest that academic inventors may be
among the most productive scientists, namely those with the highest
publication rates. The ‘productivity fixed effect’ argument simply
suggests that both patents and publications are proxies of a scientist’s
productivity. The ‘augmented Matthew effect’ builds upon the classic
remarks by Merton on the tendency of the priority reward system to
benefit highly productive scientists, especially precocious ones, with a
number of cumulative advantages, ranging from higher visibility and
reputation, to ever-increasing ease of access to research opportunities and
resources (Merton, 1988; for an empirical appraisal, Allison et al., 1982).

4.3 Data and Descriptive Evidence

In this section we outline the main characteristics of the data. Data on
patenting activity on academic professors come from the ‘EP-INV-DOC’
dataset, which lists 919 Italian academic inventors. The ‘EP-INV-DOC’
dataset originates from the complete list of professors and researchers
who, in 2000, held a position in a scientific or technical discipline in an
Italian university (including medical and engineering schools): names
and surnames in that list were matched to names and surnames in the
EP-INV database, which contains all patent applications to the European
Patent Office which designate at least one inventor with an Italian
address, from 1978 to early 2000. Overall, the EP-INV database contains
information on 30,243 inventors and 38,868 patent applications (for a
more comprehensive description, see Balconi et al., 2004). For sake of
simplicity, we will refer to patent applications simply as ‘patents’.

The list of professors was provided by the Ministry of Education and
Research (MIUR). It contains little more than 30,000 names, complete
with age, affiliation, discipline and academic ranking (researcher, associ-
ate professor and full professor). Disciplines are defined according to a
classification created for administrative purposes (to define candidates’
profiles when new positions were offered); it is very detailed and allows
some compression into broader categories, which we will refer to as
‘fields’.4 We focus on four disciplines with a very high share of academic
inventors over the total number of professors in the discipline. These
are: chemical engineering (this includes technology of materials, such as
macromolecular compounds), biology, pharmacology and electronics
and telecommunications, for a total of 301 academic inventors and
552 patents (see Table 4.1 and Table 4.A1).

We have selected for our exercise 296 academic inventors.5 A control
sample was then built, by matching each academic inventor to a professor
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in the same discipline, and possibly with the same academic position
(full professor, associate professor or researcher), age and academic
affiliation (in this order of importance).

Patent data

The distribution of patents across academic inventors is highly skewed;
most professors have signed only one patent, and a very few more than
five (Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2). This pattern is very similar to the well-
established evidence on professors’ publication records, which invari-
ably shows the co-existence of a small number of hyper-productive
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Table 4.1 University professors in Italy and academic inventors in the selected
fields

Academic
Professors, inventors, number

Field active in 2000 and (%)

Chemical engineering and materials 355 66 (18.5)
technology

Pharmacology 613 84 (13.7)
Biology 1359 78 (5.7)
Electronics and telecommunications 630 73 (11.6)

Total 2957 301 (10.4)

Figure 4.1 Distribution of the sample of academic inventors by number of patents

Source: EP-INV database.
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‘superstars’, and a large number of professors with very few or no publi-
cations. The distribution would be even more skewed if we considered
also the non-patenting professors (see again Table 4.1).

Most patents belong to business companies, as a result of contractual
funding, with little meaningful differences across fields (Table 4.3). We
cannot be sure that all academic inventors signed their patents when
they were already working in a university. Some patents may be the out-
come of former jobs as industrial researchers or employees of large pub-
lic labs. However, we suspect these patents to be very few, since Italian
professors usually start pursuing their academic career right after gradu-
ating (the definitive answer will, in any case, come from the ongoing
interviews). As for IPRs over publicly funded research, in principle these
belong to the sponsors (most often the MIUR ministry, the National
Research Council and, in the past, ENEA, the National Agency for
Alternative Energy). However, until recently, the decision to take the
first step towards patenting was usually left to grant recipients, and if
taken, the step may have met some bureaucratic resistance.

A similar explanation applies to the scarcity of patents owned by the
universities: until recently, universities decided to take charge of the
application procedure and expenses more to reward, often symbolically,
some brilliant researcher, rather than as the outcome of a consistent
exploitation strategy. As a result, few patent applications from publicly
funded research are completed, and even less are extended outside the
national level (so they do not appear in our dataset). It also happens that
many professors take the shortcut of patenting in their own names: this
explains the presence of a few inventors’ own patents.

We also classify the inventors in two groups: ‘occasional’ and
‘persistent’. The limited number of patents per inventor, and the limited
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Table 4.2 Distribution (%) of academic inventors by number of patents and field

Number of patents

Fields 1 2–5 6�

Chemical engineering and materials 60.9 32.8 6.3 100
technology

Pharmacology 63.1 28.6 8.3 100
Biology 70.5 23.1 6.4 100
Electronics and telecommunications 56.2 31.5 12.3 100

Total 62.9 28.8 8.3 100

Source: EP-INV-DOC database.



commitment of universities in patenting their employees’ findings, sug-
gest that most academic inventors (as opposed to industrial researchers
working for large R&D labs) are involved in the patenting process on a
occasional basis. All inventors with just one patent belong to the ‘occa-
sional’ category. As for the others, we distinguish between those whose
patenting activity is concentrated in a few years (and whose patents
are very likely to stem from just one research project) and those whose
patents are separated by long time lags (who we suspect to have
patented the results of more than one research project).

We distinguish also between those who patented for the first time
before 1990 and those who patented for the first time between 1990 and
1995: for the former to be defined ‘persistent’, we require the lag
between their last and first patent to be no less than half the time inter-
val between their first patent and year 2000 (right censoring); for the lat-
ter we require the lag between their last and first patent to be no less
than two thirds of the time interval between their first patent and year
2000. One additional category of inventors (‘recent’ inventors) gathers
all inventors whose first patent is dated after 1995, and whose persis-
tency we cannot judge (see Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.3 and Table 4.4 illustrate the distribution of the academic
inventors in our sample according to the above-mentioned categoriza-
tion, by field and number of ‘patenting years’ (years in which the inven-
tor signed at least one patent). All inventors with more than five years of
activity fall in the ‘persistent’ category. Thirty-five scientists (out of 91)
with two to five years of activity also belong to the ‘persistent’ category.
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Table 4.3 Ownership of academic inventors’ patents1 by type of applicant and
field: number of patents (and %)

All
Business ‘Open science’ applicant

companies institutions2 Individuals3 Others types

Chemical engineering and 125 (78.1) 18 (11.3) 15 (9.4) 2 (1.3) 160 (100)
materials technology

Pharmacology 192 (85.0) 24 (10.6) 10 (4.4) – 226 (100)
Biology 91 (54.5) 43 (25.7) 30 (18.0) 3 (1.8) 167 (100)
Electronics and 199 (81.9) 28 (11.5) 13 (5.3) 3 (1.2) 243 (100)
telecommunications

All fields 607 (76.3) 109 (14.2) 68 (8.5) 8 (1.0) 796 (100)

1 Patents owned by more than one applicant were counted more than once
2 Universities, public labs and government agencies; both Italian and foreign
3 Same applicants’ and inventors’ names

Source: EP-INV-DOC database.



In synthesis, inspection of data on academic inventors suggests that
neither academic inventors in the chosen fields, nor their universities,
seem to have pursued an active patenting policy. Patents signed by aca-
demic inventors are most often the result of contract research agree-
ments between individual professors and a large number of business
companies, which retain all the intellectual property rights over the
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Figure 4.2 Persistent inventors: definition
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Figure 4.3 Academic inventors, by frequency of invention and number of
patenting years

Note: 296 observations.

Source: EP-INV database.
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research results. It follows that academic inventors’ patents ought possibly
to be seen as proxies of the involvement of professors in contract
research projects: if continuative (‘persistent’ innovators), this involve-
ment may indeed generate a positive ‘resource’ effect on the academic
inventors’ publication rate. At the same time, this suggests that business
partners may have the final say over the academic inventors’ publication
tactics, and impose non-negligible publication delays.

Publication data

Publication data were collected from the 2003 on-line version of ISI’s
Science Citation Index for both 296 of the 301 of the academic inventors
in the selected fields, and 296 ‘control’ professors. The latter were
chosen according to their academic position (which was required to
match exactly that of the reference academic inventor) and age (control
professor had to be preferably no more than five years younger/older
than their counterparts). Controls were chosen from the same university
of the academic inventors, or a near one. A detailed description of the
matching procedure can be found in Breschi et al. (2005a). First, we cal-
culated the average number of total publications of the inventors and
their controls from 1975 to 2002. The average number of publications of
the inventors is sensibly higher then their controls. Average figures are
significantly higher in all fields (Table 4.5). Both the empirical literature
on scientific productivity and the theoretical fundamentals of the soci-
ology of science suggest that looking at mean comparisons may be mis-
leading, since the distribution of professors by number of publications
is usually found to be highly skewed to the right. Our data make no
exception. Table 4.5 shows that all fields show a positive skewness index
for both the inventors’ and the controls’ distribution. This table also
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Table 4.4 Academic inventors, by frequency of invention and field (sample
values)

Occasional Persistent Recent
inventors, inventors, inventors, 

number and number and number and
% (by field) % (by field) % (by field)

Chemical engineering 36 (57.14) 8 (12.70) 19 (30.16)
and materials technology

Pharmacology 50 (60.24) 17 (20.48) 16 (19.28)
Biology 50 (64.10) 10 (12.82) 18 (23.08)
Electronics and 36 (50.00) 15 (20.83) 21 (29.17)
telecommunications

All field 172 (58.11) 50 (16.89) 74 (25.00)



shows that the average number of publications of the inventors is
always higher than the controls’ mean value, and that the same holds
for the median number of publications: together, these statistics suggest
that the inventors’ figures compare favourably against the controls’ not
because of some hyper-productive outlier, but as a result of a truly
higher scientific productivity. We also notice that persistent inventors
compare more favourably to their controls than occasional ones.

The superior productivity of inventors is confirmed when moving to
yearly publication data. Figure 4.4 provides a snapshot of the mean
number of publications for both the academic inventors and the control
sample, for each year from 1975 to 2003. It suggests that the average
scientific productivity of both inventors and controls has increased over
time: whether this can be regarded as a hard fact or the mere result of
the increasing propensity of Italian academics to publish on English-
language SCI-monitored journals remains to be seen, but it is a not cru-
cial concern of our research. More important, it is pointing at the clear
superiority of academic inventors versus their controls, a superiority
that roughly measures up to 1.5 papers per year.

Once again, persistency in invention looks like being associated to an
even higher productivity: Figure 4.4 also reports the mean figures for the
subgroups of persistent, recent and occasional inventors and it shows
that the former are consistently more productive than all other
inventors; the occasional ones are in the bottom position (among the
inventors). As for comparing each type of inventor to its control group,
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Table 4.5 Inventors versus control sample, publications (mean values and
distribution skewness); by field and type of inventor, 1975–2003

Controls Inventors

Mean Median Mean Median
(1) (2) Skewness (3) (4) Skewness (3) � (1) (4) � (2)

Field
Chemical engineering 33.06 27 1.67 52.58 38 3.01 19.52 11
and materials 
technology

Pharmacology 44.56 41 1.09 57.37 50 1.14 12.81 9
Biology 48.12 36 1.95 68.62 52.5 2.74 20.5 16.5
Electronics and 30.05 22.5 2.08 38.93 37.5 0.89 8.88 15
telecommunications

Inventor type
Occasional 39 33 1.83 50.68 42 2.53 11.68 9
Persistent 44.1 35.5 1.27 76.78 59.5 2.95 32.68 24
Recent 37.5 30 2.08 49.6 40 1.93 12.1 10

All inventors 39.52 32 1.77 54.83 44 3.05 15.31 12

Source: Elaborations on EP-INV database and ISI Science Citation Index.
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Figure 4.4 Average number of yearly publications; inventor versus control
sample, 1975–2003

Source: Elaborations on EP-INV database and ISI Science Citation Index.
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Figure 4.5 Average number of publications; inventor/control ratio, by inventor
type, 1975–2003

Source: Elaborations on EP-INV database and ISI Science Citation Index.
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Figure 4.5 reports the ratios between the average number of yearly
publications of the persistent and occasional inventors’ versus their
controls’ groups: persistent inventors compare more favourably to their
controls than occasional ones do. Figure 4.5 also shows that controls
apparently catch up with inventors in the late 1990s: one possible
explanation for this trend could be the failure of many inventors to
patent again during those years (notice that for recent inventors
any catching-up is visible only in the last two years); alternatively, it may
be some of our controls have turned into inventors, by signing patents in
between 2000 and 2002 (the spell of time not covered by our data).

4.4 A Panel Data Analysis of Scientists’ Publication
Activity: The Effect of Patenting

In this section we use the longitudinal nature of our data to explore
further the relationship between patenting and publishing. We perform
a three-step exercise:

1. First we regress the yearly number of publications of each professor
(inventors and controls alike) on his/her individual characteristics such
as experience and disciplinary field, as well as on the characteristics of
her/his academic institutions (size and prestige of her/his department).6

In particular, we include each professor’s status, whether she/he is an
inventor or not. This tests directly whether inventors display, on aver-
age, higher scientific productivity than their controls. Regressions
include also a full set of time dummies.

2. Second we use the patenting event as a treatment variable and we
test whether becoming an inventor has a positive impact on the publica-
tion activity of a scientist. We build a variable (postpatit) which is equal
to one if t 	 t0 and zero elsewhere. t0 is the year of the first patent.

3. Finally, we test the impact of patenting on publication activity for
the years immediately before and after the year in which the patent
occurs. We use dummies to explore this dynamic behaviour and
add seven time dummies, one for each year around the event, starting
three years before the patent priority date (Dpj, with j � �3, … ,�3; Dp0

corresponds to the patent priority date). The coefficients can be inter-
preted as deviations of the number of yearly publications after control-
ling for time variant and individual (time invariant) heterogeneity: if
there is a relationship between patenting and publishing, an unex-
plained pattern related to patenting activity should remain in the error
terms and should be caught by the dummies’ variables.
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We estimate the following four specifications:

(1)

(2)

(3)� �
j

�jsettij � �Size_depi � genderi � ci � �t�
E(Pit�x) � exp� �

j��3,�3
	jDpij � �

j
�jexij

� �
j

�jsettij � �Size_depi � genderi � ci � �t�
E(Pit�x) � exp�	postpati � �

j
�j exij

� �
j

�jsettij � �Size_depi � genderi � �t�
E(Pit�x) � exp�	invi � �

j
�j exij
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E(Pit�x) � exp� �
j��3,�3

(	j*IOCC) Dpij � �
j��3,�3

(	j*INO_OCC) Dpij

(4)
� �

j
�j exij � �

j
�j settij � � Size_depi � genderi � ci � �t�

The explanatory variables we include in the regressions are:

● invi: a dummy variable equal to one for inventors.
● exji: a set of binary variables for age categories; in particular we have

four age categories (the base age is [25, 29]), ex1i if age is in the inter-
val [30, 39], ex2i if age is [40, 49], ex3i if age is [50, 59] and, finally, ex4i

if age [60, 70].
● ci: unobserved individual time constant effect.
● settji: a set of binary variables for the disciplinary fields of the profes-

sors. In particular Dsett1 � 1 for Biology, zero elsewhere; finally,
Dsett2 � 1 for electronics and telecommunications, zero elsewhere.
Dsett3 � 1 for pharmacology, zero elsewhere; chemical engineering
and materials technology is the base category.

● genderi: this variable is one for women, zero elsewhere.
● Size_depit: is the number of professors within the scientist’s depart-

ment divided by the total amount of professors in the scientific fields
within the scientist’s university. This controls for the size and impor-
tance of the department.

● Dpj, with j � �3, … ,�3; dummies starting three years before the
patent priority date. Dp0 corresponds to the patent priority date.

● IOCC: is a dummy variable equal to one if for occasional inventors and
zero elsewhere.



● INO_OCC � 1 � IOCC: is a dummy variable equal to one for non-
occasional inventors and zero elsewhere.

● All the regressions contain a full set of time dummies (�t) to control
for time varying unobservables that are common across individuals.

Notwithstanding many qualitative limitations of our data, these
variables are very much the same proved to be relevant by the socio-
logical analysis of scientific productivity (Allison and Long, 1990; Long
et al., 1993; see also Turner and Mairesse, 2004).

Our panel is composed of 592 individuals for a maximum of 20 years.
We selected the time period between 1980 and 1999 for which our
patent data are more reliable. Moreover, we do not have the precise
dates on which our professors started their academic careers. Therefore,
we started including them in the sample when they are 25 years old. The
panel therefore is unbalanced. Specifications (2), (3) and (4) are first esti-
mated using fixed effects (LSDV) to control for unobserved individual
heterogeneity. All time invariant variables in this case are dropped from
the within estimation. In this case the dependent variable is re-calculated
as pit � log(1 � Pit) Pit: is the number of individual publications at time t.
This is done because, for some individual observations, the number of
publications is zero and the log of zero is not defined. Since publications
are non-negative integers, any fixed effects model using least squares
could create a bias in the estimated coefficients. We then use also a
count data model. Since the distribution of individual publications is
highly skewed, with significant overdispersion and a large number of
zeros, specification (1) is also estimated using a negative binomial
model, and specifications (2), (3) and (4) are also estimated using a fixed
effects negative binomial model (Hausman et al., 1984). In this case the
dependent variable is Pit.

First step: inventors versus non-inventors

Table 4.6 (columns 1 and 2) reports the results from the regressions of
the first specification. Our estimates confirm that inventors have a
significantly higher propensity to publish. In particular, the coefficient
of invi is equal to 0.32 in the negative binomial regression. This means
that being an inventor increases the expected number of articles by
38 per cent, holding other variables constant. Conversely being a female
scientist decreases it by 23 per cent, holding other variables constant.

In both regressions our time dummies (not reported) show that
publications follow a non-linear quadratic trend over the 20-year period
considered. Moreover, with respect to the base age, scientists display as
expected significantly higher values of their publication levels, this
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effect decreases with age. Finally, publications in pharmacology
(sett3 � 1) and biology (sett1 � 1) are significantly higher than the base
category and electronics and communications. Finally, size_depit is
significantly positive. This indicates a positive department effect.
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Table 4.6 Results of the estimation of specification (1) and (2), 1980–99

Dependent variable: Log (publications) in column (1) and (3); counts of
publications in columns (2) and (4)

OLS –
pooled
cross- Negative FE Negative

section binomial Within binomial
(1) (2) (3) (4)

invi 0.17** 0.32** – –
(0.12) (0.62)

postpatit – – 0.15** 0.15**
(0.02) (0.03)

genderi �0.14** �0.26** – –
(0.02) (0.08)

Size_depi 0.02** 0.04* – –
(0.00) (0.02)

ex1 [30–39] 0.34** 0.68** 0.32** 0.77**
(0.02) (0.07) (0.02) (0.05)

ex2 [40–49] 0.33** 0.67** 0.29** 0.77**
(0.02) (0.08) (0.04) (0.07)

ex3 [50–59] 0.23** 0.54** 0.21** 0.70**
(0.02) (0.11) (0.05) (0.09)

ex4 [60�] 0.11** 0.36* 0.14* 0.68**
(0.04) (0.15) (0.07) (0.12)

Sett1 (Biology) 0.21** 0.34** – –
(0.02) (0.11)

Sett2 (Electronics and �0.09** �0.21* – –
telecommunications) (0.02) (0.10)

Sett3 0.19** 0.24** – –
(Pharmacology) (0.02) (0.09)

Cons yes yes yes yes
Time dummies yes yes yes yes
Individuals 592 592 592 590
Observations 10,696 10,696 10,696 10,673
R2 within 0.1463 0.1451

** 99% sig. level; * 95%; standard errors in parentheses
ex(base) � 1 if 25 
 age 
 29, zero elsewhere; settji: the base is chemical engineering.



Second step: a treatment effect

Columns 3 and 4 of Table 4.6 show the results from specification 2. In
this specification we use both linear and negative binomial fixed effect
to control for individual heterogeneity. We find a positive impact of our
treatment variable with both linear and count methods. The size of the
coefficient is equal to 0.15. This means that becoming an inventor could
improve the scientific productivity, holding other variable constant, of
approximately 14 per cent. These results are similar to those found by
Markiewicz and DiMinin (2004) and Azoulay et al. (2004) on US data. As
we show in a companion paper (Breschi et al., 2005b) these results may
be affected by endogeneity because past publications might increase the
probability of becoming an inventor. However, preliminary results using
instrumental variables and the work of Azoulay et al. (2004) show that
this result is robust to different specifications.

Third step: dynamic effects around the patent

Table 4.7 illustrates the results from specification 3 (columns 1 and 2)
and 4 (columns 3a�3b and 4a�4b). In columns (1) and (2) we notice that
the dummy variables are negative until two years before the patenting
event (even if they cannot be considered significantly different from
zero), and positive afterwards, with a peak on years �1, �1 and �3. This
suggests that the regressions presented in the section ‘First step: inven-
tors versus non-inventors’ (see p. 95), despite considering the impact on
scientific productivity of being (at the present time or in the future) an
academic inventor, tend to overestimate academic inventors’ publica-
tion activity until two years before the patenting event, and under-
estimate it one year before, one year after and three years after the
patent. These results suggest the existence of either a strong publication
delay effect, and/or a resource effect.

In columns 3a, 4a, 3b and 4b estimations of specification 4 are pre-
sented. We examine more closely the dummies around the patenting
year interacting them with a dummy for ‘occasional’ inventors (with
only one patent), as opposed to ‘non-occasional ones’ (for these indi-
viduals we consider only the first patent). The differences are quite rele-
vant and suggest that the nature of the relationship between patenting
and publishing is different in the two cases. Occasional inventors have a
peak in their publications one year before the patent. Patents probably
are an occasional by-product of a successful research project. In the sec-
ond case, when there is a more persistent patenting activity, inventors
reach their peak in the publications later at year �1, �2 and at year �3.
It looks as if the beneficial effect of patenting on publication rates lasted
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longer for persistent innovators, which is entirely consistent with the
resource effect explanation and probably associated with a continuous
patenting activity over time. Moreover, for non-occasional inventors
coefficients are significantly negative three years before the patent.
Again this is compatible with resource effects but cannot exclude, how-
ever, the possibility of a publication delay effect.

4.5 Conclusions

Our work shows that Italian academic inventors are highly productive sci-
entists, indeed more productive than their non-inventor controls. The
difference is particularly relevant for persistent inventors, namely those
scientists who patent more than once over a long time period. The econo-
metric exercise confirms the superiority of the scientific productivity of
inventors relative to non-inventors. Moreover, we show that patents
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Table 4.7 Results of the estimation of specification (3), 1980–99

Dependent variable: Log(publications) in column (1), 3a and 3b;
publications counts in (2), (4a) and (4b)

Occasional Non-occasional

Fixed Fixed Fixed
effects effects effects

negative negative negative
Within binomial Within binomial Within binomial

(1) (2) (3a) (4a) (3b) (4b)

Dp3 �0.04 �0.08 �0.00 �0.03 �0.11� �0.19�

(0.03) (0.06) (0.04) (0.07) (0.06) (0.10)
Dp2 0.05† 0.05 0.10** 0.10� �0.06 �0.07

(0.03) (0.05) (0.04) (0.06) (0.05) (0.10)
Dp1 0.09** 0.11* 0.14** 0.16** �0.00 �0.01

(0.03) (0.05) (0.04) (0.06) (0.05) (0.09)
Dp0 0.07** 0.06† 0.08* 0.04 �0.02 �0.02

(0.02) (0.04) (0.04) (0.06) (0.05) (0.08)
Dp�1 0.10** 0.09* 0.10** 0.10� 0.11* 0.10

(0.03) (0.05) (0.04) (0.06) (0.05) (0.08)
Dp�2 0.08* 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.14** 0.13�

(0.03) (0.05) (0.04) (0.06) (0.05) (0.07)
Dp�3 0.10** 0.09� 0.05 0.00 0.17** 0.21**

0.03 (0.05) (0.04) (0.07) (0.05) (0.07)
Individuals 592 590 592 590
Observations 10,696 10,673 10,696 10,673

All other estimated regressors omitted. Coefficients in (3a) and (3b) are obtained interacting
Dp�i with a dummy for occasional and non-occasional inventors. The same occurs for
columns 4a and 4b.
** 99% sig. level; * 95%; � 90%; † 85%; standard errors in brackets.



have a significantly positive impact in terms of increased number of
publications within the scientist’s academic career. Becoming an inventor
could improve the scientific productivity, holding other variables con-
stant, of approximately 14 per cent. Finally, the use of dummy variables
in the dynamic analysis of the number of publications around the year of
the patent shows that there is a pattern that is left unexplained by the
individual heterogeneity, time dummies and by the treatment effect. This
dynamic analysis shows that publishing activity tends to increase around
the year of the patent. However, the nature of the relationship between
publishing and patenting seems to be different for persistent and occa-
sional inventors. For the latter the increase in the publishing activity
starts two years before the patent and lasts only one year after. For the for-
mer there is a positive effect that extends also three years after the patent
and there is no positive effect before the patent.

Taken together our evidence points at the existence of a ‘productivity
fixed effect’ at the individual level and a ‘resource effect’, both of them
creating a positive link between patenting and publishing activities. On
the negative side, we cannot exclude the existence of some ‘publication
delay effect’. An important institutional specificity of the Italian case is
that 75 per cent of the patents signed by at least one academic inventor
belong to business companies. Those patents are often the result of
research contracts, by which the business company retains all the
intellectual property rights over the research results. It follows that our
evidence suggests that contract research may generate a positive
‘resource’ effect on the academic inventors’ publication rate, in particu-
lar when it expands over long time periods. Despite the institutional dif-
ferences these results match closely those reached by Markiewicz and
DiMinin (2004) and Azoulay et al. (2004) for the United States, the only
other studies explicitly dedicated to the patenting–publishing trade-off
outside Italy that we are aware of.7 As for the superior productivity of
academic inventors, this is confirmed by Stephan et al. (2004), who sug-
gest the existence of a strong ‘productivity fixed effect’.

It is impossible to derive any policy conclusion from our study. Of all
the possible ‘liaisons’ between patenting and publishing we have stud-
ied the least dangerous, namely those occurring at the individual level.
It remains possible that, by patenting their research results, academic
inventors contribute to make them less accessible to other scientists,
thus limiting the research effort at the systemic level.

We can say, however, that European legislators and university
technology transfer offices should look closely at the specificity of the
institutional environment before pushing academic scientists towards
patenting their results (either in their own name or in the name of their
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universities). For the Italian case it may be that it is not patenting per se
that boosts scientific productivity, but individual heterogeneity plus the
advantage derived from solid links with industry, which in turn might
require leaving IPR matters in the business partners’ hands. If this
conjecture turns out to be confirmed in our subsequent work, then leg-
islators and technology transfer officers – wishing to strengthen those
links – should avoid forcing university administrators and scientists to
claim their own share of IPRs at all costs. The expected returns from any
foreseeable licence are much less than the opportunity costs of putting
the links with industry at risk.
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Appendix

Table 4.A1 Disciplines (SSD) and fields: conversion table

Bio-chemistry (E05A) Biology
Molecular biology (E05B) Biology
Applied biology (E06X) Biology
Human physiology (E04B) Biology
Materials science and Chemical engineering and materials 
technology (I14A) technology

Macromolecular compounds (I14B) Chemical engineering and materials 
technology

Applied physics-chemistry (I15A) Chemical engineering and materials 
technology

Chemical engineering (I15B) Chemical engineering and materials 
technology

Industrial chemistry (I15E) Chemical engineering and materials 
technology

Electronics (K01X) Electronics and telecommunications
Electromagnetic fields (K02X) Electronics and telecommunications
Telecommunications (K03X) Electronics and telecommunications
Pharmaceutical chemistry (C07X) Pharmacology
Applied pharmacology (C08X) Pharmacology
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Notes

1. In this section we briefly summarize the major causal links, focusing upon the
individual level. However, there is a recent growth in the empirical literature
addressing the impact on scientific activity of the increase in the patenting
practice by universities, in particular after the Bayh-Dole Act. Henderson et al.
(1998), Mowery and Ziedonis (2002), Agrawal and Henderson, 2002,
Surlemont et al. (2003), Markiewicz and DiMinin (2004), Azoulay et al. (2004),
Mowery and Sampat (2004) and Lerner (2004) discuss many aspects of the
issues we touch upon in this section.

2. The publication delay may be mitigated by the so-called ‘grace period’ rule,
which is in force in the US, Canada and Australia, and has been urged by
many for European patents as well. The rule allows academic researchers to
publish in advance their soon-to-be-patented inventions, as long as the pub-
lication does not occur too early (in the US, within 12 months of the patent
application date).

3. Publication data may not be adequate to test the ‘basic-applied trade-off’
argument, as long as many journals are, in fact, dedicated to applied research.
Some indicators of the orientation of the journal towards basic versus applied
research (such as classifications by experts, or cruder measures such as ISI’s
impact factor or cited half life) ought to be employed to weigh each published
article. An even better weight is provided by the number of citations received
by each article, which are also made available by ISI: next drafts of this paper
will indeed make use of them (see Breschi et al., 2005a).

4. The major limitation of the MIUR list and, as a consequence, of the EP-INV-
DOC database, is that it includes only those professors and researchers who
had passed a competitive examination for a tenured position (from now on,
we will refer to them simply as ‘professors’). Thus our data miss the large
number of fixed-term appointees who, at the time, had been working in one
or more universities for one or more years, as well as all the PhD students,
post-doc fellows, and technicians. In the current Italian system, assistant pro-
fessor (called ‘researcher’) and associate professor positions, despite being only
the first two steps of the academic career, are not offered as fixed-term
appointments, but as tenured ones. The main differences with the position of
full professor lie in wage and administrative power.

5. For a more detailed description of the sample and matching methodology we
refer to Breschi et al. (2005a) where we provide data cross-tabulations by field,
age and number of patents. Most of the selected inventors are full professors,
aged between 40 and 60. The mean age of both the inventors and their
patents increases slightly in the chemical engineering field, while the opposite
holds for inventors in electronics and telecommunications.

6. In principle, the characteristics of institutions may vary, either because the insti-
tutions themselves gets smaller or bigger, and gain or lose prestige, or because
professors move from one university to another. However, we have data on uni-
versities only for 2000, and no data on the professors’ career before then. So,
also the characteristics of institutions appear as fixed effects in our regression.

7. On Italy, see Calderini and Franzoni (2004). Data on academic inventors, but
not yet on their publications, can also be found in Meyer et al. (2003) for the
case of Finland.
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5
Brain Drain and R&D Activities 
of Multinationals
Michele Cincera

5.1 Introduction

Over the recent years, European policy-makers have been more and more
concerned about emigration flows for qualified scientists beyond Europe’s
borders. This so-called scientific ‘brain drain’ is on the rise and could rep-
resent a threat to Europe’s knowledge-based economy. A recent report of
the European Commission (2003) gives evidence that the brain drain of
people born in the EU is increasing. For instance, about 75 per cent of EU-
born US doctorate recipients who graduated between 1991 and 2000 had
no specific plans to return to the EU, and more and more are choosing to
stay in the US. The most important reasons which keep EU-born scientists
and engineers abroad relate to the quality of work. Better prospects and
projects, and easier access to leading technologies are most often cited as
reasons for plans to work abroad. Another aspect to explaining emigra-
tion flows of highly skilled workers is that the production factors used in
the production process, including alongside traditional inputs, human
and knowledge capital, are increasingly mobile across national borders.
These factors play an important role in economic growth and interna-
tional competition for these inputs have increased their cross-border
mobility. It is, therefore, important to have a better understanding of the
main determinants that affect the direction and the magnitude of these
flows of inputs as well as their economic impact for both the origin and
destination countries. In the economic literature on multinational enter-
prises (MNEs), forces such as scale economies, trade and transaction costs,
as well as the abundance factor are often mentioned to explain the loca-
tion and investment decisions of workers, firms and in particular MNEs.

The purpose of this chapter is to shed some light on one aspect of this
international mobility of factors by examining the interactions between
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the emigration of highly skilled workers and the presence of subsidiaries
of foreign MNEs in a small open economy, like Belgium. Most empirical
evidence indicates that inward foreign direct investment (FDI) in R&D
has a positive impact on the demand of highly skilled workers in the
host country. As a result, high levels of inward FDI can be expected to
diminish the importance of brain drain, that is the net emigration rate
of highly educated people. In that case, we can talk about a reduced
brain drain. Furthermore, MNEs’ investment decisions bring to the host
economy new qualified personnel from the headquarters. In that case
we can talk about a ‘brain gain’. Finally, ‘brain exchange’ between
MNEs’ affiliates and local firms can arise through a variety of direct and
indirect channels such as, for example, knowledge spillovers, patent
licensing, formal R&D collaborative agreements or informal contacts
between scientists and engineers and training of the R&D personnel
hired in the host country.

A second objective of this chapter is to assess the main determinants,
that is market-driven and technology-push factors, that affect the
delocalization of MNEs’ R&D activities in a host economy. On the one
hand, the core activity of MNEs’ foreign subsidiaries may consist of
adapting products and processes developed in the first place at the head-
quarters to the need of local markets. On the other hand, a well-trained
and educated workforce may not only retain domestic firms but also
attract foreign MNEs, which in turn invest in physical capital, R&D and
training activities. These questions are investigated by means of descriptive
statistics and indicators based on patent statistics from the two main
patent offices in the world, the European Patent Office (EPO) and its US
homologue (USPTO).

The plan of the chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 reviews the
main impacts of MNEs’ R&D activities in host countries as well as the main
determinants that affect their investment and location decisions. Section 5.3
presents the dataset and derives the main hypothesis of the study. The
main empirical findings are reported in section 5.4. Some concluding
remarks and policy implications are set out in the last section.

5.2 R&D Activities of MNEs

FDI in the area of R&D is an increasing phenomenon that has already
been subjected to various research. MNEs largely dominate the Belgian
innovation system and a first question that is worth examining con-
cerns the impacts of this high degree of internationalization of science
and technology activities for the local economy.
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Impacts of MNEs’ R&D activities

In a survey, Blomström and Kokko (1998) examine the effects of
knowledge spillovers generated by the R&D activities of MNEs’ sub-
sidiaries. From the host country’s perspective, these externalities not
only influence the R&D of domestic firms operating in the same MNE’s
industry but also of firms located in other industry sectors. According to
the studies surveyed, these effects have in general a positive impact
on domestic R&D. However, they systematically vary across countries
and industries and increase with the local capability and the level of
competition. On the other hand the effects of MNEs’ R&D activities
on the home country are more difficult to identify.

As far as the Belgian economy is concerned, there have been only a
few studies examining the impact of international spillovers in the local
economy. Veugelers and Vanden Houte (1990), in an analysis based on
Belgian R&D firms, find that the higher the presence of multinationals
in an industry, the weaker is the innovative effort of domestic firms in
the same industry. Cincera (2005) reports a similar result, though the
key variable is not the level of R&D effort but the output of this activity
as measured by the number of patent applications. Fecher (1990)
estimates a positive impact of domestic R&D spillovers on Belgian firms’
productivity performance, while no effect of international spillovers is
found. More recently, Veugelers and Cassiman (1999) find that MNEs
are more likely to transfer technology to the Belgian economy. However,
the main conclusion of the study is that it is not so much the interna-
tional character of the firm, but rather its access to the international
technology market that is important for generating external knowledge
transfers to the local economy.

MNEs’ activities can also affect the labour market in host countries, in
particular the demand for and the supply of highly skilled workers
(Slaughter, 2002). According to the author, on the demand side, inward
FDI stimulates the demand for more skilled workers in host countries
through several channels. Demand for highly skilled workers may
increase when (direct) technology transfer from the MNE to subsidiaries
take place. But even more indirect mechanisms such as knowledge
spillovers, market-driven technology flows or investment in capital
related to technology innovations may increase the demand for highly
skilled workers. On the supply side, MNEs can facilitate investments in
human capital via short-term firm-level activities such as training or
via long-term country level activities that collectively contribute to
the overall macro environment in which fiscal policy can support
education policy.
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Determinants of MNEs’ R&D activities

When considering the degree of internationalization of R&D, it should
be noted that technology production has usually been centralized in the
host country of MNEs. The reduction of the costs related to communi-
cations and control, economies of scale in R&D and a better coordination
between central and peripheral research labs are often mentioned in the
literature to explain this situation (Terpstra, 1985).1 However, during the
past decade, the involvement of MNEs in overseas R&D has increased
significantly. Companies all over the world are investing more and more
in overseas R&D as a tool to increase their competitive advantages and
to exploit their resources in order to create higher quality products.2

MNEs have accelerated the pace of their direct investments in overseas
R&D, and have established or acquired multiple R&D laboratories
abroad and are increasingly integrating these laboratories into global
R&D networks.3

According to Granstrand et al. (1992), the reasons for the ongoing
process of increased decentralization and internationalization of R&D
activities can be explained by three main categories of factors: demand-
side, supply-side and environmental- or institutional-related factors.
The demand-side factors include a greater adaptation of products and
technologies to the needs of local markets, a higher proximity to cus-
tomers, an increase of competitiveness through the transfer of technol-
ogy and the pressures of subsidiaries to enhance their status within a
corporation. Among the main supply-side factors, the monitoring of
technology developed abroad and the hiring of a foreign and barely
mobile highly skilled labour can be mentioned. Finally, the environmen-
tal factors include the legislation on intellectual property, the provision
of R&D incentives by the domestic government, such as tax advantages
and R&D subsidies, and governmental pressures to improve the sub-
sidiary’s capabilities beyond the simple assembly of proven products to
innovative activities.

Belderbos (2001) identifies two different motives for overseas R&D
activities. The first motive, which consists in the exploitation of the
firm’s technology abroad, means that companies adapt their products
and processes to suit the local market and manufacturing processes and
to fulfil local standards or manufacturing conditions. The second
motive is the sourcing of foreign technology, which explains the found-
ing of basic R&D for the world market. In this case, firms attempt to gain
access to specific expertise in the local science base and hire foreign
skilled engineers and researchers. The notions of home base augmenting
(HBA) and home base exploiting (HBE) are often used to characterize
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these motives. For Kuemmerle (1999), HBA sites are more likely to be
located near universities or public research and technology organiza-
tions. HBA units have increasingly been used as part of the MNE’s strat-
egy to build up and exploit science and technology (S&T) know-how
located beyond the boundaries of the group, while the activities of HBE
sites are more aimed at transferring the knowledge developed within the
group. Newly established subsidiaries generally focus on the design and
the development of products to meet local markets’ needs in exploiting
the mother company’s existing technologies, while R&D activities of
acquired subsidiaries are more concerned with applied research and
scanning of local technologies.

5.3 Data and Hypotheses

Among the main indicators of science and technology activities
available to economists, patent statistics have probably been the most
extensively used.4 However, like other technological indicators, patent
statistics have their own weaknesses. The same weight given to patents
by simply counting them is an important drawback of this indicator. In
reality, the pure technical content as well as the intrinsic economic
value of a patent may vary widely among patents. Moreover, not all
inventions are patented, nor all are patentable, and other existing meth-
ods in appropriating the outcomes of R&D activities may be preferred.5

The propensity to patent may change substantially over time, across
countries and among technological sectors. For example, it is generally
recognized that the propensity to patent is important in sectors such as
machinery or chemicals but very weak in aerospace and in software
since, in the latter industries, inventions can be more easily imitated.

Data

The European Patent Office (EPO) and its US homologue (USPTO) are
the main sources of information in this study. All patents with at least
one Belgian inventor have been extracted from the ESPACE-BULLETIN
database for European patents and from the dataset released by Hall et al.
(2001) on the NBER (National Bureau for Economic Research) website for
US patents.6 Table 5.1 lists the main variables available for each patent
document, which are subsequently used in the descriptive analysis.

A main difference between these two databases is that European
patents refer to patent applications, while for the US, the patents are the
ones that are granted.7 Another difference is that information on patent
citations is only used for US patents. The year in which the patent has
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been applied rather than granted is considered for both data sources.
According to Jaffe (1986) and Tong and Frame (1994), patents classified
by date of application are preferable because they reflect the
moment when a firm realizes an innovation and because of the exis-
tence of long lags between the filing of a patent application and a patent
grant.8

Three categories of patent applicants can be distinguished according
to the criterion of whether the patent owner is a Belgian firm, a Belgian
subsidiary of a foreign MNE or a foreign company.9 The latter category
represents patents involving at least one inventor residing in Belgium
but which were applied for by non-Belgian firms. This can happen when
the output of the R&D performed by the subsidiary is directly patented
by the multinational in its home country. Several factors can explain
this strategy. First, the IP department of a large firm with important
patenting activities is generally located at the headquarters of the MNE
and not in its foreign subsidiaries. Second, contrary to other countries
like the US or the UK (Bertin and Wyatt, 1988), the Belgian patent law
does not request a first filing in Belgium if an invention has been gener-
ated on the domestic territory. Third, the geographic distance between
the MNE’s home base and the host country can be another reason
explaining a lower patenting propensity. Maskus (1998), for instance,
finds that the number of patents filed by US subsidiaries in host coun-
tries positively depends on the strength of intellectual property rights
protection of the latter, as well as on the geographic distance to the US.
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Table 5.1 List of variables for patent data

Variables EPO USPTO
Application year x x
Name of the applicant x x
Country of residence of the applicant x x
Applicant is part of a foreign group x
Name of the inventor(s) x x
Country of residence of the inventor(s) x x

Technological sector IPC USPC
Number of claims x
Number of citations received x
Share of self-citations made x
with respect to total number of citations

Notes: IPC � International Patents Classification; USPC � US Patent Classification.



Hypothesis

The objectives of this chapter are twofold. First, it aims to investigate the
main determinants of the delocalization of MNEs’ R&D investments.
Second, it seeks to assess the impact of MNEs’ foreign subsidiaries’ R&D
activities on the local labour market for highly skilled workers. To that
end, six hypotheses have been formulated (see Table 5.2).

Hypotheses 1–3 are concerned with the first objective, hypotheses 4–6
with the second. As regards Hypothesis 1, if the main reasons for MNEs
to delocalize abroad are the access to the local science base, and to ben-
efit from the availability of a highly educated labour force in order to
augment its own knowledge base, then we can expect a positive correla-
tion between the scientific fields where the host economy holds scien-
tific relative advantages and R&D (and as result patents) activities
carried out by the MNEs subsidiaries in the host country. In order to test
this hypothesis, the scientific revealed comparative advantage (SRCA)
index has been constructed on the basis of the number of scientific pub-
lications contained in the ISI-web of science database. A second indicator
based on citations has been considered as well. The number of citations
per scientific publication can be used as a proxy for its quality and
importance. Therefore, if scientific publications in a given scientific field
are more cited on average in a country or a region as compared to a
reference group, the relative strength of the region’s scientific base can
be expected to be higher.
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Table 5.2 Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1 Home base augmenting (HBA) R&D activities are more
important in technological sectors in which Belgium holds
scientific comparative advantages

Hypothesis 2 Patents resulting from HBA activities have a higher 
technological and economic value

Hypothesis 3 Patents resulting from home base exploiting (HBE) R&D
activities have a lower technological and economic value

Hypothesis 4 Brain drain is negatively correlated with the importance of
MNEs’ R&D activities in the local innovation system

Hypothesis 5 MNEs’ R&D delocalization increases the demand for local
researchers brain gain)

Hypothesis 6 MNEs’ R&D delocalization stimulates the exchange of ideas
and knowledge between local and foreign researchers and
inventors (brain exchange)



As previously discussed, on the one hand MNEs will invest in HBA
R&D activities in order to increase the group’s knowledge base as a result
of potential spillovers arising from local productive R&D organizations
such as universities, publicly funded research institutes and innovative
competitors, or to make effective use of the general strong local techno-
logical and research infrastructures. On the other hand, MNEs will
engage in HBE R&D activities abroad to further exploit their own
research capabilities in a foreign environment. These activities typically
concern the development and adaptation of existing technologies to the
local market conditions such as consumer tastes, environmental legisla-
tion or standards. Given the different nature of these two types of
research activities, the technological and economic value of HBA R&D
output as measured by patenting can be expected to be higher when
compared to HBE ones (Hypotheses 2 and 3). Therefore the value of
patents related to HBA R&D should be higher when compared to the
one generated by HBE R&D. Several indicators have been suggested in
the literature to assess the value of a patent.10 For instance, the claims
provide a definition of what the patent protects. The scope of protection
will be higher, the higher the number of claims and several studies have
found a significant correlation between the number of claims and the
patent value (Lanjouw and Schankerman, 1999). As for scientific publi-
cations, the number of citations by subsequent patents is another well
known indicator for assessing the value of patent (Hall et al., 2000).11

Citations that come from patents assigned to a same firm or MNE refer
to previous patented inventions of that firm. These so-called self-
citations are therefore more likely to be linked with home-based exploiting
R&D activities aimed at improving and adapting existing protected
inventions.

As far as the impact of MNEs’ R&D activities on the labour market in
the host country is concerned, three effects are investigated. The first
effect refers to the idea that the higher the presence of foreign R&D MNEs
in a host country the less important is the brain drain or the emigration
of highly skilled workers from that country. In order to test this assump-
tion (Hypothesis 4), the degree of internationalization of R&D activities,
as measured by the share of patents with at least one Belgian inventor
and applied for by Belgian subsidiaries of foreign MNEs and foreign firms
in the host country’s total count of patents, is compared to the rate of
emigration of highly educated persons. Hypothesis 5 examines whether
FDI in R&D are associated with a ‘brain gain’, that is, an increase in the
demand for local researchers by the foreign MNEs. This hypothesis
can be tested by comparing the number of new inventors in patent
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documents applied for by foreign subsidiaries and domestic firms. Finally,
Hypothesis 6 tests whether the MNE’s R&D delocalization stimulates the
exchange of ideas and knowledge between local and foreign researchers
and inventors. This ‘brain exchange’ can be assessed by identifying the
inventors’ country of residence documented in co-invented patents.

5.4 Empirical Findings

The high internationalization of the Belgian 
technological base

The share of foreign companies and subsidiaries of foreign MNEs in
national innovative activities as measured by patents with at least one
Belgian inventor represents more than 80 per cent of the total number
of patents at the end of the 1990. This share is by far the largest among
the industrialized countries (Patel and Pavitt, 1991) and, as can been
seen in Table 5.3, it has steadily increased over the past two decades. In
the 1980, the share was about 60 per cent, which suggests that there
have been strong linkages between MNEs and the Belgian science and
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Table 5.3 Patents with Belgian inventors, share of foreign applicants,
1983–99

EPO-FOR USPTO-FOR USPTO-FOR � SUBS

1983 32.7 40.3 58.5
1984 31.2 37.3 58.2
1985 34.5 39.0 54.7
1986 33.8 42.2 55.9
1987 30.3 39.2 53.3
1988 36.5 41.2 57.0
1989 37.7 44.0 58.6
1990 41.3 40.8 63.1
1991 40.5 43.5 66.6
1992 42.5 43.3 66.4
1993 40.6 45.7 73.1
1994 43.8 45.1 75.0
1995 42.6 41.1 70.5
1996 46.4 42.8 75.0
1997 44.8 46.1 76.8
1998 39.4 56.2 84.1
1999 35.4 57.1 85.7

Notes: EPO-FOR and USPTO-FOR refer to foreign applicants and USPTO-FOR �

SUBS includes Belgian subsidiaries of foreign MNEs in addition to foreign
applicants.

Source: EPO and Hall et al. (2001) databases.



technology base for a long time.12 Another feature that emerges from
Table 5.3 is the higher importance of foreign companies as compared to
Belgian subsidiaries of foreign MNEs in terms of patent applications. The
share of the former represents about 70 per cent of the total number of
patents applied for by these two categories of applicants. This indicates
that patents are mostly applied for by the headquarters of the local
subsidiaries’ mother companies.

Table 5.4 shows the geographic origin of foreign companies and
subsidiaries of foreign MNEs that applied for patents involving at least
one Belgian inventor over the period 1983–99. As a whole, for both
European and American patents, two countries namely Germany and
the US, largely dominate the picture. Belgium’s main trade partners
and neighbours, France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom,
also appear to be important. All in all, these five countries represent
87.0 per cent of European patents and 92.8 per cent of US patents of
the total number of patents with Belgian inventors applied for by
foreign applicants (Belgian subsidiaries of foreign MNEs and foreign
firms).

On the basis of the technological class of each patent, it is possible to
examine the main technological fields in which foreign applicants are
most present, as well as their relative importance as compared to the
Belgian applicants.13 The main technological fields in which foreign
applicants are the most active are reported in Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7.14 In
terms of European patents (Table 5.3), chemistry (42.8 per cent) is by far
the most important technological class in terms of patents applied for by
foreign companies. Electrical materials and equipment and technologies
related to material processing in textiles and paper (6.4 per cent each) are
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Table 5.4 Patents with Belgian inventors: origin of
foreign applicants (in %), 1983–99

USPTO-FOR USPTO-SUBS EPO-FOR

DE 14 64 15
US 52 33 39
FR 8 2 12
NL 12 14
GB 6 7
Other 7 1 13

Notes: EPO-FOR and USPTO-FOR refer to foreign applicants and
USPTO-SUBS to Belgian subsidiaries of foreign MNEs.

Source: EPO and Hall et al. (2001) databases.
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Table 5.5 Patents with Belgian inventors by technology class, EPO applications
by foreign companies, 1983–99

Technology sector % tot col % tot row

Chemical and petrol industry, basic materials chemistry 14.9 74.0
Macromolecular chemistry, polymers 13.3 62.2
Organic fine chemistry 6.7 45.0
Electrical machinery and apparatus, electrical energy 6.4 55.4
Materials processing, textiles, paper 6.4 34.3
Handling, printing 5.8 33.5
Telecommunications 5.5 56.9
Biotechnology 4.3 43.5
Pharmaceuticals, cosmetics 3.6 44.7
Materials, metallurgy 3.5 36.8

Total 100.0 40.0

Notes: % tot col � % of patents by technological class with respect to total number of
patents; % tot row � % of patents applied for by foreign firms in a given technological class
with respect to total number of patents (with at least one Belgian inventor) applied in that
class.

Source: EPO database.

Table 5.6 Patents with Belgian inventors by technology class, USPTO
applications by Belgian subsidiaries of foreign MNEs, 1983–99

Technology sector % tot col % tot row

Miscellaneous chemical 40.0 36.0
Drugs 14.2 42.6
Miscellaneous others 8.6 24.2
Organic compounds 6.2 24.5
Optics 4.9 60.3
Nuclear and X-rays 3.7 49.7
Materials processing and handling 3.1 11.6
Resins 3.0 7.0
Communications 2.3 15.5
Computer peripherals 2.2 79.2

Total 100.0 21.2

Notes: % tot col � % of patents by technological class with respect to total num-
ber of patents; % tot row � % of patents applied for by MNEs’ subsidiaries in a
given technological class with respect to total number of patents applied in that
class.

Source: Hall et al. (2001) database.



the other major technological fields. In terms of US patents, subsidiaries
of foreign companies (Table 5.4) and foreign companies (Table 5.5) appear
to be again specialized in the chemical and pharmaceutical sectors
(54.2 per cent).

Market driven versus technology-push factors

The high dependence of the Belgian innovation system with respect to
foreign MNEs could be an important reason for its lower propensity to
patent.15 Subsidiaries can be specialized in the adaptation to the Belgian
market of products and services developed and patented in the first
place in the research labs of the multinational. These subsidiaries could
also be involved in HBA research activities, the local availability of a
highly qualified workforce and an appealing knowledge base being the
main reasons for their presence in the foreign country. In the first case,
one can expect a lower propensity to patent for a given amount of R&D
given that the original invention is already protected. In both cases the
output of R&D performed by the subsidiary can be directly patented by
the multinational in its home country and not in Belgium. Finally, the
geographic distance between the MNE’s home base and the host coun-
try can be another reason for explaining a lower patenting propensity.
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Table 5.7 Patents with Belgian inventors by technology class,
USPTO applications by foreign companies, 1983–99

Technology sector % tot col % tot row

Miscellaneous chemical 21.1 40.8
Resins 12.5 62.3
Materials processing and handling 5.5 44.7
Miscellaneous others 5.4 32.4
Communications 5.1 72.8
Drugs 4.9 31.8
Organic compounds 4.1 34.4
Electrical devices 3.4 75.0
Biotechnology 3.3 54.2
Agriculture, husbandry, food 3.2 68.0

Total 100.0 45.5

Notes: % tot col � % of patents by technological class with respect to total
number of patents; % tot row � % of patents applied for by foreign firms in a
given technological class with respect to total number of patents applied in
that class.

Source: Hall et al. (2001) database.



Table 5.8 analyses the scientific revealed comparative advantages index
of Belgium as regards scientific publications across scientific fields:

where nij is the number of publications of the jth country in the ith

scientific field.
Three reference groups are considered: the world, the OECD and the

EU-15. Table 5.8 also reports for each scientific field the difference of
the average number of citations to scientific papers between Belgium
and the three reference groups. With respect to the OECD reference
group, Belgium appears to hold strong comparative advantages in sci-
entific fields closely related to agriculture (agricultural sciences, plant
and animal science), biochemistry (immunology, microbiology, phar-
macology and toxicology) and clinical medicine. Even though there is
no direct correspondence between the technological classification of
patents and the one for scientific publications, the scientific areas
where Belgium appears to be better positioned could explain the rela-
tively high importance of (both EPO an USPTO) patents applied for by
foreign subsidiaries and foreign firms in related technological areas
such as drugs, organic fine chemistry or biotechnology.16 The main rea-
sons for the delocalization of R&D activities in that case may be the
benefits associated in accessing the local scientific base and know-how
available in these technological fields. However, this hypothesis does
not appear to hold for the patents applied in electrical devices, material
processing and handling, communications and computers, as Belgium’s
scientific position in material and computer sciences, mathematics and
engineering appears to be relatively less favourable. However, for the
last three scientific fields, the average number of citations per publica-
tion is significantly higher in Belgium as compared to the OECD
reference group.

An alternative way to examine this question is to look at the relative
value of patents applied for by foreign subsidiaries and foreign firms as
compared to domestic ones. Patents associated with research activities
aimed at increasing the knowledge base of the foreign group can be
expected to be of higher value, at least from a technological point of
view, as compared to the ones related to the development and adaptation

SRCAij �

(nij/�
i
nij)

(�j
nij/�

i,j
nij)
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of existing technologies to the needs of the local economy. As previously
discussed, patents characterized by an above average number of claims,
a high frequency of citations received and a low frequency of self-cita-
tions, can be expected to be of higher value. Therefore, these patents
should reflect more research activities aimed at increasing the knowl-
edge base of the mother company. Table 5.9 summarizes these three
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Table 5.8 Scientific Revealed Comparative Advantages based on scientific
publications and citations per paper (1993–2003)a

SRCA Citations per paper

Worldb OECDc UE15 Worldb OECDc UE15

Agricultural sciences 1.02 1.10 1.03 64 8 9
Biology and biochemistry 1.08 1.01 1.07 76 5 14
Chemistry 0.93 1.08 0.96 58 �4 1
Clinical medicine 1.24 1.12 1.08 50 15 16
Computer science 0.98 0.97 0.97 43 13 20
Economics and business 1.07 0.95 1.22 41 20 31
Engineering 0.89 0.97 1.03 74 23 25
Environment/Ecology 0.99 0.97 1.01 22 �6 �4
Geosciences 0.62 0.63 0.62 19 �2 1
Immunology 1.22 1.07 1.09 53 21 30
Materials science 0.77 0.92 0.88 36 �6 0
Mathematics 0.95 1.03 0.96 63 28 31
Microbiology 1.41 1.35 1.24 69 27 30
Molecular biology and genetics 1.02 0.91 0.99 18 �8 �3
Multidisciplinary 0.43 0.64 0.78 �27 �14 �3
Neuroscience and behaviour 0.83 0.74 0.79 33 �1 3
Pharmacology and toxicology 1.25 1.22 1.20 39 �2 3
Physics 0.92 1.05 0.93 �4 �9 �6
Plant and animal science 1.24 1.27 1.29 43 �2 �1
Psychiatry/Psychology 0.70 0.60 0.83 29 3 2
Social sciences, general 0.44 0.39 0.64 �2 �5 �3
Space science 0.76 0.74 0.64 7 �22 �17

Notes:
a Difference of average number of citations to scientific papers between Belgium and the
three reference groups.
b 152 countries.
c Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, USA.

Source: ISI web of science.



indicators for the US patents with at least one Belgian inventor applied
for by Belgian firms, foreign subsidiaries and foreign firms. With regards
to the average number of self-citations, we observe that the patents of
foreign firms and subsidiaries have systematically more self-citations.
This can be explained by the fact that the average size of the patent’s
portfolio of the foreign companies is much more important as compared
to the domestic firms.17 As a result, the probability of being self-cited is
much higher. With respect to the domestic firms, this indicator has,
however, a much higher value for the foreign patents assigned to
organic compounds, drugs and biotechnology. Conversely, the value of
this indicator is relatively lower for patents in electrical devices and
material processing and handling. According to the average number of
claims and the average number of citations received, foreign firms and
subsidiaries appear to perform better in four technological sectors,
namely chemicals, communications, electrical devices and optics.
Except for chemicals, the number of self-citations is also relatively lower.
Consequently, the patents assigned to these technological classes can be
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Table 5.9 Patents with Belgian inventors: average number of claims, average
number of citations received and number of self-citations

CLAIMS CITREC SELFCIT

1 2 � 1 2 � 1 2 �

Organic compounds 9.7 8.1 �1.6 2.1 2.7 0.5 0.08 0.26 0.17
Resins 13.4 13.6 0.2 4.4 3.5 �0.9 0.09 0.18 0.09
Miscellaneous chemical 11.3 12.8 1.5 3.5 5.7 2.2 0.13 0.24 0.11
Communications 12.4 13.6 1.2 2.7 5.0 2.4 0.01 0.09 0.08
Computer peripherals 11.2 11.3 0.1 3.2 5.8 2.5 0.06 0.14 0.08
Drugs 11.3 12.5 1.2 3.9 3.5 �0.4 0.10 0.40 0.30
Biotechnology 19.7 13.4 �6.3 1.7 1.8 0.2 0.02 0.28 0.26
Electrical devices 10.8 11.6 0.8 1.7 3.2 1.5 0.05 0.08 0.03
Nuclear and X-rays 12.7 11.9 �0.8 2.3 4.4 2.1 0.06 0.11 0.06
Materials processing and 12.3 12.0 �0.3 4.1 4.3 0.2 0.06 0.09 0.03
handling

Optics 13.3 15.3 2.0 2.4 4.7 2.3 0.06 0.13 0.07
Agriculture, husbandry, food 13.4 12.7 �0.7 3.5 3.4 �0.1 0.05 0.12 0.07
Miscellaneous others 13.5 12.5 �1.0 3.0 4.6 1.6 0.08 0.14 0.06

Total 11.9 12.6 0.7 3.5 4.3 0.8 0.08 0.18 0.10

Notes: CLAIMS � average number of claims; CITREC � average number of citations received;
SELFCIT � average number of citations made; 1 � domestic applicants; 2 � patent applied for
by foreign subsidiaries and firms; � � difference between 1 and 2.

Source: Hall et al. (2001) database.



expected to be of higher economic value and as such may reflect the
outcomes of R&D activities of the HBA type. Patents assigned to organic
compounds and biotechnology, however, have on average a lower num-
ber of claims and are more self-cited. Therefore, these patents can be
expected to have a lower value and may be more related to R&D activi-
ties aimed at adapting or improving existing inventions carried out in
the mother company’s research labs. For the other technology classes, it
is more difficult to identify the type of R&D carried out by the foreign
firms and subsidiaries as no clear-cut patterns emerge from the values
taken by the three indicators.

On the whole, the indicators reported in Table 5.9 give a somewhat
different picture than the conclusions based on the scientific compara-
tive advantages of Belgium. Patents related to biotechnology, organic
compounds and fine chemistry have a relatively lower technical and
economic value but correspond to scientific fields in which Belgium is
comparatively better positioned, that is, the importance of scientific
activities in terms of publications is relatively more important as
compared to the OECD average. Foreign firms could therefore be inter-
ested in investing in HBE R&D activities to benefit from the availability
of a highly qualified local workforce. Conversely, patents classified in
electrical devices, communications and computers appear to have a
relatively higher economic value. Whilst Belgium does not hold partic-
ular scientific comparative advantages in the corresponding scientific
fields, their performance in terms of citations is well above the average
score observed at the OECD level. Therefore, the local expertise and
scientific excellence in these sectors could be one of the main driving
forces explaining the MNEs’ decision to invest in R&D in the foreign
economy.

MNEs’ R&D activities and brain drain

Another main objective of this chapter is to shed some light on the
importance of MNEs’ R&D activities and the emigration of highly
qualified workers. As previously discussed, the higher the presence of
foreign R&D subsidiaries in a host country, the higher the demand for
domestic researchers and therefore the lower the importance of emigra-
tion or brain drain. The dataset constructed by Docquier and Marfouk
(2004) gathers information regarding immigration and emigration rates
of highly educated workers for about 150 countries.18 This harmonized
dataset is based on country population censuses for two periods: 1990
and 2000. Table 5.10 indicates that Belgium is one of the most interna-
tionalized countries in the world in terms of patents with domestic
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inventors applied for by foreign companies. Only two countries,
Luxembourg and Portugal, exhibit higher scores. However, the market
shares of these countries in terms of patenting activities are marginal.
Then, the emigration rate in Belgium, for both periods, is about half the
performance obtained at the EU level (59.1 and 67.4 in 1990 and 2000
respectively), while the degree of internationalization as measured by
the presence of foreign firms in patenting activities is about three times
larger in Belgium as compared to the EU (351.9 and 280.7 for the periods
1987–9 and 1997–9 respectively).

Table 5.11 reports the results of a fixed effects panel data regression
based on the relationship between emigration rates and the importance
of foreign companies in national R&D activities as measured by EPO
patent applications. The Hausman test statistic leads one to reject the
random-effect model and the negative coefficient associated with the
importance of foreign R&D activities in the host country is statistically
significant at the 10 per cent level. This finding suggests that higher
degrees of R&D internationalization are associated with lower rates of
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Table 5.10 Emigration rate of population with tertiary education (1990 and
2000) and EPO patents (1987–9/1997–9) with domestic inventors applied for by
foreign applicants; EU-15 � 100

Emigration rate – Share of foreign
tertiary education applicants

1990 2000 1987–9 1997–9

Austria 159.5 125.6 215.4 191.4
Belgium 59.1 67.4 351.9 280.7
Denmark 65.3 77.3 185.8 124.0
Finland 61.2 89.6 81.8 52.9
France 45.5 45.0 86.7 96.4
Germany 143.7 110.5 60.1 62.3
Greece 159.2 167.7 316.5 165.3
Ireland 320.8 404.7 280.2 219.6
Italy 88.8 87.1 75.1 90.3
Luxembourg 99.2 94.7 448.1 393.2
Netherlands 87.0 94.2 120.9 104.3
Portugal 148.3 181.9 472.8 316.9
Spain 31.2 30.2 179.2 168.2
Sweden 44.6 50.4 111.9 93.4
United Kingdom 142.8 173.5 166.3 194.6
EU-15 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Docquier and Marfouk (2004) and EPO databases.
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Table 5.11 Relationship between emigration rate of people with
tertiary education and internationalization of R&D activities (share of
foreign applicants in patents with at least one domestic inventor)

Estimated coefficient Standard error

Constant 150.21* 20.41
% of foreign firms �0.1840** 0.1057
in domestic patents

Number of observations 30
F-test 33.67 [0.0000]
Hausman test 4.89 [0.0271]

0.0723

Notes: Standard error in brackets; *(**) statistically significant at the 1% (resp. 10%)
level; p-value in square brackets; F-test for fixed effects (H0: �1 � … � �15 � 0);
Hausman test (H0: 	random effects � 	fixed effects ~ 0).

R2
a

emigration of highly educated workers and as a result the importance of
brain drain is smaller.

As discussed in section 5.2, the presence of foreign MNEs in the host
country positively affects the labour market by increasing the demand
for local researchers. Table 5.12 shows the number of ‘new’ Belgian
inventors in all domestic and foreign patents for the period 1983–99.19

It follows that for the foreign subsidiaries and firms, this number is of
the same order of magnitude as for Belgian companies. In other words,
if the foreign firms would not have invested in Belgium, the number of
new inventors would have been half of the current number. It can be
noted that the share of new inventors based in Belgium in foreign appli-
cations has grown more rapidly compared to the share in domestic ones.
It should thus be noted that the term ‘Belgian inventor’ refers to the
country of residence of the inventor and not to his or her citizenship. It
is unfortunately not possible to identify the nationality of these Belgian
inventors, but it can be assumed that a non-negligible share of them are
researchers of the MNEs’ mother company that moved to Belgium when
the subsidiary was established. Therefore, this additional availability of
‘imported’ human capital produces a ‘brain gain’ for the host country.

The residence country of inventors of ‘co-invented’ patents provides
another indicator not only of the level of R&D internationalization but
also of the importance of ideas exchanges and knowledge spillovers
among inventors involved in a joint research project. Table 5.13 shows
that the share of foreign co-inventors in patent applications with at least
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Table 5.13 Share of co-inventors by country of residence and by type of
applicants (Belgian firm, foreign subsidiary and foreign firm), USPTO, 1983–99

Belgian subsidiaries
Belgian firms of foreign firms Foreign firms

Belgium 94.0 91.5 62.1
USA 0.8 1.9 13.7
Germany 1.9 0.6 8.3
France 1.2 2.1 3.8
Netherlands 0.7 0.3 4.2
United Kingdom 0.2 1.0 2.6

Source: Hall et al. (2001) database.

Table 5.12 Number of ‘new’ inventors
in US patents applied for by Belgian and
foreign firms (1983–99)

DOM FOR

1983 82 82
1984 99 74
1985 110 102
1986 138 115
1987 123 123
1988 102 122
1989 147 140
1990 133 132
1991 117 144
1992 126 147
1993 119 173
1994 185 226
1995 220 273
1996 188 219
1997 112 214
1998 31 65
1999 1 2

Notes: DOM � Domestic applications; FOR �

foreign applications.

Source: Hall et al. (2001) database.



one Belgian inventor is higher for patents applied for by foreign
subsidiaries (8.5 per cent) and in particular by foreign firms (37.9 per
cent). Regarding foreign applicants, US and German co-inventors are
particularly important. The growing internationalization of R&D activities
creates more and more interactions, or ‘brain exchange’, between Belgian
and foreign inventors, which in turn produce positive knowledge
externalities in the local economy.

5.5 Conclusion

Based on European and US patent statistics, this chapter attempts
to identify the main determinants explaining the decision of MNEs to
delocalize their R&D to a small open economy. The impact of these
activities on the local labour market for highly skilled workers is
examined as well. Regarding the first question, the scientific fields
where Belgium holds comparative advantages with respect to the OECD,
that is, agriculture, biochemistry and clinical medicine, appear to be
positively correlated with the technological classes in which the number
of patents applied for by foreign subsidiaries and firms are relatively the
most important. It could therefore be concluded that the main motive
for R&D MNEs to invest in Belgium is to gain access to specific knowledge
resources, which are abundant in the local economy. The indicators
based on the patent scope, the number of received citations and the
number of self-citations reveal a relatively low value of the patents
applied for by the foreign subsidiaries and assigned to these technologi-
cal classes, which suggests that the main objective of the MNEs’ R&D
units operating in these sectors may be the transfer and adaptation of
existing knowledge to the host country. At the other end, the sourcing
of foreign technologies and competencies within the local S&T base
appear to be the main driving force of foreign firms and subsidiaries’
R&D activities (as measured by patents) in electrical devices, communi-
cations and computers sectors. In terms of comparative advantages,
Belgium is not particularly well positioned in the scientific fields
corresponding to these technological sectors. Yet, the importance and
quality of the output of these scientific fields as measured by citations is
relatively higher as compared to the OECD reference group. Furthermore,
the patents assigned to these technological classes and applied for by the
foreign firms and MNEs’ subsidiaries appear to have a relative higher
economic value. As regards the effects of MNEs on the demand for local
R&D personnel, the results suggest a reduced brain drain (negative cor-
relation between the rate of emigration of highly educated people and
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the level of internationalization of R&D activities), a positive ‘brain
gain’ (higher number of new inventors in patents applied for by foreign
subsidiaries and MNEs as compared to domestic firms) and an important
‘brain exchange’ (higher number of foreign inventors in co-invented
patents applied for by foreign subsidiaries and firms) in the host country.

The results of this study lead to several important policy implications,
although one has to be cautious in drawing any firm conclusions at this
stage of the research.

First, MNEs’ R&D activities abroad indisputably generate positive
spillovers in the host country through a positive demand for highly
qualified people in the host country. As a result, a strengthening of
policies designed to attract FDI in research and innovation activities is
highly desirable. Among these policies, we can mention financial incen-
tives such as R&D tax concession and subsidies, the improvement of the
local infrastructure and quality of the workforce or measures directed at
decreasing the importance of administrative burdens and easing the
starting of new businesses.

Second, S&T collaborations are another important source of spillovers
brought by foreign R&D subsidiaries in the local economy. Such formal
and informal agreements between scientists from different companies
and research organizations represent an efficient means by which part-
ners can exchange ideas, acquire new technological capabilities and
improve their innovative performances. Technology policies aimed at
promoting collaborative agreements should therefore be encouraged
and further strengthened.

Third, the development by multinationals of external networks of
relationships with local counterparts can also be a source of knowledge
spillovers from the subsidiary to the parent company, foreign affiliates
gaining access to external knowledge sources and application abilities in
the host country. This ‘repatriation’ of local research results and the
exploitation of their commercial outcomes in the MNE’s home country
may represent a serious loss of income from the point of view of the host
country. It is therefore important to correctly assess the trade-off
between the gains of FDI-induced knowledge spillovers and the benefits
of research activities that spill out outside the domestic borders. With
that respect, policies aimed at better internalizing the fruits of foreign
affiliates’ R&D and at anchoring their economic exploitation in the
domestic economy deserve particular attention.

Given these preliminary results, further analysis and data collections
would be helpful in order better to identify and support the policy
implications implied by the high degree of internationalization of R&D
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investment in Belgium. The following are among the main questions to
be addressed in future research. What forces determine the location
decisions of MNEs’ R&D activities? What are the benefits of MNEs’ R&D
activities in the host/home countries? What are the reasons for R&D
clusters in economic hubs (role of public research organizations and uni-
versities as key drivers)? What kind of cost-effective policy instruments
can be implemented to attract foreign and to retain domestic MNEs’
R&D activities (R&D direct and indirect support, education policies)?
What policies are likely to attract and retain highly skilled workers (lan-
guage training, citizenship policies)?

As far as the last question is concerned, two recent initiatives at the EU
level are worth mentioning (European Commission, 2003): the launch
of the development of the ‘European Researcher’s Charter’ and the out-
line of a ‘Code of Conduct for the Recruitment of Researchers’. The first
initiative consists of a framework for the career management of human
R&D resources, based on voluntary regulation and the second is based
on best practices to improve recruitment methods.
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Notes

1. As pointed out by Cantwell and Santangelo (1999), non-codified technological
activities that necessitate highly tacit capabilities will in general require a
higher proximity.

2. Angel and Savage (1996) and Belderbos (2001), among others, analyse the
determinants of the localization of Japanese R&D labs abroad; Cantwell and
Harding (1998) measure the R&D internationalization of German firms;
Dunning and Narula (1995) and Florida (1997) examine the R&D activities of
foreign firms in the US, and Pearce and Papanstassiou (1999) in the UK.

3. Research joint ventures, firm’s acquisitions and the establishment of green-
field units are the three main ways to access a foreign market.

4. For the relevance of patent statistics as an indicator of science and technology
activities, see for instance Bound et al. (1984), Basberg (1987), Glisman and
Horn (1988), Griliches (1990) or Archibugi and Pianta (1992).

5. Industrial secrecy or lead time are two well-known examples.
6. www.nber.org/patents.
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See also http://www.bl.uk/services/information/patents/spec.html#des for
more information on the contents of a patent specification.

7. The share of patents granted as a percentage of filed applications was 67 per
cent for European patents and 68 per cent for US ones over the period 1995–9
(Quillen and Webster, 2001).

8. On average, according to the EPO, it takes just over three years between the
filing of the patent application and the patent grant.

9. Information gathered by the Belgian central balance sheet office contains the
composition of the shareholders. When more than 50 per cent of shareholders
are from abroad, the firm is considered to be a subsidiary of a foreign group.

10. See Harhoff et al. (2003) for a recent review of studies on various indicators
used to estimate the economic value of patents.

11. The authors find a positive correlation between the firm market value and
the stock of citation-weighted patents.

12. The indicator of the internationalization of technology based on more recent
patent data proposed by Cincera (2005) confirms these results.

13. Unfortunately, technological classes according to which European and US
patents are classified are not directly comparable. European patents are clas-
sified according to the International Patent Classification. US patents are
classified according to IPC and according to the US patent classification
(USPC). Only the latter is available in the database of Hall et al. (2001).

14. European patents are classified according to the classification system jointly
developed by the German Fraunhofer Institute of Systems and Innovation
Research (ISI), the French Patent Office (INPI) and the ‘Observatoire des
Sciences et des Techniques’ (OST). This so called ‘OST/INPI/ISI’ classification
is based on the International Patent Classification and distinguishes between
30 different technological fields. US patents are classified according to the
classification proposed by Hall et al. (2001) which consists of 36 technological
classes based on the USPTO classification system.

15. As shown in Capron and Cincera (2000), the R&D productivity index as
measured by the ratio of patents on R&D expenditures was 95 for Belgium in
1995 against 100 for the EU average.

16. See, however, Verbeek et al. (2002), who developed a linkage scheme based
on patent citation data to link the science and technology systems.

17. The average total number of patents (irrespective of the country of residence
of the inventor) applied for (at the USPTO) by Belgian firms is 14.6 against
1459.1 for foreign companies and subsidiaries (with at least one patent
involving at least one Belgian inventor).

18. The emigration rates is defined as the emigration stock by educational attain-
ment as a proportion of the labour force born in the sending country.

19. By ‘new’ inventors, we mean inventors that appear for the first time in the
patent document. They are identified on the basis of their last and first
names and city of residence.
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6
Do Stronger Intellectual Property
Rights Induce More Patents?
Sung Jin Kang and Hwan Joo Seo

6.1 Introduction

The patent system has long been recognized as an important policy
instrument for the promotion of innovation and technology transfers.
This trend is evidenced by the agreement on trade-related aspects of
intellectual property rights (TRIPs) under the GATT-WTO of 1994. The
main reason to protect patents is due to two main characteristics of
innovation: non-rival and partially non-excludable (Romer, 1990). Non-
rival means that the use of a particular innovation by a producer does
not preclude other entrepreneurs from using it, whereas partially non-
excludable implies that the innovator is often unable completely to
prevent others from using the innovation without authorization.

However, there has been an ongoing debate on whether stronger IPRs
encourage or retard innovative activities (see Maskus (2000) and Gallini
(2002) for an extensive survey). Nordhaus (1969), who initiated an eco-
nomic analysis of the patent system, shows that by granting innovators
temporary monopoly power the protection of intellectual property
enhances the incentives to allocate more efforts to R&D and innovative
activities, and further encourages technology transfers through a reduc-
tion in transaction costs related to intellectual property. However, recent
empirical and theoretical studies have not yielded a clear conclusion on
whether the strengthening of IPRs leads to more or less innovation.

Theoretical studies by Scotchmer (1991), Helpman (1993), Heller and
Eisenberg (1996), Bessen and Maskin (2000) and Shapiro (2000) were
pessimistic on the impacts of IPRs on innovative activity. For example,
Helpman finds that stronger IPRs would diminish both the northern
rate of innovation and southern welfare when imitation is the only
channel of technology transfer. Strengthened IPRs would raise imitation
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costs, restrict technology diffusion, and thus reduce long-run incentives
to innovate. This is possible because if innovative firms expect slower
loss of their technological advantages they could earn higher profits per
innovation, thereby reducing the need to engage in R&D.

Lai (1998) and Yang and Maskus (2001), however, suggest an opposite
effect: tighter IPRs would increase innovation and technology transfers.
Lai found that tighter IPRs would promote product innovation and
technology diffusion if production were transferred through foreign
direct investment rather than through imitation. By assuming licensing
as a transfer mechanism, Yang and Maskus indicate that, by reducing
licensing costs, stronger IPRs would lead to higher economic returns to
the licensor and would liberate resources for innovation, thereby
leading to both greater innovation and licensing.

While the studies discussed above have focused on the effects of IPRs
alone, recent studies have turned to the observation that the effects of
IPRs could be strengthened and maximized under appropriate institu-
tional and economic contexts (Coriat and Orsi, 2002; Hall, 2002; Lall,
2003). For example, Coriat and Orsi suggest that the increasing trend of
patents of US companies in the 1980s might have stemmed from the
combined effects of the strengthening of IPRs (the introduction of the
Bayh-Dole Act and the creation of the Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit (CAFC)) and institutional change in the financial sector between
the late 1970s and early 1980s. Alongside the changes in IPRs, a series of
new regulations such as new Employee Retirement Income Securities
Act (ERISA) pension fund regulations and NASDAQ’s transformation
were introduced. These regulatory changes aimed to encourage the
entry of venture capital into the small and new hi-tech firms coming out
of the research sector. Therefore, it was possible to finance new and risky
companies that otherwise would never have obtained sufficient funding
for the commercialization of their innovations. Supporting the hypoth-
esis of Coriat and Orsi, Kortum and Lerner (2000) show that the
productivity of R&D in a better financial environment (for example,
financing by venture capital) was about three times higher than that
only with an internal financial source. In addition, they show that even
though the share of venture capital of total R&D investment is only less
than 3 per cent, the contribution to patents was about 8 per cent
between 1983 and 1992 and increased to 14 per cent in 1998.

In addition to financial support, Mansfield (1986) posed a hypothesis
on other determinants: economic impacts of IPRs will be maximized
with better capability of technology adoption and highly developed
structure of industries. Lall (2003) suggested a similar hypothesis in
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which the impacts of the strengthening of IPRs might be varied according
to the level of economic development and local technological capability.

This paper tests the hypotheses suggested by traditional and recent
research. Subsequently, it investigates the impacts of the strengthening
of IPRs alone by testing the robustness of the results through introduc-
ing complementary factors such as industrial structure, social capability
and trade regime. In addition, we hypothesize that the effectiveness of
IPRs might not be identical across countries but may vary according to
their economic and institutional contexts. By using a long-run, cross-
country, panel data analysis, this paper shows that the strengthening of
IPRs alone does not strongly affect the innovation process. Considering
the joint effects of other complementary environments with IPRs, how-
ever, it is shown that the strengthening of IPRs promotes innovative
activity. A more important finding is that all countries are not positively
affected.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 6.2 reviews recent empirical
evidence for the theoretical hypotheses discussed above. After estimation
model specification and the data are discussed in sections 6.3, 6.4
discusses the estimation results. Finally, section 6.5 concludes.

6.2 Empirical Evidence

Recent research has called into question the effectiveness of patents as a
tool to provide incentives for the innovations. Most of the empirical stud-
ies have focused on the impacts of IPRs alone without consideration of
institutional complementarity and show that strengthened IPRs have not
led to an increase of innovative effort or output (see Jaffe, 2000; Kortum
and Lerner, 2000; Hall and Ziedonis, 2001; Sakakibara and Branstetter,
2001; Lerner, 2002). As an exception, Kanwar and Evenson (2003) indi-
cate the significance of IPRs as an incentive to encourage innovations.

Kortum and Lerner (1999) investigate diverse hypotheses to explain
the recent overall surge in US patenting. They fail to find empirical
support for the close connection between the overall rise in patents and
the strengthening of IPRs (in particular the creation of CAFC) in the US
They attribute the overall increase in patenting activity to a change in
the management of R&D, reoriented towards more applied research,
with an increase in research productivity caused by the introduction of
information and communication technology (ICT) and the investment
of venture capital, rather than to a series of patent reforms. Moreover, the
survey evidence by Cohen et al. (2000) also supports the ineffectiveness
of patents for the protection of inventions. They find that enterprises
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consider patents as less effective instruments for the protection of their
intellectual properties relative to alternative mechanisms such as secrecy
and lead-time.

In the analyses of the relationship between the Bayh-Dole Act and
innovation, Henderson et al. (1998), Mowery and Sampat (2001), Mowery
et al. (2001) and Mowery and Ziedonis (2002) examine whether the
Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 has stimulated the quantitative and qualitative
development of patents of US universities. They found the number of
patents registered by US colleges has increased since the early 1970s,
which implies that the number of patents might have increased inde-
pendently of the Bayh-Dole Act. Furthermore, the quality of patents
measured by the frequency of citation decreased after the introduction
of the Act.

Thus, studies on the source of the increased number of US patents
since the 1980s have shown that there is no compelling evidence that
the policies to strengthen IPRs such as the Bayh-Dole Act and the estab-
lishment of the CAFC have contributed to the promotion of patents.
Furthermore Sakakibara and Branstetter (2001) examine the case of
Japanese patent reform of 1988, which allowed transformation from a
single claim system to a multiclaim system. They also show that there is
no significant evidence that the strengthening of IPRs in 1988, through
the expansion of patent scope and the increase of patent length,
contributed to innovative activity in Japan.

In contrast, cross-country studies seem to show relatively positive
effects of IPR policies (Gould and Gruben, 1996; Lerner, 2002; Kanwar
and Evenson, 2003). Studying 177 patent-related policy shifts in 60
countries over 150 years, Lerner found that the strengthening of IPRs
shows an inverted-U relation with innovations. Utilizing cross-country
data, Kanwar and Evenson show that intellectual property protection
(defined as an index of patent rights) has a strong positive effect on
technological change (defined by R&D investment expenditure). The
same finding results even after several pertinent control variables
are allowed for.

The empirical studies discussed above have suggested mixed evidence.
In general, the studies on individual countries (US and Japan) do not
support the positive effect of IPRs, whereas the cross-country studies do.

6.3 Model Specification and Descriptive Statistics

To estimate the determinants of innovative activity, the definition of
innovative activity should be clarified. Kanwar and Evenson (2003)
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define it as the R&D expenditure ratio to gross national product rather
than patent applications. This paper, however, interprets R&D expendi-
ture as an input to produce patents.1 This hypothesis is consistent with
the idea of innovation function suggested by the endogenous growth
theories initiated by Romer (1990) and Grossman and Helpman (1991).
They assume that technology change is a function of R&D input approx-
imated by the number of labourers employed by the R&D sector or R&D
expenditure. Thus, we assume that patents are an indirect measure of
inventive activity by using R&D expenditure as an input.

For the estimation, we assume that patent production uses R&D
expenditure as a ratio of GDP (RD) as an input in addition to other sup-
porting factors. Thus, the following log-linear equations are used:

(1)

(2)

Here, Pit is defined as the natural log of the number of patents per 1,000
people in country i at time t. It is the annual number of utility patents
applications filed in the United States by country of origin. These data
were originally compiled by the United States Patent and Trademark
Office (USPTO) and reported to the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) each year.2 The country of origin of an application
is based on the residence of the first-named inventor. And u is a country-
specific residual and � is a well-defined stochastic error term.

As the main independent variables, RD and IPR reflect the ratio of
R&D expenditure to GDP and the index of intellectual property rights
(IPRs) respectively. The first set of data is from the statistical yearbook
on-line database of UNESCO and the second is from Ginarte and Park
(1997) for 1960–90 and Park and Wagh in the Economic Freedom of the
World: 2002 Annual Report (2002) for 1995 and 2000. The index was con-
structed for each of the 110 countries between 1960 and 1990 and the
64 countries in 1995 and 2000 every five years. The index incorporates
five aspects of patent laws: the extent of coverage, membership in
international patent agreements, duration of protection, provisions for
loss of protection, and enforcement mechanisms. The index was scored
in the range from 0 to 5, with higher values indicating stronger patent
protection.

Other variables indicated by a matrix, X, test the joint effect with the
strengthening of IPRs over periods. They are the natural log of real GDP

Pit � c � �1RDit � �2IPRit � �
J

j�1
�jXijtIPRit � ui � 
it

Pit � c � �1 RDit � �2 IPRit � �
J

j�1
	j Xijt � ui � 
it
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per capita (gdp), the institutional environment (IE), the ratio of high-
technology exports to manufactured exports (HT ), the ratio of ICT
expenditure to GDP (ICT ) and trade shares (Openness).

The difference between equations (1) and (2) is in the fourth term
which implies a set of independent variables with or without an inter-
action term of IPR. Thus, equation (1) is intended to test the effect of IPR
alone, while equation (2) is intended to test the effect of IPR interacted
with other independent variables. We designated the first specification
as the ‘baseline model’ and the second as the ‘extended model’.

These variables are derived from the literature on economic develop-
ment and technological change. Lall (2003) and the World Bank (2001)
propose that the potential significance of IPRs varies according to the
countries’ levels of economic development. Therefore, gdp is introduced
to control the level of economic development and the pro-cyclical
movement of patent applications. The data are sourced from the Penn
World Table 6.1. Geroski and Walters (1995) found that the level
of patent activity of UK firms generally rose over the years and varied
pro-cyclically.

Mansfield (1986) found large differences by industries in the innova-
tion-promoting role of patents. His survey revealed that 65 per cent of
inventions in pharmaceutics, 30 per cent in chemicals, 18 per cent in
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Table 6.1 Summary statistics

1981–5 1986–90 1991–5 1996–2000 1981–2000

P 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03
(0.05) (0.06) (0.06) (0.08) (0.06)

gdp 8.24 8.32 8.37 8.46 8.35
(1.01) (1.07) (1.09) (1.10) (1.07)

RD 1.17 1.34 1.21 1.12 1.20
(1.09) (0.97) (0.85) (1.06) (1.10)

IPR 2.43 2.46 2.71 3.07 2.68
(0.91) (0.94) (1.11) (0.99) (1.02)

IE 4.50 4.49 4.87 5.35 4.86
(1.96) (2.25) (2.45) (2.36) (2.36)

HT n.a. 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.10
(0.11) (0.11) (0.14) (0.13)

ICT n.a. n.a. 0.05 0.06 0.05
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Openness 0.73 0.71 0.80 0.85 0.78
(0.43) (0.43) (0.47) (0.46) (0.45)

Notes
(1) n.a. means the data are not available.
(2) Standard deviation is in the parentheses.



petroleum, 15 per cent in machinery, 12 per cent in metal products,
8 per cent in primary metals and 4 per cent in electrical machinery would
have been deterred without patent protection. Thus, the importance of
IPRs to promote innovation may vary across industries and correspond-
ingly the economic impacts of IPRs must be dependent on the industrial
structure or the trade structure in each country. We, therefore, use HT to
reflect the sophistication of industrial structure in each country.

It is well known that openness to trade contributes to economic
growth (Gould and Gruben, 1996; Aghion and Howitt, 1998). These
effects appear to be slightly stronger in relatively open trade regimes as
the competitive pressure in these regimes stimulates innovative activity
in domestic industries. We present results based on trade regimes as
defined by trade shares (i.e., exports plus imports as a share of GDP).
However, unlike Gould and Gruben, we are trying to find a direct rela-
tionship between openness and innovative activity. This is because an
insignificant relationship between openness and economic growth does
not necessarily mean that openness does not promote innovation. It
may simply result from the contribution of an innovation to economic
growth not being strong enough. Thus, we test the direct effect of
openness to an innovative activity.

Arora and Gambardella (1994) and Kortum and Lerner (1999) argue
that application of ICT to the discovery process may have substantially
promoted the productivity of R&D and expanded the knowledge base
through the expansion and sharing of knowledge in the US. To capture
the impacts of ICT diffusion on innovative activities, we propose to
use the ratio of ICT investment to GDP.

Finally, IE is assumed to affect innovation as well. The summary index
constructed by the Fraser Institute is based on 23 components designed
to identify the consistency of institutional arrangements and policies
with economic freedom in seven major areas. The data are indexed on a
1–10 scale at five-year intervals from 1970 to 1995 and every year
afterwards. The missing data of other years are generated by a linearly
interpolate method. Since it may be assumed that the institutional
environment changes smoothly, this assumption might not affect the
estimation results. The higher value of the index indicates a better insti-
tution or social infrastructure. The core ingredients are personal choice,
legal protection of property rights, freedom of exchange, reliance on
markets, use of money and market allocation of capital. Individuals
have economic freedom when: (a) their property, acquired without the
use of force, fraud, or theft, is protected from physical invasions by
others and (b) they are not forced to use, exchange, or give their
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property to another as long as their actions do not violate the identical
rights of others.

Figure 6.1 shows the trends of the number of patents per 1,000 per-
sons and the IPR index between 1981 and 2000. As Figure 6.1 shows,
there is a monotonic increase in the number of patents and a higher
increase especially after the mid-1990s, indicating an increasing trend in
the growth rate of the number of patents. In addition, it is shown that
the trend of the IPR index in the 1980s was quite stable at 2.4, while it
has increased to about 3.0 since 1990.3

Table 6.1 shows summary statistics of the variables used in the esti-
mation of the next section. Except for the R&D expenditure ratio, all
values show an increasing trend over the period. The trend of the R&D
expenditure ratio is clarified in Figure 6.2 by isolating the data for OECD
member countries as well, thereby indicating an increasing trend since
1980 for OECD countries, while non-OECD countries had a decreasing
trend between 1990 and 1995 and then an increasing trend after 1995.
However, the value was still lower in 1995 than that before 1990. From
Figure 6.2, we can infer that this decreasing trend may have resulted
from non-OECD member countries.

Since the variables used in the estimation might be highly correlated,
Table 6.2 reports their correlation coefficients. In general, the IPR index
and IE are highly correlated with gdp. Thus, to test the effect of these cor-
relations on the estimation results, we estimate the equation both with
and without combining these variables.
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Figure 6.1 Trends of patents and IPR index
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6.4 Estimation Results of the Baseline Model

In order to determine the separate impact of IPRs, Table 6.3 reports the
estimation results of IPRs with other conditioning variables but without
interaction with IPRs (called the ‘baseline model’). Two different models
indicate that IPRs without interactions with other conditioning vari-
ables are not statistically significant.4 In order to examine the difference
of the estimation results between fixed- and random-effect model speci-
fications, two results are reported.

To avoid possible bias due to highly correlated control variables, each
model is estimated with different combinations of control variables, in
addition to the three main variables, gdp, RD and IPR. As other model
specifications show similar results, only two results are reported.
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Figure 6.2 Trends of R&D expenditure ratio to GDP
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Table 6.2 Correlation coefficients

P gdp RD IPR IE HT ICT Openness

P 1.00
gdp 0.66 1.00
RD 0.79 0.67 1.00
IPR 0.62 0.82 0.69 1.00
IE 0.45 0.79 0.39 0.57 1.00
HT 0.52 0.49 0.45 0.37 0.50 1.00
ICT 0.53 0.68 0.52 0.62 0.63 0.36 1.00
Openness �0.12 0.19 �0.08 �0.05 0.23 0.34 0.18 1.00



First of all, gdp and RD are positively and significantly correlated with
the number of patents. As in the findings of Geroski and Walters (1995)
for the UK firms, the positive and significant coefficient for income per
capita (gdp) implies that this is clear evidence of a secular relation
between the level of innovative activities and the level of economic
activity, even for cross-country analysis.

ICT, which reflects the social infrastructure, is positively related with
the number of patents, while HT, the degree of sophistication of indus-
trial structure in exports, plays a positive role. The variable, which
reflects trade regime, Openness, is not significant. This implies that the
competitive pressure under an open economy might not stimulate inno-
vative activity. This is in contrast with the results of Kanwar and
Evenson (2003), who show that openness played a significant role in
promoting R&D expenditure. As an alternative, we used a black market
premium index but with the same outcome.
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Table 6.3 Panel estimation results of baseline models

Model 1 Model 2 Model 2A

Fixed Random Fixed Random Fixed Random

RD 0.019 0.02 0.019 0.019 0.025 0.023
(4.98)** (5.42)** (4.96)** (4.94)** (4.07)** (5.16)**

gdp 0.103 0.05 0.105 0.053 0.129 0.053
(4.76)** (3.43)** (4.41)** (3.53)** (4.07)** (2.97)**

IPR 0.007 0.013 0.01 0.013 0.008 0.015
(0.78) (1.58) (1.13) (1.6) (0.74) (1.62)

IE 0.001 �0.0003 �0.00002 �0.001 �0.001 �0.001
(0.2) (�0.08) (�0.01) (�0.22) (�0.14) (�0.26)

HT 0.059 0.101 0.077 0.166 0.045 0.156
1.02 (2.11)* (1.21) (3.02)** (0.60) (2.49)*

ICT 0.383 0.375 0.332 0.333 0.497 0.460
(2.60)** (2.58)** (2.18)* (2.24)* (3.00)** (2.90)**

Openness �0.003 �0.016 0.003 �0.006
(�0.12) (�1.11) (0.14) (�0.39)

Constant �0.996 �0.505 �1.019 �0.521 �1.252 �0.554
(�5.26)** (�4.40)** (�4.95)** (�4.50)** (�4.59)** (�3.96)**

Observations 250 250 245 245 218 218
Number of countries 41 41 40 40 39 39

sigma_u 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.085 0.054
sigma_e 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.016 0.016
Rho 0.96 0.91 0.96 0.91 0.967 0.923
P(u_i � 0) 0.00 0.00 0.00
overall R2 0.53 0.58 0.56 0.63 0.55 0.63

Notes
(1) Robust t statistics in parentheses.
(2) * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%.
(3) rho indicates the fraction of variance due to ui and P(u_i � 0) represents p-values for F-test in which all ui � 0.



The most important variable, IPR, is not significant for either estimation,
fixed- or random-effect panel estimation, even though the coefficients
for random-effect panel estimation become relatively higher. In general,
it can be interpreted that IPR alone, without the joint support of other
supporting variables, cannot directly affect innovative activity.

Two independent variables, gdp and IPR, might be endogenous.
Grossman and Lai (2004) and Lai and Yang (2004) show that differences
in market size and differences in R&D capacity generate national differ-
ences in optimal patent policies. Moreover, Gould and Gruben (1996)
found no strong direct effects of patents on economic growth, but there
was a significantly positive effect when patents interacted with a meas-
ure of openness to trade. Even though this study uses the level of real
GDP per capita rather than economic growth rate as an independent
variable, we test their possible endogeneity. We estimate instrumental
variables and two-stage least squares for panel-data models (see Baltagi
(2001) for a discussion on estimation process). Due to difficulties in
choosing instrumental variables, we selected lagged values of gdp and/or
IPR in addition to all other independent variables as instrumental vari-
ables. Estimation results are quite consistent with those of estimation
without considering endogenous problem.

As an example, Model 2A in Table 6.3 reports the instrumental vari-
able estimation results by assuming both gdp and IPR are endogenous.
The results are quite consistent with the estimation results of Models 1
and 2. RD, gdp and ICT are significant, while IPR alone does not play a
significant role.

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 report the panel estimation results of the extended
model by considering the joint effects of IPR and other independent
variables. Model 2 in Table 6.3 is used as a benchmark. RD plays a
positive and significant role throughout all five models in Tables 6.4
and 6.5.

Model 3 in Table 6.4 includes an interaction term of IPR with gdp to
the second model in Table 6.3. As in Table 6.3, HT and ICT are signifi-
cant. Unlike the results of Table 6.3, however, IPR itself and an interac-
tion term are significant.

In Model 4, even though IE is not significant without consideration of
the joint effect with IPRs (Table 6.3), the coefficient for IE becomes sig-
nificant for the random-effect estimation (i.e., the t-value rises for the
fixed-effect model as well). In addition, HT and ICT are positive and sig-
nificant as before.

In Model 5, HT itself and an interaction term are significant and the
coefficients for other independent variables, gdp and ICT, are positive
and significant. Furthermore, the interaction term between IPR and ICT
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in Model 6 is significant, thereby maintaining the same results for other
independent variables like other models.

What is interesting is the estimation result for Openness in Model 7.
As mentioned above, Openness was not significant in Table 6.3. When
an interaction term is considered, however, it becomes marginally sig-
nificant. This implies that open economies experience greater competition
and need to acquire advanced technologies in order to promote product
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Table 6.4 Panel estimation results of extended models

Model 3 Model 4

Fixed Random Fixed Random

RD 0.015 0.017 0.019 0.018
(4.37)** (5.16)** (4.82)** (4.93)**

gdp �0.214 �0.136 0.092 0.045
(�4.86)** (�5.61)** (3.56)** (3.12)**

IPR �0.707 �0.555 �0.03 �0.082
(�8.06)** (�9.08)** (�0.92) (�2.96)**

IE 0.003 0.001 �0.018 �0.042
(0.89) (0.16) (�1.25) (�3.49)**

HT 0.087 0.096 0.078 0.146
(1.58) (2.00)* (1.23) (2.70)**

ICT 0.422 0.381 0.355 0.385
(3.19)** (3.02)** (2.32)* (2.64)**

Openness �0.019 �0.022 �0.005 �0.018
(�1.06) (�1.72) (�0.24) (�1.24)

gdp*IPR 0.077 0.061
(8.21)** (9.37)**

IE*IPR 0.006 0.013
(1.3) (3.60)**

Constant 1.923 1.208 �0.774 �0.171
(4.81)** (5.66)** (�2.78)** (�1.17)

Observations 245 245 245 245
Number of countries 40 40 40 40

sigma_u 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.05
sigma_e 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02
Rho 0.95 0.92 0.95 0.90
P(u_i � 0) 0.00 0.00
overall R2 0.67 0.71 0.59 0.68

Notes
(1) Robust t statistics in parentheses.
(2) * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%.
(3) rho indicates the fraction of variance due to ui and P(u_i � 0) represents p-values for F-test

that all ui � 0.



quality. Moreover, firms in an open economy are more likely to undertake
effective technology transfers and adaptation to local circumstances.
However, the different estimation results in Models 2 and 7 suggest that
innovation will be more evident in economies with protection for
intellectual property.5

6.5 Estimation Results of the Extended Model

As we see from the theoretical and empirical literature review in sections
6.1 and 6.2, the effects of IPR on innovative activities are quite mixed.
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Table 6.5 Panel estimation results of extended models

Model 5 Model 6 Model 7

Fixed Random Fixed Random Fixed Random

RD 0.017 0.017 0.015 0.015 0.018 0.018
(4.71)** (5.11)** (4.31)** (4.71)** (4.56)** (4.73)**

gdp 0.048 0.034 0.059 0.049 0.094 0.051
(1.99)* (2.48)* (2.66)** (3.72)** (3.85)** (3.55)**

IPR �0.005 �0.013 �0.034 �0.038 �0.005 �0.003
(�0.58) (�1.54) (�3.32)** (�4.15)** (�0.39) (�0.25)

IE 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.0002 0.0004 �0.0001
(0.23) (0.54) (0.27) (0.08) (0.1) (�0.03)

HT �0.841 �0.858 0.061 0.107 0.072 0.164
(�5.04)** (�6.01)** (1.09) (2.22)* (1.13) (3.01)**

ICT 0.396 0.418 �3.576 �3.926 0.344 0.35
(2.80)** (3.11)** (�6.56)** (�7.92)** (2.27)* (2.34)*

Openness �0.02 �0.024 �0.011 �0.022 �0.097 �0.103
(�1.02) (�1.81) (�0.61) (�1.69) (�1.74) (�2.25)*

HT*IPR 0.262 0.283
(5.88)** (7.65)**

ICT*IPR 1.138 1.237
(7.40)** (8.89)**

Openness*IPR 0.027 0.025
(1.83) (1.92)

Constant �0.422 �0.274 �0.429 �0.314 �0.862 �0.459
(�1.96) (�2.54)* (�2.16)* (�2.99)** (�3.89)** (�4.10)**

Observations 245 245 245 245 245 245
Number of countries 40 40 40 40 40 40

sigma_u 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.04
sigma_e 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02
Rho 0.93 0.90 0.93 0.91 0.95 0.89
P(u_i � 0) 0.00 0.00
Overall R2 0.69 0.72 0.68 0.71 0.55 0.61

Notes:
(1) Robust t statistics in parentheses.
(2) * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%.
(3) rho indicates the fraction of variance due to ui and P(u_i � 0) represents p-values for F-test that all ui � 0.



This can be interpreted to indicate that countries might be either
positively or negatively affected. By using the estimation results of
equation (2), the direction/sign of the effect for an individual country
can be easily identified.

From the coefficient for the interaction terms through Models 3 to 7 in
Tables 6.4 and 6.5, the IPR effect is easily calculated. For the interac-
tion term with IPR, x, the marginal IPR effect from equation (2) is
calculated as:

(3)

The IPR effect on innovative activity depends on �2 (the coefficient on
IPR) and �j(the coefficient on an interaction term of IPR and Xj). To
calculate the effect of IPRs, we use the mean value of an independent
variable over a specific period. Thus, the sign of the IPR effect depends
on the values of the two coefficients and the mean value of each inde-
pendent variable. If the effect in equation (3) is positive, it implies that
IPR improves the innovative activity for a specific level of IE, X. If it
shows negative, however, for a specific institutional level, IPRs can deter
innovative activities of that country.

In addition, the countries which were positively or negatively affected
are identified. First, the threshold value of each independent variable
which makes equation (3) equal zero can be calculated. Then, through
comparison between the mean value and threshold value of each inde-
pendent variable, we can easily identify the countries with positive or
negative effect.

Table 6.6 reports these two results from the estimation results in
Tables 6.4 and 6.5. First, with Model 3 in Table 6.6 and using the mean
value of gdp over 20 years, 9.50, in the fixed-effect model, the IPR effect
is positive and significant. For the fixed-effect estimation result, the IPR
effect is �0.707 � 0.077gdp. By using the mean value of gdp across coun-
tries between 1981 and 2000, 9.50 (‘mean’ in the table), the IPR effect is
0.025 (‘effect’ in the table). This result supports the argument that IPR
with an interaction of gdp plays a positive role, while IPR alone plays an
insignificant role in Table 6.3.

In a similar vein, Models 4 through 7 use interaction terms of other
independent variables with IPR. The effects of IPR with HT (Model 5)
and ICT (Model 6) are similar at about 0.030, while the effects with IE
(Model 4) and Openness (Model 7) are both about 0.014. Thus, the large
effect of IPRs when they are jointly considered with HT or ICT implies

�Pit

�IPRit
� �2 � �j Xjt
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Table 6.6 Effects of IPR and thresholds of institutional environments

Model 3 (gdp) Model 4 (IE) Model 5 (HT) Model 6 (ICT) Model 7 (ICT)

Fixed Random Fixed Random Fixed Random Fixed Random Fixed Random

IPR effect
mean 9.50 9.50 7.44 7.44 0.14 0.14 0.06 0.06 0.64 0.64
effect 0.025 0.025 0.015 0.015 0.031 0.026 0.034 0.036 0.012 0.013

Threshold 9.18 9.10 5.00 6.31 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.19 0.12
Number of 
countries

positively 21 24 33 22 37 31 32 32 37 40
negatively 19 16 7 18 3 9 8 8 3 0



that the sophistication of industrial structure and ICT diffusion play a
significant role in promoting innovative activities. These findings are in
agreement with those by Mansfield (1986), Arora and Gambardella
(1994) and Kortum and Lerner (1999).

Second, equation (3) supports the argument that all countries are not
equally affected. For Model 3 by fixed-effect estimation, the threshold
value of gdp that makes the IPR effect equal 0 is 9.18 (‘threshold’ in the
table), which equates to an actual GDP per capita of US$ 9,701 at the
1995 international price. Using this threshold value, we identified that
21 out of 40 countries were positively affected, while the remaining 19
were negatively affected. For the random-effect model, the threshold
value of gdp becomes slightly lower (9.10) so that 24 countries were pos-
itively affected and 16 negatively. Thus, the countries with negative
effect might support the arguments by Helpman (1993), who assumes
the imitation channel in developing countries. When the global IPRs
system is strengthened by the adoption of a minimum standard, imita-
tion becomes harder, which decreases its rate of occurrence and thereby
slows down the rate of innovation. The list of countries used in the
estimation is in Table 6.A1 of the Appendix and the identified countries
which were positively or negatively affected are listed in Table 6.A2 of
the Appendix.

For Models 4 to 7, the threshold values for each IE are calculated and
the countries with positive or negative effects are identified. For fixed-
effect estimation, 33 and 32 countries had larger mean values than the
threshold values of IE and ICT, respectively, indicating that they were
positively affected. In the same way, 37 countries were positively
affected under consideration of threshold values of HT and trade shares
(Openness).

6.6 Conclusion

In this study, we have investigated the impact of the strengthening of
IPRs on innovative activity, using cross-country data over the past two
decades. The following is a summary of our results.

First, there is no evidence that stronger IPRs alone boost innovation
measured by the number of patent applications, even when several per-
tinent control variables are considered. Second, there is strong evidence
that IPRs are positively and significantly related with innovations once
other complementary aspects of the environment for innovation, such
as the stage of economic development, industrial structure, trade regime
and IE are jointly instigated. Third, even following consideration of the
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complementary condition, some countries were positively affected
while others were negatively affected. This result implies that the effec-
tiveness of IPRs might not be identical across countries but may vary
according to the economic and institutional contexts of each country.
For example, only countries with per capita GDP above about US$ 9,000
gain positive benefit from the strengthening of IPRs.

The recent introduction of global minimum standards for IPRs
through TRIPs in the WTO raises a considerable debate about whether
the strengthening of IPRs increases or decreases innovation. Results
from our analysis show that innovation is not automatically improved
by the strengthening of IPRs. A policy change to strengthen the protection
of IPRs can improve economic performance only when the supplemen-
tary institutional changes in other economic areas take place concur-
rently. The building of a more competitive domestic market structure
through openness to trade, incessant upgrading of industry structure,
the enhancement of economic efficiency through the construction of a
market-friendly environment, and the presence of adequate infrastruc-
tures such as ICT are crucial if IPRs are to become an effective policy
instrument.

Appendices

Table 6.A1 List of countries for fixed-effect panel estimation

Variable Positive Negative

gdp 2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 20, 21, 22, 
19, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 35, 38 27, 28, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 39, 40

IE 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 4, 5, 9, 22, 32, 33, 34
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 35, 36, 37, 
38, 39, 40

HT 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 8, 13, 39
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 38, 40

ICT 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 4, 13, 21, 22, 33, 34, 36, 37
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 
27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 35, 38, 40

Openness 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 1, 5, 22
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 38, 40
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Notes

1. See Griliches (1990), Trajtenberg (1990), Kortum (1997) and Kanwar and
Evenson (2003) for further discussion.

2. The patent data might underestimate the number of patents of each country
because they did not include the patents registered in the original country.
However, as the data which considered domestically registered patents might
reflect different criteria for patent registration, they might be subject to bias as
well. Thus, this paper uses the patents registered in the USA only to reflect the
same criteria for patent registration.

3. The difference does not reflect a sample selection issue. The number of
countries with an IPR index in 1980, 1985 and 1990 was 110, but in 1995 and
2000 it was only 64. However, the average value of the IPR index was not so
different. For example, the average index value in 1980 was 2.41 and 2.42 for
219 and 64 countries, respectively, even though the value for the latter sam-
ple was slightly higher. The values for other years are slightly higher (0.01 in
1985 and 0.02 in 2000) but not significantly. Thus, the sample selection does
not affect the trends of the IPR index in the 1980s.

4. Year or five-year period dummies are not significant through all estimation
specifications and they do not affect the estimation results significantly, so
they are not included in the estimation throughout the paper.

5. Gould and Gruben (1996) show that while patent alone does not play a
significant role in promoting economic growth, patents interacting with
openness does. Their result might be consistent with our estimation results on
the IPR effect on innovative activities (patents). In other words, our estimation
results can be interpreted to indicate that intellectual property interacting
with openness promotes innovative activities, which will lead in turn to
higher economic growth.
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7
What Is Different About 
Innovation in Asia?
Arnoud De Meyer and Sam Garg

7.1 Introduction1

East Asia, a group of countries including the ASEAN group as well as
Taiwan, South Korea and China2 have witnessed a high economic
growth during the 1980s and the first half of the 1990s. It has been
convincingly argued that this economic growth was fuelled by adding
foreign direct investment to a large pool of local, often highly skilled
labour. But it has become clear that this formula has reached its limits
(Lingle, 1997; Krugman, 1994), particularly after the financial crisis of
1997–9. Moreover, the emergence of China as a manufacturing base for
the world and the recent developments in India in particular in the
service industries have rendered it improbable for most companies
operating from East and South East Asia to pursue a competitive strategy
exclusively based on low prices and thus low production factor costs.
One can expect that China, and in a later stage India, will be the major
sources of low-cost production for the rest of the world (Clarke, 1999).
Even if the labour costs rise in the coastal provinces of China or the
main cities of India, there will always be a pool of cheap labour a little
bit further into the inner provinces and the countryside. China and
India will remain exporters of price deflation for many years to come.
Most economic commentators argue thus that a macroeconomic strategy
based on capital injection to leverage the available workforce will not be
sufficient any more and that East and South East Asian countries and
their companies will have to invest in the development of new products,
services and processes (APO, 2003; Wolff and Yoshida, 2001).

Being successful with innovations requires more than originality and
good luck. Since the early 1970s in the USA and Europe, and since the
mid-1980s in Japan, scholars and practitioners have developed empirically
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supported lessons about how to manage innovation (Shavinina, 2003).
On many of the occasions that one of the authors was involved in exec-
utive programme or lecture series for Asian audiences to discuss these
lessons, we often heard Asian managers argue that the application of
these lessons in Asia may well be different. The argument was not that
the lessons did not apply, but rather that the specific circumstances in
East Asia were such that the implementation would be radically different.
Some scholars have put forward similar arguments. Couchman et al.
(1999) argue that there is diversity in the way concepts like concurrent
engineering are implemented, and illustrate this with data from
Australia and Indonesia. Tang and Yeo (2003) and Hsu and Chen (2003)
describe some of the specifics of the innovation systems in, respectively,
Singapore and Taiwan. Zain et al. (2002) compare innovation manage-
ment between the German and Malaysian subsidiaries of a European
multinational and find that both subsidiaries follow similar innovation
processes, but that different types of problems and critical success
factors were applicable to both subsidiaries. The Malaysian subsidiary
faced more behavioural problems, while the German subsidiary encoun-
tered more technical problems.

In this chapter we want to report on a study of how the implementa-
tion of innovation management concepts is indeed different in Asia.

7.2 The Research Project

How did we proceed? In a first phase of the research we went out to
gather information about innovation management in Asia through
interviews with privileged observers, such as scholars, leaders of innova-
tive firms and policy-makers. The information gathered through these
interviews was complemented with extensive desk research. We collected
files on about 30 innovative firms or innovative clusters and for each of
these cases we explored what could be the differences in implementa-
tion of innovation management lessons between Asia and the industri-
alized world. The preliminary results of this study were reported in
De Meyer and Garg (2004a) and are extensively described and com-
mented on in De Meyer and Garg (2005). They provided a large number
of hypotheses about innovation management in Asia that could be clas-
sified in five different categories. In a second step, we developed on the
basis of this exploratory study a questionnaire, which was sent to a wide
group of senior managers in East and South Asia. In particular we trans-
lated the hypotheses developed during the first phase into 34 statements
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about innovation in Asia. These statements were then submitted to
a panel of senior managers operating in Asia in order to get their
opinion on how they influenced, positively or negatively, the practice of
innovation management in Asia. The detailed analysis and results are
reported elsewhere (De Meyer and Garg, 2004b). Here we limit it to a
summary.

7.3 What Did We Learn from the Case Files?

Before we address some of the preliminary results of the exploratory
study we need to state an important caveat. We did not study, either
through the case studies or through the desk research, breakthrough
innovations. In most of the cases we observed opportunistic adaptations
of products or services to the local markets, or exploitation of local mar-
ket advantages. For example, we studied the case of Banyan Tree Hotels
and Resorts, a Singapore-based chain. It would be difficult to argue that
such a chain of luxurious and well-located holiday resorts is a break-
through innovation. But what this company has done is to redefine
completely what the customer will experience during a long weekend in
one of its resorts. This redefinition puts the emphasis on the individual
experience under the aptly chosen slogan ‘a sanctuary for the senses’
and takes advantage of the quite exquisite physical environment of
some Asian islands, as well as the image of personalized service that is
often identified with Asia. In this way the company offers a new value
proposition in the way our colleagues Kim and Mauborgne (1997)
define value innovation.

It very quickly became obvious to us that many of the lessons we have
learned over the last 30 years about innovation management do apply
in Asia. For example, the case of ‘MyWeb.com’ (De Meyer and Chua,
2000), a small producer of electronic set-top boxes which enabled access
to Internet via TV monitors, is an almost classic story of an entrepre-
neurial venture; the company’s demise was largely due to the same
reasons why start-ups go under anywhere in the world. Likewise, the
efforts that Banyan Tree Hotels and Resorts put into brand building are
largely similar to those one would find elsewhere in the world for a
small organization.

But that is not the point of this chapter. Here we will look at what the
additional hurdles can be for an innovator operating in Asia. As we said,
we could classify our empirical findings based on the case files in five
broad categories. In the following paragraphs we will detail these.
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Inadequate resources

Contrary to what one may perceive when one is confronted with the
absolute numbers of populations or engineers and scientists in China,
India or South East Asia, there is quite a dearth of capable technologists
in many of these countries when it comes to innovation. In Table 7.1 we
have listed the number of engineers and scientists active in R&D per
million people and this based on data provided by the World Bank for
2002. It is noticeable that the number of engineers employed in R&D,
while large in absolute terms, is still low in proportion to the total
population in countries like China, Thailand, Indonesia or India in com-
parison with Japan or the United States. Even in Korea we still have a
significantly lower number of engineers compared to these two coun-
tries. And what is equally important is that while we do not have hard
data on the qualifications of the technical staff, we got the impression
through the interviews that companies in Asia are confronted, on top of
the shortage, with a lack of quality of training.

Engineering capability is one aspect of resources. Finance is another.
Several times it was explained to us that the Asian financial markets
simply miss the sophistication and the willingness to invest in innova-
tion. Risk management is not one of the strengths of Asian financial
institutions and the consequence of this is a lower propensity to invest
in innovative projects. While this difference may seem small, it can have
a significant effect on international competition.

A third area where they may be a lack of resources is in the field of
design. Chinese clothes producers lack the basic skills to come up with
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Table 7.1 Number of engineers and
scientists in R&D per million persons in
some selected countries

Engineers
Country per million

China 459
Japan 4960
Korea 2138
Singapore 3282
Hong Kong 93
Thailand 102
India 158
USA 4103

Source: World Bank, 2002.



attractive designs, even for the taste of the local population. As a conse-
quence, they still use, to a large extent, expensive Western designers
(Plafker, 2004).

Beyond the human and financial resources we discovered two resources
related to what one might call an inadequate mindset. You may correctly
argue that a mindset is not a resource in the traditional sense of the word,
but we think that the right mindset is a condition for successful innovation
and can thus be considered to be a sort of resource.

First, many of the managers in Asia, in particular the ones that have
been successful in the past, have a clear mindset that drives them in the
direction of cost reduction, as opposed to new value creation. They sim-
ply have been very successful with it in the past, and often perceive low
labour cost and access to cheap natural resources as the cornerstone of
their competitive advantage. Making the mental switch from being a
receiver of technology and a producer for a principal in the industrial-
ized world towards assuming the role of a proactive innovator for local
and international markets is not an obvious move for them.

Second, many Asian managers still think too often in terms of product
and natural resources as opposed to process capabilities maps (De Meyer
et al., 2005). Asian firms are used to getting blueprints of products that
they need to build for a principal somewhere else in the world. Their
business model is based on recombining and producing existing prod-
ucts and components. Innovators often have to recombine their process
capabilities in order to design and develop new solutions for new needs.

The difference between the early chip factories in Singapore and
Taiwan can illustrate this. In Singapore the chip-making industry
bought turnkey factories but there was little local knowledge about the
intricacies of wafer production. In Taiwan the wafer production was
often developed by engineers who had spend the better part of their pro-
fessional life in the United States working for US companies and who
had developed an intimate knowledge about the production processes.
The first group thought in terms of products and off-the-shelf technol-
ogy. The second group had a clear map of the process capabilities needed
to have a continuous evolution of wafer production. It is the second
group that has been more successful in the short and medium term in
rolling out innovations.

Ineffective market input

We found that for Asian companies the application of good marketing
concepts becomes a challenge because of the geographical distance from
sophisticated and trend-setting markets, as well as the lack of reliable
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market data. More specifically we found the following:

● The average Asian company has a limited understanding of, or
experience with, marketing. Many of the companies in our sample,
whether it is the automotive producer Aapico, Shin satellite in Thailand
or Biocon (De Meyer and Bhardwaj, 2003b) in India, had excellent tech-
nological capabilities but little knowledge about brand building, devel-
oping sophisticated distribution channels or even advertising.

● A substantial disadvantage for innovation by Asian companies is
that they are quite far removed from the sophisticated consumer mar-
kets in industrialized countries. Japan, which has been the trend-setting
market for Asia, the United States or some of the leading markets in
Europe are all geographically very far away; also in a cultural sense they
are very distant. Asian companies need to have an extremely long mar-
keting arm to be able to tap into the intimate market knowledge that is
needed to develop new products or services.

● Let us not underestimate the fact that there are sophisticated local
markets in development. Singapore, Hong Kong or Taipei offer lots of
opportunities for fashion designers. Manila is by far the most sophisti-
cated market in the world for Short Message Service (SMS) as we
described in the case ‘Pinoy2Pinoy’ (De Meyer and Bhardwaj, 2003a).
But these markets are often still embryonic and not mature enough to be
a source for products that can be rolled out worldwide.

● Many of the Asian markets are still quite closed, if not parochial.
There are historical reasons for that. Quite a few Asian nations have had a
less than happy relationship with each other in the past or are culturally
quite far apart from each other. The differences between Buddhist
Thailand and Muslim Malaysia are quite substantial. And the historic dif-
ferences between China and Japan still influence the buying patterns in
both countries (Klein and Ettenson, 2000). This renders it perhaps more
difficult to develop Asian products for Asian wide markets.

● Finally, there is an absolute lack of reliable market data. In many
cases it just isn’t there. In other cases it may be available, but no
one trusts its. The lack of accuracy on market data and the simplistic
way of collecting it in China has been well documented. We found that
most of the time companies had no good market data available.

The strong historic role of the government 
hinders true innovation

Virtually all Asian governments have played and play a strong role in
the development of the local economy. Governments have chosen, in
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the past, sectors in which they wanted their national champions to be
present. More often than not they have an important stake in the lead-
ing companies, either through direct participation in the equity or by
having a strong voice in their management. This may have been an
appropriate policy for economies that needed to catch up or for compa-
nies that were acting as a sub-contractor for principals in other parts of
the world. But when it comes to driving innovation this is definitely less
indicated. Nowhere in the world do governments have a particularly
good track record in choosing winners in terms of innovation. And if
the innovative companies are independent from the government they
are confronted with the following additional hurdles:

● The regulatory environment favourable to innovators and entrepre-
neurship is often lacking: innovators need good IPR protection and, in
particular, the enforcement of these rights; they need also legislation
that enables the fast creation of companies, but if the innovation is not
successful they equally need legislation that allows them to stop the
business in an efficient and clean way.

● The public sector is, in many Asian countries, still one of the most
important purchasers. Local governments tend to be conservative in
their procurement and do not favour local innovators over well-
established international brands.

● Pro-business policies and regulations have often favoured local
entrepreneurs that took advantage of information asymmetry through
their good contacts with the government: they did not need to inno-
vate, simply to set up shop and create jobs. Favouring insiders with trade
protection and insider information does not favour necessarily innova-
tive developments.

Perception of a certain ‘Asianness’

Some aspects that are associated with Asia or Asian cultures impede
innovation or make it more difficult to penetrate new markets with
Asian innovations. First, there is the structure of local companies. We do
not want to make sweeping generalizations, but we have observed that
in many cases firms in Asia are either family owned or have a strong
family culture. This leads to a certain level of authoritarianism, and
organizations with quite subservient and sometimes disengaged
employees. Authority is often delegated to a limited extent and the
top, wanting to keep control over the firm, becomes a bottleneck in
decision-making and the stimulation of creativity.
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Second, Asian goods were often perceived in industrialized countries
to be cheap goods. Asian factories were often seen as suitable for low-cost
but also low-value work. This perception is still prevalent and in the
interviews we were offered several anecdotes regarding how senior man-
agers in European headquarters would confound the manufacturing
capabilities of a Thai or Malaysian company with the stereotyped
perceptions these managers had about holiday experiences they had
enjoyed in those countries.

This perceived low quality in export markets is sometimes reinforced
by a low self-perception by Asian companies. It may be a somewhat irrel-
evant example but we are still struck by the observation that in many
Asian capitals the mannequins used in fashion houses have Caucasian
traits (barring those countries where this is explicitly forbidden). This is
an example to us of how Asian companies still don’t see their own
markets as mature and leading.

Finally, there is often a misunderstanding of what entrepreneurship
really is. We were often told how great and strong the entrepreneurship
is in the Chinese business world. But a careful examination of many
success stories about Chinese entrepreneurship reveals that, in fact,
these are often success stories about trading, exploiting information
asymmetry (which is sometimes a nice expression for unhealthy collu-
sion between government and business) and real estate deals. There is
definitely nothing wrong with many of these activities, but they are not
about value creation through innovative products and processes.

Lack of appreciation for intangibles

Finally, we observed in our discussions and case studies a very strong
lack of appreciation for the intangible side of innovation: brand build-
ing is often neglected, or simply reduced to a name tag; lip service is paid
to the protection of intellectual property rights, but nobody seems to
care a lot about copying of software or other intangible content. While
there are good Asian brands outside Japan, with the exception of Samsung
none has made it to the top 100 brands in the world.

Only hard tangible products seem to have real value in many eyes.
Perhaps it has something to do with the fact that till now Asian compa-
nies had a very strong negative trade balance concerning intellectual
property rights. They had to pay the royalties and for the licences and
they did not receive a lot. Appreciation for the intangibles may rise the
moment these companies can get some benefit from it. In fact, that is
what you see happening today in China or Thailand. This lack of a good
IPR system is now felt throughout the region and countries like
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Singapore have made it a policy to implement a tough IPR regime. Even
China is moving towards better protection of IPR and is cracking down
on fakes, from computer chips to life-saving medicines. The situation
has become so bad for the Chinese government and its citizens (in par-
ticular in terms of health and safety) that the issue of IPR has been raised
at the highest levels of government (Balfour, 2005).

A second aspect of this lack of appreciation for intangibles is the
absence of good design capabilities. Asian companies invest in develop-
ment, carry out marketing, apply the latest techniques of finance, but
often do not have the design capabilities that help to set a product apart.
Japan is currently developing as a design powerhouse in Asia and is
determining the fashion and the trends. But in the rest of Asia, be it
Seoul, Singapore, Hong Kong or Shanghai, there is no critical mass of
good designers, be it within the companies or on a freelance basis
(Plafker, 2004).

7.4 Confirming These Hypotheses Through 
Large-Scale Survey

The results of the case studies led to many hypotheses about what really
hinders innovation management in Asia. But handling so many qualita-
tive observations leads to incomprehensible results. It does not allow us
to say which one is the most important, or whether some hurdles were
more important for some groups and less for others. Therefore we
decided to test some of these through a large-scale survey.

The results of the interviews were translated in 32 statements about
the key success factors that would affect innovation management in a
positive or negative way (see Table 7.2 for the full list). This was com-
bined with a few questions about the company and the respondent, as
well as a set of questions about the change in the competitive environ-
ment and the evolution of the need to innovate. The respondents were
also given an opportunity to choose the top three challenges amongst
those highlighted in 34 statements and highlight any other challenges
not covered in 34 statements. Through a questionnaire we collected the
opinion of 336 senior managers operating in Asia on the importance of
each of the statements for innovation in Asia. The composition of the
sample is described in Table 7.3.

We want to highlight two shortcomings of the sample. While it is
reasonably diverse in terms of geography, there is perhaps an over-
representation of respondents located in Singapore. But one should take
into account that, in many cases, Singapore acts as a hub for the region.
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Table 7.2 List of statements used in the survey

1. Disengaged and subservient employees
2. Over-reliance on creative improvisations
3. Insufficient project management capabilities
4. Greater emphasis on market share than on profitability
5. Quality of competitive intelligence
6. Stigma associated with failure
7. Quality of

a. Engineers
b. Designers
c. Managers

8. Inadequate risk capital
9. Few role models of successful innovative companies in the country or the

region
10. Quick imitation of innovative business models/products/services by

competitors
11. Inapplicability of innovative management lessons from the West
12. Strong cost reduction attitude
13. Lack of pressure from financial markets
14. Unsophisticated existing customer base
15. Asian markets are either too small or too heterogeneous for profitable

innovation
16. Lack of reliable marketing data
17. Inadequate access to significant number of ‘early adopter’ type of customers
18. Asian customers perceive the Western goods to be better than the Asian

ones
19. Prospects of good growth for the company even without innovation
20. Inability to recombine/reconfigure existing capabilities into new

products/services
21. Western markets look down on Asian products and services
22. Lack of involvement of Asian companies in setting up global standards
23. Lack of self-confidence of Asian employees in international business
24. Geographical distance with the Western markets makes it difficult to

understand their needs
25. Mainstream international business media reporting in English tend to focus

on negative Asian business news
26. Government intervention in business in the home country of your 

company
27. Strong and conservative public sector leaves few opportunities for 

private sector
28. Inadequate protection of intellectual property rights
29. Lack of strong brand
30. Conservative business partners
31. Lack of diversity in the workforce
32. Insufficient attention to details



Many regional headquarters are located in the city state. When a
researcher wants senior managers to respond, one automatically ends up
with many responses from a Singapore location.

Second, any questionnaire suffers from self-selection by the respon-
dents. Most, if not all, of the respondents are of the opinion that
innovation is becoming significantly more important in the competi-
tion than it used to be five years ago. We probably received proportion-
ally more responses from managers interested in innovation than from
those for whom innovation is still irrelevant. For our study this was an
advantage rather than a disadvantage: we may assume that our respon-
dents are more acutely aware of the hurdles and advantages for innovation
in South East Asia.
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Table 7.3 Sample composition

Descriptor Percentage

Company headquarters (n � 336)
Asian 57.4
Non-Asian 42.5

Title of respondent (n � 336)
President, CEO, managing director 35.2
General management 29.2
Functional management 11.9
No answer 23.5

Industry composition (n � 335)
Industry 48.8
Services 52.1

Geographical composition (n � 336)
(of the location of the respondent)
Singapore 34.2
Mainland China 10.4
Hong Kong 8.9
Malaysia 7.1
India 6.5
Korea 4.5
Thailand 3.0
Taiwan 2.7
Philippines 2.1
Sri Lanka 0.9
Pakistan 0.9
Others 2.7
Undetermined 16.1



How did we analyse the survey data?

For each of the 32 items and for the questions regarding the intensity of
competition and the importance of innovation, we had asked the
respondents to score on a scale from 1 (very negative effect on the inno-
vation in your company) to 5 (very positive effect on the innovation in
your company). We also asked the respondents to indicate their top
three challenges. In Tables 7.5a and 7.5b one will find the top and bot-
tom items for the two analyses.

In order to get a better grip on the data we applied two straightforward
multivariate techniques. We reduced the number of 32 key influencing
factors to a set of ten factors through a factor analysis with varimax rota-
tion. The ten factors explain 58 per cent of the variance. The first five
factors account for 40 per cent of the variance.

These factors can be interpreted as ten dimensions along which the
senior managers that participated in the survey differed. Once we had
these ten dimensions, we applied a cluster analysis to find four clusters
of respondents that have common characteristics. We determined to
cluster in four groups after inspection of the dendrogram. These four
clusters can be seen as four groups of managers that have a common
view on the problems they face with respect to innovation.

Results from the survey

Importance of innovation to the respondents

As an introduction to the questionnaire we asked a few questions about
the current importance of innovation compared to the past and the
changing competitive environment (Table 7.4). Our respondents argue
that innovation is frequent in their industry, and that the intensity of
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Table 7.4 Perceived changes in the environment compared to five years ago

Intensity Current Frequency of
of the importance of innovation in

Score competition innovation Score the industry

Significantly higher 73% 56% Very frequent 18%
Higher 22 35 Frequent 42
No difference 4 9 34
Lower 2 1 6
Significantly lower 0 0 Almost never 0

Mean 1.35 1.54 2.29

1: significantly higher/very frequent; 5: significantly lower/almost never.



the competition is significantly rising and innovation is currently signifi-
cantly higher than it used to be five years ago. It was interesting to see that
the three indicators are actually significantly correlated with each other.
In other words, a higher intensity of competition leads to a stronger need
to innovate and is actually also translated in a higher frequency of inno-
vation. But it could also be seen from the attached importance that the
frequency of innovation lags behind the intensity and importance of
innovation, perhaps indicating the challenges of innovation.

Hurdles and success factors for innovation in Asia

In Tables 7.5a and 7.5b you will see the statements that describe the
most positive and most negative influences on the management of
innovation in Asia. In the first table you will find the ranking based on
the individual scores for each of the statements. In the second table you
will find the ranking on the basis of the answer to the question: which
of these factors do you see as the most challenging?

As one would expect the two tables have some statements in common
and some differences. Which factors have a negative impact on the abil-
ity to innovate? Insufficient project management capabilities, the
inability to reconfigure existing capabilities of the company into new
products or services and inadequate IPR protection stand out in both
types of analysis. They are complemented with the negative impact of
quick imitation of innovative products by competitors, weaknesses in
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Table 7.5a Most positive and negative factors based on the individual scores of
each item (on a scale from 1 to 5)

Most positive factors (or not Most negative factors 
hindering innovation) (or perceived to be a hurdle)

Quality of managers Quick imitation of innovative 
products by competitors

Quality of engineers Inadequate protection of IPR

Quality of designers Insufficient project management 
capabilities

Quality of competitive Inability to reconfigure existing 
intelligence capabilities into new products

Asian customers perceive Unsophisticated existing 
Western goods to be better than customer base
Asian ones

Strong cost reduction attitude Lack of reliable marketing data



marketing, lack of employee engagement for innovation, and insufficient
risk capital.

And what is not a problem? The respondents seem to have fewer
problems with the intrinsic quality of the people (and score themselves
as managers as a strong positive factor) and don’t seem to think that
some of the statements that reflect an underdog mentality (e.g., nega-
tive reports by the business press, negative perceptions of Asian versus
Western goods or distance from the markets) have a negative impact on
the innovation process.

Something that seems difficult to explain is the ambiguous impact of
a strong cost reduction attitude, which does not appear to be a negative
factor when one looks at the individual scores of the 32 statements, but
is cited among the top three hurdles to overcome. The reason is simple:
the score on this item is strongly bi-modal, that is, some respondents
consider it to be negligible while others see this as a very important
hurdle for innovation. The same respondents who score it as an
important hurdle mention it also consistently as one of the most impor-
tant challenges.

We originally thought that the positive or negative impact of key
factors for innovation would be perceived differently by managers
depending on whether their companies have headquarters inside or out-
side Asia (described as Asian and non Asian companies). But we were
wrong. There are not that many statements for which we find signifi-
cant differences. We find only five items on which managers of Asian
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Table 7.5b Most- and least-often cited factors as top three challenges for
innovation (n � 290)*

Least-often cited top challenges Most-often cited top challenges

Mainstream international business media Disengaged employees
focus on negative news from Asia Strong cost reduction attitude

Geographical distance with the Western Insufficient project management
markets capabilities

Asian consumers perceive Western goods to Inability to reconfigure existing 
be better than the Asian ones capabilities into new products

Lack of pressure from financial markets Inadequate IPR protection

Western markets look down on Asian goods Inadequate risk capital

* The number of respondents is slightly lower than for the other questions. Not all respondents
filled in the question about these three challenges.



companies are significantly more positive than their counterparts from
non-Asian companies:

● the negative impact of insufficient project management capabilities
● the degree to which Western management methods can be applied in

Asia
● the negative influence of a cost reduction attitude
● the lack of reliable market data
● and the negative impact of inadequate IPR protection.

It does appear that the managers of non-Asian companies are a bit
more negative about the management capabilities of their staff or of
Asian management in general. But, all in all, the number of significant
differences is really not high.

Understanding how the senior managers really differ in their opinion

Interpreting a list of 32 statements remains a laborious exercise and
therefore we reduced them through an appropriate statistical technique
to the underlying factors that really describe how the respondents have
a different view on the difficulties of implementing innovation in Asia.
We found ten underlying factors that explain the differences in opinion
in our sample of 336 senior managers. In the order of decreasing
importance, they are as follows:

1. The most important factor that explains the differences in how senior
managers feel about the hurdles for innovation reflects the absence of
an environment in Asia in which it is easy to operate as an innovator. It is
a factor that combines the lack of market data or of trend-setting
customers combined with the stigma associated with failure. These
factors don’t make it easy for some innovators to pursue their projects,
while others don’t seem to be bothered by it.

2. The second differentiating factor groups a few items that reflect the
underdog mentality of the Asian company. To what extent are Asian
companies involved in setting international standards? Do they lack
confidence? Have they good market perception? Do they see the
international business press as constantly negative about Asia? Again
some managers see this as a real hurdle, while others don’t seem to be
affected.

3. The third differentiating factor is the one that groups the lack of some
knowledge resources, for example, the lack of quality of knowledge
workers or the lack of reliable competitive intelligence.
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4. The fourth factor points at the inertia that is created by the forces of
tradition in Asian business.

5. The next factor groups some items that have to do with the lack of
basic management models and lessons specifically applicable to innova-
tion management in Asia.

6. Two statements that reflect the negative impact of government com-
pose the sixth factor.

7. A seventh factor reflects the fact that for some companies there is no
perceived need to innovate.

8. The two statements composing the eighth factor reflect the lack of
external pressure and business rewards for innovation.

9. Factor nine is related to the lack of good market understanding.
10. The last and tenth factor represents the negative impact on

innovation of the traditional cost reduction attitude.

Once again, we wanted to know whether the significant differences
that we observed in the original 32 items between respondents from
Asian and non-Asian companies were confirmed in the ten factors.
There is only one factor where there is a real difference: managers of
non-Asian firms felt that the perceived need to innovate was lower than
managers of Asian firms did. The important observation seems to us,
however, that on the factors that explain the highest variance there is
no difference between Asian and non-Asian managers.

Classifying the sample into groups

Having ten factors that explain the differences between the respon-
dents, we can now explore to what extent the group of 336 respondents
could be placed into groups with common characteristics. We found
four distinct groups with strong common characteristics (Table 7.6).

Managers in the first group consider the lack of the existence of
appropriate management methods and the lack of a perceived need to
innovate to be important hurdles. But they think, on the other hand,
that the underdog mentality, the inertia due to the traditional Asian
approach to management and the lack of external rewards for innova-
tion do not hinder them too much. This may suggest that this is a
cluster of managers that see the major challenge for Asian innovation as
the need to get incentives to innovate. They also require the develop-
ment of appropriate innovation management methods. They can
perhaps be seen as people who want to innovate but don’t know-how
and seem to be still at the beginning of the innovation journey. We will
call them innovation starters.
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The respondents in the second cluster feel positive concerning the
support that the economic environment can provide for innovation.
They have no problems with the availability of knowledge resources and
don’t feel so much constrained by a perceived non existing need to
innovate. On the other hand, they feel somewhat negative about
the underdog mentality and negative about the inertia created by the
traditional Asian approach to management and a typical cost reduction
attitude. They seem to believe one can easily innovate in Asia if one can
overcome some of the traditional behavioural hurdles for innovation in
Asia. They may well be those managers who are already innovating but
feel they are constrained by some administrative heritage from the past
both in their firm and in the environment. We will call this group the
tradition fighters.

The third cluster scores average on most factors, except for two of
them. They have no problems with the lack of appropriate management
models, but they strongly feel that they do not have the right resources
available in the firm. This group perceives themselves to be poor in
knowledge competencies needed for innovation. We will call the
respondents in this group the poor in knowledge resources.

The fourth and last cluster seems to believe they have the resources,
understand the methods, and do not suffer too much from a cost
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Table 7.6 Innovation types

But do have fewer 
Type Are having trouble with problems with

Innovation ● appropriate management ● underdog mentality
starters methods for innovation ● inertia due to traditional 

● lack of a perceived need Asian management style
to innovate ● lack of external rewards 

for innovation

Tradition ● underdog mentality ● availability of 
fighters knowledge resources

● inertia due to traditional ● lack of a perceived need 
Asian management style to innovate

Poor in knowledge ● availability of knowledge ● appropriate management 
resources resources methods for innovation

Stuck in the muck ● external rewards for ● availability of knowledge 
innovation resources

● influence of the ● appropriate management 
government methods for innovation

● underdog mentality ● cost reduction attitude



reduction attitude. But they feel they need improvement on the
innovative economic environment and a reduction of the underdog
mentality. They believe that innovation is insufficiently rewarded,
both in product and financial markets. They also feel negative about the
influence of the government. In summary, they believe they can
innovate but require the general environment to improve. They are, in
some ways, the opposite of the first group. In one sense they are
convinced they should and can innovate but blame the environment
for creating hurdles. They are like a strong truck that can and wants to
move but is somewhat stuck in the mud of the environment. Therefore
we will call this group stuck in the muck.

Once again, we have analysed whether these clusters are influenced by
the composition of the sample and once again we found that there was no
influence on the belonging to a group dependent on whether the respon-
dent came from a company with an Asian or non-Asian headquarters.

7.5 What Do We Do with These Results?

To summarize the results of this study:

● We can derive a set of factors that are specific to Asia and that
influence the implementation of innovation management in Asia.

● Not all of our respondents have a similar opinion and there are ten
consolidated factors along which managers in Asia differ in their
opinion about innovation management.

● Contrary to what we expected in the interpretation of these factors
there are only minor differences between managers from Asian and
non-Asian companies; we admit that our prior expectation was that
managers from Asian and non-Asian companies would have a differ-
ent view on management of innovation. It turns out that the differ-
ences are minimal, and, in general, managers from Asian companies
are slightly more positive about the environment and about the
capabilities of their staff.

● Not all companies/respondents see the importance of the factors spe-
cific to Asia in the same way and we were able to determine a typol-
ogy of four groups of companies/respondents: cluster 1 – the
innovation starters; cluster 2 – the tradition fighters; cluster 3 – the
poor in knowledge resources; and cluster 4 – the stuck in the muck.

Different attitudes towards the difficulties of managing innovation
require different solutions. For management educators and policy-makers
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it may be worthwhile to understand that the four groups require differ-
ent types of support. The first group does not blame the environment,
but does not know yet very well how to innovate. This group probably
needs more basic management education on innovation and project
management. The second group feels the burden of the traditional Asian
heritage. They need to be able to escape this tradition and perhaps the
infusion of new employees coming from different environments can
help them. The third group needs access to knowledge resources. They
need engineers, designers, managers and knowledge. They may benefit
from initiatives by the government or private organizations that enable
technology and people transfer. The fourth group thinks they can inno-
vate but feel the environment is not right. They are the ones that may
request changes in government policies that enable innovative behaviour.

Notes

1. This chapter is based to a large extent on De Meyer and Garg (2005), Chapter 3.
2. On purpose we leave Japan out of this analysis. Japan is long since an

industrialized nation with a strong track record in innovation management
and thus very different from the other Asian nations.
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8
How Do the Speed, Science
Linkage, Focus and New Entry
Matter in IT Inventions?
Sadao Nagaoka

8.1 Introduction

This paper examines the speed, science linkage and focus of corporate
R&D, as well as new entry matter, as the determinants of R&D perform-
ance of the IT (information technology) sector,1 and discusses the recent
R&D performance of US, Japanese and European firms from this per-
spective. We use the number of (forward) patent citations per patent and
the number of patents as the performance measures of R&D, both based
on US patents. Past studies suggest that the patent citation provides very
useful information on the value of patents.2 In particular, citation per
patent of a firm is significantly correlated with its market value (Deng
et al., 1999; Hall et al., 2000; Hirschey and Richardson, 2001, 2004; and
Nagaoka, 2005). Given the extreme heterogeneity of the value of patents
(see, for example, Scherer and Harhoff, 2000), it is important to use both
quality and quantity measures of patents in assessing the R&D perform-
ance of a firm. The R&D performance of US firms in the IT sector
improved significantly relative to the rest of the world in the 1990s in
both of these two respects. The average citation per patent of the US
firms is 28 per cent higher than that of the Japanese firms for the patents
granted for the 1983–7 period, but it is 73 per cent higher than that of
the Japanese firms for the patents granted for the 1993–7 period (see
Figure 8.1).3 The patent share of the US firms also increased in the 1990s,
reversing the declining trend of the 1980s.

There are several (complementary) factors or hypotheses which
may explain the above improved R&D performance of US firms. One is
improved management practices and organizations by US firms, which
would include more emphasis on the speed of doing business (includ-
ing R&D), in the face of tougher market competition. For example,
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Rosenbloom and Spencer (1996) give a detailed account of the reforms
of the corporate research system in US firms, making corporate research
more integrated into the value chain of a firm and making efficient use
of external research resources, among others. Many US firms also have
chosen to focus their business in the widespread trend for vertical disin-
tegration in such industries as computers, semiconductors and telecom-
munications. Another important development would be an increasing
dependence of IT industry innovation on scientific research. Increasing
dependency of industrial innovation on scientific progress has clearly
played an important role in the biotechnology industry, but it may also
have been an important factor in the IT industry, especially in the area
of software, as illustrated by the growth of such university-based firms as
Qualcomm and Rambus. Given the stronger research capabilities of US
universities and stronger linkage between industry and universities in
the US, such change in the nature of innovation might have contributed
to the better performance of R&D by US firms. A closely related factor
is the entry of many new technology firms in the US. The contribution
of small firms to the aggregate R&D expanded significantly in the US in
the 1990s.4

In this paper, I attempt quantitatively to assess the significance and
the contribution of the above four factors as the determinants of R&D
performance, building on my earlier work (Nagaoka, 2004). Patent infor-
mation provides important verifiable and comparable facts on the
management of R&D, the data of which are often inaccessible through
the other means. The time lag between a patent and its prior patent
literature, which is referred to as technology cycle time by CHI research,
indicates how long a firm takes to assimilate prior technological infor-
mation and to undertake its inventions. Thus, we can use it as a measure
of the speed of R&D, which would be one of the most important factors
determining the R&D performance of a firm. The frequency of the refer-
ences by a patent to scientific journals would provide very crude but
important information on the absorptive capability of firms to exploit
knowledge published in the scientific community, since a firm with
high capability of this nature would utilize possible inventions, using
extensively the knowledge disclosed in scientific journals. The degree of
the concentration of the patent portfolio of a firm could be used to
measure how much a firm focuses its research.

This paper introduces three new dimensions into analysis, compared
to my earlier work (Nagaoka, 2004), while focusing on IT technologies.
First, it assesses how new entrants have performed relative to incum-
bents. New entrants in this paper are defined as the firms which are the
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major patentees in the recent period (1998–2002) but which do not
have patents granted in the earlier periods of our database. As pointed
out in the above, such firms seem to have played a major role in IT inno-
vations, especially in the USA. Second, it assesses the impacts of R&D
management on both the quality and the number of patents. Third, it
assesses how the effects of the above key variables differ, depending on
whether a firm is a producer of IT products or its user.

The patent data we use for our analysis are from the firm-level US
patent data as constructed by CHI research (see Section 8.4 for more
details).5 IT patents in this paper consist of the patents in the following
four technology areas: computers and peripherals, semiconductors and
electronics, office equipment and cameras, and telecommunications
(see Table 8.A1 for technology classification).6 Japanese and US firms
account for 80 per cent of the total IT patents in the database, while the
European firms account for 10 per cent of the total patents. Given the
general nature of IT inventions, firms with a variety of industry classifi-
cations engage in IT inventions. I classify them into the following three
sectors: the IT core sector, whose main business is the R&D and produc-
tion focusing on the above IT products; IT-incorporating machinery
firms; and other IT-using firms. In particular, the IT core sector covers
firms in the computer, semiconductor, electronic and telecommunications
industries, which engage in the production of hardware, ‘such as
semiconductors, computers and communication equipment,’ and soft-
ware (see Table 8.A1 for industry classification). The share of IT patents
in the total number of the patents of each of these four industry sectors
exceed 60 per cent. The IT-incorporating machinery sector covers the
firms in electrical machinery, general machinery and the instruments
and optical industry, which extensively incorporate IT products in their
fields. The remaining IT-using firms cover all other firms that use IT
either for process or product, excluding universities, government agen-
cies and other organizations with no single industry classification (see
Table 8.A1). The IT core firms, IT-incorporating machinery firms and the
other IT-using firms account for 68 per cent, 22 per cent and 9 per cent
respectively of the IT patents granted in the database (see Figure 8.2).

A major issue in the evaluation of the performance of R&D manage-
ment is the endogeneity of the measures in practice. For example, in
those technology areas in which technical progress is rapid or demand
growth is high, many citations will be made to the existing patents, due
to the emergence of a larger number of potentially cited patents.
Simultaneously, the R&D speed of a firm would be high in those tech-
nology areas. We extensively control such endogeneity by introducing
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as independent variables the numbers of potentially cited patents
(total patents as well as own patents) and technology by time period
dummies (1983–7, 1988–92, 1993–7 and 1998–2002), as well as by using
fixed effects estimation.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 8.2, I present a
summary picture of the R&D performance by the nationality of firms as
well as by the four major determinants of R&D performance (speed of
R&D, science linkage, focusing versus diversification in research, and
new entry). In section 8.3, I describe econometric specification and in
section 8.4 I present the estimation results. In section 8.5 I discusses the
R&D performance of national firms and section 8.6 concludes.

8.2 Overview of the Firm-level R&D Performance 
and its Determinants

Performance of firms by three regions

Let us look at the overall performance of Japanese, US and European
firms in IT inventions for the last two decades. Figure 8.1 summarizes
the performances of these firms in terms of the number of citations per
patent and the number of patents granted. According to the first measure
(citations per patent until the end of 2002 relative to the global average),
the performance of the Japanese firms deteriorated over time, while that
of US firms improved, with the exception of the most recent period
(note that there is a substantial bias towards mean for the index in the
most recent period, due to the truncation of the citing period). That of
the European firms remained roughly constant. According to the second
measure (the share of the patents in the global totals), the US share
followed the U-shape pattern and increased from 42.1 per cent to
43.0 per cent in the entire period, while the Japanese share followed the
inverted U-shape and decreased from 38.9 per cent to 36.4 per cent
in the entire period.7 The share of European firms declined. Thus, the
patenting performance of the US firms relative to the Japanese firms
looks to have improved in both quantity and quality in IT areas.

Let us turn to the IT invention performance of three types of inventing
firms. As shown in Figure 8.2, IT core firms have the highest average for-
ward citations per patent. Such advantage of IT core firms seem to have
increased (note again that the truncation reduces the variation across
sectors for the last period). In addition, the patent share of IT core firms
has expanded significantly over the last 20 years, from 52 per cent to
73 per cent. On the other hand, the share of IT-incorporating machinery
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Figure 8.2 Performance of the core, capital goods and the other user industry in
IT patents
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sector (capital goods sector) declined significantly over time from 31 per
cent to 16 per cent. Thus, it seems that there has been more specialization
of IT inventions towards the IT core sector.

Speed of R&D and absorptive capability of a firm 
to use scientific knowledge

I expect that a firm with higher R&D speed will be able to obtain not
only more patents but also higher quality patents, since a priority rule
governs the patent race. Under the priority rule, only the firm which is
the first in invention can obtain a patent and the scope of its patent
right is bounded by the prior state of art, which is available when the
patent is filed for. I use the average citation lag of the patents granted to
a firm in a given period (technology cycle time) as the measure of the
speed of R&D of such firm. It is the average median age in grant years of
the US patent references cited on the front page of the company’s
patents. As shown in Figure 8.3, a firm with short technology cycle time
(that is, a firm fast in R&D) tends to have higher quality patents, irre-
spective of whether it has high science linkage or low science linkage.

I also expect that a firm with stronger capability to utilize scientific
knowledge would be able to obtain patents with higher quality. The
firm which has strong absorptive capacity with respect to science would
enjoy the first mover advantage in R&D competition, enabling a firm
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Figure 8.3 Speed, science linkage and quality of IT patents

Notes
(1) The firms fast in R&D belong to the top 25% in terms of the shortness of technology cycle

time, and high science linkage firms belong to the top 25% in science linkage.
(2) Quality is measured by the forward citation per patent up to the end of 2002.
(3) US patents granted for 1988–92, excluding government agencies and universities.
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to claim larger scope of its patent right. In addition, it may be able to
produce more inventions exploiting the broad reach of scientific discovery.
I use the average number of (backward) citations of science papers per
patent with respect to the patents granted to the firms (science linkage
indicator constructed by CHI research) as a measure of such capability.8

Although the citation of science papers by a patent does not indicate the
direct dependence of the patent on the referred science papers in inven-
tion process,9 it would indicate the capability of a firm to engage in
research where science is relevant. As shown in Figure 8.3, a firm with
more science linkage tends to have higher quality patents irrespective of
whether it is fast in R&D or slow in R&D.

Focus in research portfolio and new entrants

How broad a firm should make its research portfolio is a very important
issue in R&D strategy. If the synergy among researches of different tech-
nology areas within a firm is important, the diversification of R&D port-
folio may increase research productivity (for example, see Henderson
and Cockburn (1996) for such evidence in the pharmaceutical industry).
In addition, a firm may expand its R&D portfolio even if there is no
direct synergy in R&D since there is a transaction cost advantage
of owning complementary intellectual property rights within a firm.
I measure the degree of the diversification of the research portfolio by
the HHI (Hirshman-Herfindahl Index) of the patent portfolio of a firm.
That is, it is the sum of the squared shares of the numbers of patents in
each technology area in the total patents granted to a firm for a given
period (see Table 8.A1 for technology classification). As shown in
Figure 8.4, a firm with high focus tends to have high quality patents,
both for the incumbent firms and for the new entrants in the period
from 1988 to 1992. The incumbent firm have the patents granted in the
1983–7 period.

New entrants are often superior innovators, partly due to the selection
reason that their successful entries and survival depend significantly on
their technological advantage. In addition, many of the start-up firms
in the USA are based on inventions in universities or on the use of tacit
knowledge embodied in professors. Furthermore, start-up firms tend to
have high-powered incentives such as a high proportion of manage-
ment ownership, so that they have strong drive for efficiently pursuing
R&D. Our database confirms these characteristics of new entrants.
In this paper we define a new entrant as the firm which has become a
major patentee by the 1998–2002 period, but does not have patents
granted in earlier periods. As shown in Figure 8.5, the new entrants have
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Notes
(1) High-focus firms belong to the top 25% in terms of the HHI of the patent portfolio of a firm.

New entrants are those firms which started to be granted patents in the period from 1988–92.
(2) Quality is measured by forward citation per patent up to the end of 2002.
(3) US patents granted for 1988–92, excluding government agencies and universities.

Figure 8.5 New entrants versus incumbents in IT inventions

Notes
(1) Patents granted during the 1988–2002 period.
(2) Science linkage is multiplied by 10 and focus is 1,000th of HHI in percentage.
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significantly shorter technological cycle time, significantly higher science
linkage and are significantly more focused than incumbents. As shown
in Figure 8.4, a new entrant tends to have high quality patents, especially
when they have strong focus.

Although the above figures seem to strongly suggest that the speed of
R&D, science linkage, focusing of a firm and new entry do matter sig-
nificantly in R&D performance, there is a possibility that they represent
only spurious correlations, reflecting the effects of sector- or firm-level
variables, which they do not control. The following sections examine
whether these relationships survive, controlling sector- or firm-level
missing variables, in particular, the firm-level fixed effects, which would
include the firm size and the distinction between new entrants and
incumbents.

8.3 Econometric Specification and Data

Econometric specification

I use the average number of citations received per patent until the end of
2002 (cit) and the number of patents granted (pats) as dependent vari-
ables. More specifically, the citation variable citi,k,t indicates the average
citations received per patent by the patents granted to firm i in technol-
ogy area k in period t. It reflects not only the quality of the patents (�i,k,t)
but also the number of patents which potentially cite the patents through
a citation function. I control the latter effect by including the number of
the firm’s patents (as well as the aggregate number of the patents of all
firms) granted in technology area k in period t and thereafter.10 I assume
that the patent quality depends on the technology cycle time (tcti,k,t) and
the science linkage (scii,k,t) of firm i in technology area k in period t and
on the degree of research focusing of firm i in period t (focusi,t). In addi-
tion, I introduce the dummies (dummiesentrants,i) for the new entrants of
the period i (2 
 i 
 4), which can control the sample selection bias
when we use firm random-effects estimation. When we use firm fixed-
effects estimation, we can avoid the bias of the estimations due to the
correlation between firm-level missing variables and the independent
variables, although the coefficients of these dummies of new entrants
cannot be estimated. Similarly, I assume that the number of patents
patsi,k,t granted to firm i in technology area k in period t depends on the
speed, science linkage and focus variables of a firm.

I postulate the following functional form for the citation per patent of
a firm.
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(1)

This specification has the following three sets of control variables. First,
it has a set of the variables which indicate the number of potentially
citing patents. patsli,j,t is the number of patents of firms i in technology
area k which potentially cite its own patents granted in period t and
which are granted to firm i in area k in period (t � l). Similarly, tpatslk,t is
the total number of patents in technology area k which are granted in
period t � l and which potentially cite the patents of firm i in period k
granted in period t. It aggregates the patents granted to all firms in the
database in technology area k in period t. I expect that patsli,k,t and tpatlk,t

have positive signs. These variables can also control the truncation bias
that more recently granted patents receive fewer citations due to the
truncation of the citing period.

Second, I introduce the dummies for the changes of technology and
market characteristics over time (that is, technology by period dummies:
dummiestech � period). Sector-level technology and demand-side changes or
variations favourable to corporate R&D would increase the R&D speed
and the science linkage of the firms in that sector. They could also
increase the citations received by such firms, since more R&D will be
done and more patents will be granted in that sector. The technology by
time dummies, together with the numbers of potentially citing patents,
would help us to control the potential estimation biases due to these
effects.

Third, I introduce three alternative firm-level fixed effects: firm by
technology-fixed effects (�i,k), firm by year-fixed effects (�i,t) or firm-fixed
effects (ui). Firm by technology-fixed effects (�i,k) represents the factors
specific to each combination of firm and technology, which can control
the missing variables specific to each technology area of a firm. In this case
the coefficients estimated depend purely on the variation of the firm
variables across four periods in four IT technology areas. Firm by period-
fixed effects (�i,t) controls the variation over time of the firm-specific fac-
tors, which can control the effects of firm-level missing variables which
may change over time. In this case our coefficient estimation depends
only on the variation of the firm variables across four IT technology
areas. The firm-fixed effects (ui) represent firm-specific missing variables

� �1dummiestech � period � �i,k (or � �i,t or � ui) � �i,j,t

� �l 	l ln(1 � patsli,k,t) � �l�l ln(1 � tpatslk,t)

� �3 ln(focusii,k,t) � �l�1�3�3�l dummiesentrantsl

ln(1 � citi,k,t) � �1 ln(1 � tcti,k,t) � �2 ln(1 � scii,k,t)
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constant over time, which may affect the quality of patent and may also
have a correlation with the explanatory variables such as the technology
cycle time and the science linkage of a firm. When I introduce firm-fixed
effects, our coefficient estimation depends on the (within) variation of
the firm variables over time and across four IT technology areas.

Let us turn the quantity equation. R&D expenditure clearly affects
the number of patents granted and may have the correlations with
science linkage and the other explanatory variables. Since I do not have
R&D data for each sector of each firm, I control the potential bias due to
the correlation between the firm-level missing variables including R&D
expenditure and independent variables by using the above three fixed-
effects estimations. Fixed-effects estimation prevents us from estimating
the coefficients of new entry dummies in the quantity equation:

(2)

Dataset

All figures are from the firm-level US patent portfolio data as constructed
by CHI research. There are 30 technology areas (see Table 8.A1 for the
classification) and I focus on the patents in four IT-related areas (com-
puters and peripherals, semiconductors and electronics, office equip-
ment and cameras, and telecommunications). The database covers 1,484
major patentees belonging to 26 industrial sectors (see Table 8.A1 for the
classification), although I exclude universities and government agencies
from the sample for estimation. These firms are from 26 countries and
account for 65 per cent of all US patents granted. Of these firms, 1,187
have IT patents. I use the data which are aggregated to the following
four periods with five-year duration: 1983–7, 1988–92, 1993–7 and
1998–2002. See Table 8.A2 for the sample statistics used for estimations.

8.4 Estimation Results

Quality of patents (forward citations per patent)

Table 8.1 shows four estimation results, which control the effects of
firm-level missing variables in a different manner and degree: firm by

� �i,k(or � �i,t or � ui) � 
i,j,t

� �l�l ln(1 � tpatslk,t) � �1dummiestech � period

� �1dummiestech � period � �l	l ln(1 � patsli,k,t)

ln(patsi,k,t) � �1tcti,k,t � �2ln(1 � scii,k,t) � �3 ln(focusii,k,t)
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time-fixed effects, firm by technology-fixed effects, firm-fixed effects
and no controls by firm-level-fixed effects except for new entrant dum-
mies. Let us start with estimations 1 and 2, which are, respectively, based
on the variation across technology areas and the variation across time.
The coefficient estimates for technology cycle time and science linkage
are very similar between these two estimations and highly significant
(1 per cent level) in both estimations. That is, the results of estimation 1,
which controls firm by time-fixed effects (such as the variation of R&D
expenditures over time), suggests that a firm is able to obtain a higher
quality patent in the technology area where it has a stronger advantage
in terms of either higher speed of R&D (shorter technology cycle time) or
stronger science linkage. Estimation 2, which controls firm by technology-
fixed effects (such as the variation of R&D expenditures across technol-
ogy areas), suggests that a firm which has strengthened such advantage
over time has been successful in enhancing patent quality. Both estima-
tions suggest that 10 per cent improvement of each indicator results in
around 2 per cent more forward citations per patent for large values of
technology cycle time and science linkage. Thus, both higher speed of
R&D (smaller technology cycle time) and stronger science linkage help a
firm to obtain patents with higher quality.

Let us turn to the effect of focus. Estimation 1 controlling firm by time-
fixed effects is not able to identify such effect, since either variation across
firms or variation over time is necessary for estimation. Estimation 2
estimates the coefficient of focusing, based purely on the variation over
time. The estimated coefficient is positive but insignificant. Thus, focus-
ing does not seem to have a strong effect on patent quality on the aver-
age for all sample firms (later I will present the results of estimations by
sectors).

Let us move to estimations 3 and 4. Estimation 3 controls only firm-
fixed effects and estimation 4 assumes random-firm effects. The last esti-
mation allows us to evaluate the differentials for entrants relative to
incumbents. The coefficients of technology cycle time and the science
linkage in estimations 3 and 4 are highly significant and very similar to
those for estimations 1 and 2, although we may not claim that the coeffi-
cients of these estimations are statistically identical.11 Estimation 3 esti-
mates the effect of focusing, using the variation across technology areas
in addition to variation over time. Different from the results of estima-
tion 2, the focus variable is positive and significant at 5 per cent level.
Since the focus variable has the same value for all technology areas for a
given firm and for a given period where a firm has at least one granted
patent, what this estimation shows is that patent quality is higher in
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Table 8.1 Estimation of patent quality equations for IT patents

Estimation 1 Estimation 2 Estimation 3 Estimation 4

Firm by time-fixed Firm by Firm-fixed Firm-random
effects technology-fixed effects effects effects

ln1cit Coef. Std err. Coef. Std err. Coef. Std err. Coef. Std err.
ln1tct �0.179 0.020*** �0.182 0.021*** �0.181 0.017*** �0.179 0.016***
ln1sci 0.181 0.017*** 0.155 0.018*** 0.167 0.015*** 0.180 0.013***
lnfocus 0.005 0.031 0.069 0.030** 0.112 0.019***
tentry2 0.163 0.049***
tentry3 0.127 0.063**
tentry4 �0.262 0.106**
ln1pats l0 0.087 0.009*** �0.027 0.012** 0.059 0.007*** 0.063 0.007***
ln1pats l1 0.037 0.012*** 0.022 0.008*** 0.048 0.007*** 0.053 0.007***
ln1pats l2 0.033 0.014** 0.000 0.008 0.020 0.008** 0.021 0.008***
ln1pats l3 �0.045 0.018** �0.029 0.009*** �0.014 0.009 �0.012 0.009
ln1tpats l0 (dropped) (dropped) 0.021 0.015
ln1tpats l1 0.086 0.005*** 0.081 0.005*** 0.071 0.005***
ln1tpats l2 0.045 0.004*** 0.045 0.004*** 0.046 0.003***
ln1tpats l3 0.024 0.004*** 0.024 0.004*** 0.023 0.004***
Technical areas by yes yes yes yes
periods dummies

Number of Number of Number of Number of 
observations 9,351 observations 9,351 observations 9,351 observations 9,351

Number of groups 3,625 Number of groups 3,625 Number of groups 1,187 Number of groups 1,187

R-sq: within � 0.1248 R-sq: within � 0.6507 R-sq: within � 0.5816 R-sq: within � 0.5813
between � 0.2112 between � 0.3261 between � 0.4365 between � 0.4525

overall � 0.1980 overall � 0.4725 overall � 0.5409 overall � 0.5461
sigma_u � 0.834 sigma_u� 0.624 sigma_u � 0.471 sigma_u� 0.349
sigma e � 0.546 sigma e � 0.545 sigma e � 0.583 sigma e � 0.583

Notes: *** significant at 1%; ** significant at 5%; * significant at 10%.



those sectors where there are more focused firms among the firms with
non-negative number of patents. Estimation 4 shows that once we use
cross firm variation, the focus variable becomes highly significant. The
estimated coefficient is 0.16, implying that a firm with a single technology
domain has 11 per cent higher quality than a firm with two technology
domains. However, given the above finding that the variation over time
(i.e., pure within estimation) does not yield a significant coefficient for
the focus variable, we may not interpret such positive cross-section cor-
relation to represent a causal relationship. It is more likely to represent
the influences of the other firm-level missing variables, such as the size
of complementary assets on patent quality and their positive correlation
with the focus variable.

Let us examine the fixed effects of new entrants in terms of patent
quality, using estimation 4. We have to bear in mind that the estimated
coefficients may be somewhat biased, given the difference between the
coefficients between estimation 2 and 4. The dummies for the entrants
(tentry2 and tentry3) in the second period (1988–92) and in the third
period (1993–7) have highly significant positive coefficients. The nega-
tive coefficient of the dummy for the entrants in the final period
(tentry4) is not surprising, since some of them started to be granted
patents only in the midst of the period. These results indicate that new
entrants have around 14 per cent higher citations per patent on average,
controlling the effects of their higher level of R&D speed, their higher
science linkage and their stronger focus (see Figure 8.4). Thus, a new
entrant may have a significant technological advantage, on top of its
higher speed of R&D and higher science linkage.

Table 8.2 reports the estimations in which the coefficients of the tech-
nology cycle time, science linkage and focusing are allowed to vary by
types of IT-related firms. It uses the machinery sector, which incorpo-
rates IT products into machinery, as a benchmark. The most important
finding is that the focus variable has a positive and highly significant
coefficient only for the IT core sector,12 even if we use only the variation
over time for estimation. This implies that a firm which has chosen to
narrow its focus in the IT core sector has been able to enhance the R&D
quality significantly. The negative estimated coefficient of the focus
variable for the other sectors may not be surprising, since a firm whose
main business is not IT would have to undertake substantial R&D
investments for IT in order to produce competitive inventions, on top of
its R&D for its main business. Estimation 7, which uses cross-section
variation across firms in addition to variation over time, shows a larger
coefficient for the estimated effect of focusing in the IT core sector.
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Table 8.2 Estimation of patent quality equations for IT patents by types of IT-related sectors

Estimation 5 Estimation 6 Estimation 7

Firm by time-fixed effects Firm by technology-fixed effects Firm-fixed effects

ln1cit Coef. Std err. Coef. Std err. Coef. Std err.
ln1tct �0.179 0.047*** �0.118 0.053** �0.142 0.041***
� for IT core �0.055 0.063 �0.131 0.069* �0.102 0.054*
� for IT use 0.061 0.055 �0.032 0.060 �0.006 0.047
ln1sci 0.242 0.046*** 0.211 0.052*** 0.234 0.041***
� for IT core �0.053 0.055 �0.112 0.061* �0.072 0.048
� for IT use �0.052 0.052 �0.024 0.057 �0.060 0.045
lnfocus �0.117 0.076 �0.100 0.076
� for IT core 0.250 0.089*** 0.327 0.089***
� for IT use 0.054 0.093 0.075 0.093
ln1pats l0 0.088 0.010*** �0.030 0.012** 0.056 0.008***
ln1pats l1 0.037 0.012*** 0.027 0.008*** 0.052 0.007***
ln1pats l2 0.027 0.015* �0.005 0.009 0.018 0.008**
ln1pats l3 �0.042 0.018** �0.023 0.010** �0.008 0.009
ln1tpats l0 (dropped) (dropped)
ln1tpats l1 0.084 0.005*** 0.081 0.005***
ln1tpats l2 0.050 0.005*** 0.047 0.004***
ln1tpats l3 0.020 0.004*** 0.022 0.004***
Technical areas by yes yes yes
periods dummies

Number of observations 8,572 Number of observations 8,572 Number of observations 8,572
Number of groups 3,356 Number of groups 3,331 Number of groups 1,091

R-sq: within � 0.1253 R-sq: within � 0.6556 R-sq: within � 0.5871
between � 0.0897 between � 0.2049 between � 0.2156

overall � 0.1065 overall � 0.3484 overall � 0.2857
sigma_u � 0.8780 sigma_u � 0.807 sigma_u � 0.938
sigma e � 0.545 sigma e � 0.543 sigma e � 0.581

Notes: *** significant at 1%; ** significant at 5%; * significant at 10%.



The second important finding is that the coefficient of the technology
cycle time tends to be larger for the IT core sector, while that of science
linkage tends to be smaller for the IT core sector. The difference is
significant in estimation 6, although it is not significant in estimation 5.
In summary, focusing looks to matter in the IT core sector and speed
may also be significantly more important in this sector.

Number of patents

Table 8.3 shows three estimation results, which control firm by time
missing variables, firm by technology missing variables or firm-level
fixed effects. Since the size of a firm is a basic determinant of the num-
ber of patents granted and is very likely to be correlated with the rest of
the explanatory variables, such as the focus of a firm, I did not use the
random effects estimation. The coefficient estimates for technology
cycle time and the science linkage of a firm are highly significant in all
estimations. The estimated coefficients are relatively stable across esti-
mations. Higher speed of R&D (smaller technology cycle time) and
stronger science linkage help a firm to obtain more patents, irrespective
of whether such variation is across technologies or across time. One-year
reduction of technology cycle time results in 2 per cent more patents,
while 10 per cent more science linkage results in around 3 per cent more
patents for large values of science linkage. Thus, both higher speed and
more science linkage improve the R&D performance in both quality and
quantity.

On the other hand, the coefficient of focus is significantly negative in
estimation 2 and 3 (1 per cent level). Thus, focusing looks to cause a
smaller number of patents. This finding, together with the finding for
patent quality, suggests the existence of a trade-off between quality and
quantity in the choice of the scope of R&D by a firm.13 If diversification
affects the R&D efficiency, we may not observe the trade-off between
the quantity and the quality of inventions. On the other hand, the
appropriability advantage of diversification can explain such a trade-off.
A diversified firm has broad business assets, which provide the advan-
tage for appropriating returns from inventions. Thus, such a firm will
seek a patent for a relatively low quality patent. That is, diversification
causes a firm to patent lower quality inventions.

Table 8.4 reports the estimations which allow the coefficients of the
technology cycle time, science linkage and focusing to vary by the types
of IT-related firms, with the machinery sector incorporating IT as a
benchmark, as in Table 8.2. These estimations show that technology
cycle time and science linkage have significantly large coefficients for
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Table 8.3 Estimation of patent quantity equations for IT patents

Estimation 1 Estimation 2 Estimation 3

Firm by time-fixed effects Firm by technology-fixed effects Firm-fixed effects

lnpats Coef. Std err. Coef. Std err. Coef. Std err.
tct �0.015 0.004*** �0.018 0.003*** �0.015 0.003***
ln1sci 0.322 0.034*** 0.231 0.026*** 0.293 0.027***
lnfocus �0.564 0.044*** �0.389 0.055***
Technical areas by yes yes yes
periods dummies

Number of observations 9,315 Number of observations 9,351 Number of observations 9,351
Number of groups 3,637 Number of groups 3,625 Number of groups 1,187

R-sq: within � 0.0290 R-sq: within � 0.2685 R-sq: within � 0.1093
between � 0.0603 between � 0.0117 between � 0.0163

overall � 0.0538 overall � 0.0509 overall � 0.0564
sigma_u � 1.366 sigma_u � 1.496 sigma_u � 1.240
sigma e � 1.104 sigma e � 0.7968 sigma e � 1.065

Notes: *** significant at 1%; ** significant at 5%; * significant at 10%.
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Table 8.4 Estimation of patent quantity equations for IT patents by types of IT-related sectors

Estimation 4 Estimation 5 Estimation 6

Firm by time-fixed effects Firm by technology-fixed effects Firm-fixed effects

lnpats Coef. Std. err. Coef. Std err. Coef. Std err.
tct 0.027 0.010*** �0.019 0.008** 0.007 0.008
� for IT core �0.082 0.013*** �0.018 0.010* �0.066 0.010***
� for IT use �0.037 0.011*** 0.006 0.009 �0.017 0.008**
ln1sci 0.126 0.094 0.114 0.076 0.071 0.075
� for IT core 0.504 0.113*** 0.428 0.089*** 0.579 0.089***
� for IT use 0.050 0.107 0.007 0.084 0.082 0.084
lnfocus �0.480 0.111*** �0.374 0.140***
� for IT core �0.112 0.130 �0.010 0.163
� for IT use �0.110 0.137 �0.065 0.171
Technical areas by yes yes yes
periods dummies

Number of observations 8,572 Number of observations 8,572 Number of 
observations 8,572

Number of groups 3,356 Number of groups 3,331 Number of groups 1,091
R-sq: within � 0.0430 R-sq: within � 0.2845 R-sq: within � 0.1279

between � 0.0206 between � 0.0093 between � 0.0827
overall � 0.0265 overall � 0.0466 overall � 0.1088

sigma_u � 1.409 sigma_u � 1.547 sigma_u � 1.208
sigma e � 1.115 sigma e � 0.795 sigma e � 1.068

Notes: *** significant at 1%; ** significant at 5%; * significant at 10%.



the IT core sector. The coefficient of focus for the IT core sector is larger
but the difference is not significant. Thus, both speed and science linkage
are most important in the IT core sector in generating patents.

8.5 Evaluation of the Sources of the Invention 
Performance of Firms by Regions

Then, let us turn to Figures 8.6 and 8.7 to see how the four determinants
of invention performance have evolved for the firms in three regions.
First, the advantage of the Japanese firms in the speed of R&D as meas-
ured by technology cycle time diminished substantially over the last
two decades and has almost vanished relative to the US firms. The
Japanese firms used to have substantially shorter technology cycle time
in the 1983–7 period (6.2 years for the Japanese firms versus 7.6 years for
the US firms and 7.9 years for European firms). However, the advantage
of the Japanese firms relative to the US firms vanished completely by
the 1998–2002 period (6.0 years for both Japanese and US firms and
6.4 years for European firms).

Second, the science linkage of the Japanese firms has remained the low-
est by a substantial margin. Although the science linkage of the Japanese
firms has strengthened over time, the gap between the Japanese firms
and the US or the European firms remains large. Although the science
linkage in the IT area is not high, compared to the biotechnology and
pharmaceutical areas, it still matters significantly in determining the
patent quality and quantity as shown in the above sections.

Third, the US and European firms in the IT core sector focused their
research significantly in 1990s, and only slight focusing occurred in the
case of the Japanese firms (see Figure 8.7). The average HHI for 1983–7
was 1,900 for both Japanese and European firms and was 2,200 for the
US firms. The HHI for 1998–2002 was 2,200 for the Japanese firms, 3,600
for the US firms and 3,400 for the European firms. According to the
finding in the above section (Tables 8.2 and 8.4), focusing by the US and
European firms in the IT core sector should have resulted in the
improvement of patent quality, although focusing also has the effect of
reducing the patenting propensity.

Fourth, there have been substantially more entries of new firms in the
US and Europe than in Japan. The new entrants for these two decades
accounted for 8.1 per cent of the total patents of major US patentees and
6.2 per cent of that of the major European patentees in the most recent
period. However, it accounted for only 0.25 per cent in Japan. Thus, the
contribution of new entrants has been very small in Japan.
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Figure 8.7 Focus of the IT core sector and the cumulative effects of new entrants
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Finally, let us look at the share of national firms by three sectors: the
IT core sector, the IT-incorporating machinery sector and the remaining
IT-using sector. As shown in Figure 8.8, the Japanese firms have the
largest IT patent share produced in the capital goods sector, and its share
has increased. The US firms have expanded their share in the core sector
since the beginning of the 1990s. The European firms have relatively
large share in the share of IT patents generated by the other IT-using sec-
tor. This pattern suggests the possibility that the change of the division
of innovation labours between these sectors, in particular, the shift of
advantage of IT inventions towards the IT core sector is another reason
for the relative decline of the performance of Japanese firms.

8.6 Conclusions

In this paper I have evaluated how the speed, science linkage and focus
of corporate R&D as well as new entry matters as the determinants of
R&D performance in IT (information technology) and explored their
implications for the R&D performance of Japanese, US and European
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firms. Major findings are the following. First, there is fairly strong evidence
for positive effects of speed and science linkage on research productivity.
That is, both higher speed of R&D measured by citation lag and stronger
science base of a firm measured by its science linkage improve R&D per-
formance in both the quality and the number of the patents granted.
Furthermore, speed matters more in the IT core sector, whose main
business is the production of IT products. Focusing tends to improve
patent quality in the IT core sector, although it might not be due to the
improvement of R&D efficiency, and new entrants have higher patent
quality than incumbents, only part of which can be explained by their
higher speed and higher science linkage on the average.

The US firms have improved their R&D performance relative to the
Japanese and European firms since the 1990s in both quality and quan-
tity of the US patents granted. The above findings suggest that such gain
reflects their acceleration of R&D speed, their intensification of science
linkage and substantially more new entries in the US. It is to be noted
that most of the changes in these competitive variables occurred in the
US firms. This result is consistent with the conclusion by Kortum and
Lerner (1999), who suggested (only by a process of elimination) that the
increase in patenting in the US has been driven by changes in the man-
agement of innovation of US firms, which brought a real burst of inno-
vation. The performance differential also seems to reflect the change of
the division of innovation labours between sectors, in particular, a larger
role of the IT core sector in IT inventions.

There are several important limitations and a number of research
issues to be further pursued. First, although our results on the R&D
speed and science linkage are not affected strongly by the different
choices of firm-level fixed effects (firm by technology-fixed effects
versus firm by time-fixed effects), this paper does not fully control the
endogeneity of explanatory variables. Introducing more firm-level vari-
ables, such as R&D expenditures, would help us control the problems,
especially with respect to evaluating the effects of focusing. This work
is under way by another author. Second, our analysis indicates the pos-
sibility that the change of the division of innovation labours between
the IT-producing sector and the IT-using sector has taken place. This
possibility, as well as its causes, would warrant a further study.
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Table 8.A1 Technology and industry classifications

Technology IT
1 Agriculture
2 Oil and gas, mining
3 Power generation and distribution
4 Food and tobacco
5 Textiles and apparel
6 Wood and paper
7 Chemicals
8 Pharmaceuticals
9 Biotechnology

10 Medical equipment
11 Medical electronics
12 Plastics, polymers and rubber
13 Glass, clay and cement
14 Primary metals
15 Fabricated metals
16 Industrial machinery and tools
17 Industrial process equipment
18 Office equipment and cameras ●

19 Heating, ventilation and refrigeration
20 Miscellaneous machinery
21 Computers and peripherals ●

22 Telecommunications ●

23 Semiconductors and electronics ●

24 Measurement and control equipment
25 Electrical appliances and components
26 Motor vehicles and parts
27 Aerospace and parts
28 Other transport
29 Miscellaneous manufacturing
30 Other

Continued
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Share of IT patents
Types with respect in the total patents 

Industry to IT in each sector

1 Computers core 0.792
2 Electronics core 0.603
3 Semiconductors core 0.777
4 Telecommunications core 0.755
5 Electrical capital (incorporating) 0.370
6 Instrument and optical capital (incorporating) 0.551
7 Machinery capital (incorporating) 0.115
8 Aerospace use 0.241
9 Automotive use 0.088

10 Biotechnology use 0.010
11 Chemicals use 0.050
12 Consumer products use 0.103
13 Energy use 0.094
14 Engineering and use 0.040

Oil Field Services
15 Food, beverages use 0.024

and tobacco
16 Forest and paper use 0.111

products
17 Health care use 0.028
18 Materials use 0.143
19 Metals use 0.115
20 Pharmaceuticals use 0.008
21 Textiles use 0.044
22 Conglomerates other 0.041
23 Miscellaneous other 0.161

companies
24 Government agencies other 0.254
25 Research institutes other 0.131
26 University other 0.148

Table 8.A1 Continued
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Table 8.A2 Summary statistics

Types of firms Correlation

Variable Obs Mean Std dev. Min Max Core Cap Use numpats cit tct scilink focus ln1pats_l0 ln1pats_l1 ln1pats_l2 ln1pats_l3 ln1tpats_l0 ln1tpats_l1 ln1tpats_l2

numpats 9,351 48.43 208.57 1 8263 99.60 56.79 10.93 1
cit 9,351 8.27 11.82 0 289 10.56 7.03 7.16 �0.027 1
tct 9,351 7.94 4.56 0 50.25 6.75 8.02 8.76 �0.094 �0.104 1
scilink 9,351 0.90 3.23 0 195.5 0.93 0.52 0.89 �0.006 0.046 �0.031 1
focus 9,351 2704 1693 638 10000 3468 2652 2324 �0.025 0.120 �0.058 0.015 1
ln1pats l0 9,351 2.17 1.51 0.69 9.02 2.85 2.23 1.65 0.570 �0.028 �0.203 0.008 �0.082 1
ln1pats l1 9,351 1.53 1.78 0 9.02 2.11 1.57 1.07 0.195 0.290 �0.135 �0.022 �0.063 0.495 1
ln1pats l2 9,351 0.97 1.66 0 9.02 1.34 1.01 0.69 0.076 0.315 �0.057 �0.061 �0.079 0.269 0.586 1
ln1pats l3 9,351 0.46 1.29 0 9.02 0.64 0.51 0.32 0.020 0.203 0.006 �0.052 �0.055 0.122 0.332 0.550 1
ln1tpats l0 9,351 10.20 0.59 9.22 11.24 10.26 10.17 10.17 0.096 �0.335 �0.111 0.095 0.118 0.118 �0.423 �0.551 �0.514 1
ln1tpats l1 9,351 7.13 4.84 0 11.24 6.90 7.24 7.23 �0.079 0.368 0.018 �0.046 �0.071 �0.097 0.583 0.357 0.202 �0.742 1
ln1tpats l2 9,351 4.41 5.24 0 11.24 4.03 4.64 4.62 �0.070 0.332 0.056 �0.092 �0.110 �0.091 0.280 0.693 0.402 �0.797 0.515 1
ln1tpats l3 9,351 1.98 4.20 0 11.24 1.79 2.22 2.03 �0.049 0.202 0.073 �0.071 �0.068 �0.071 0.161 0.369 0.762 �0.676 0.265 0.528

obs 3,042 1,704 3,826



Notes

1. We define information technology broadly in this paper, covering computers
and peripherals, semiconductors and electronics, office equipment and cam-
eras, and telecommunications, consistent with the OECD definition of ICT
(information and communication technology). According to OECD (1998),
the manufacturing ICT industries must be intended to fulfil the function of
information processing and communication, including transmission and
display, or must use electronic processing to detect, measure and/or record
physical phenomena or control a physical process. It covers 3000 – Office,
accounting and computing machinery; 3130 – Insulated wire and cable;
3210 – Electronic valves and tubes and other electronic components; 3220 –
Television and radio transmitters and apparatus for line telephony and line
telegraphy; 3230 – Television and radio receivers, sound or video recording or
reproducing apparatus and associated goods; 3312 – Instruments and appli-
ances for measuring, checking, testing, navigating and other purposes,
except industrial process equipment; 3313 – Industrial process equipment.

2. See Harhoff et al. (2003), Jaffe et al. (2002) and Trajtenberg (1990).
3. The number of citations is up to the end of 2002.
4. According to the Economic Report of the President (Council of Economic

Advisors, 2001), ‘Between 1993 and 1998, real spending on R&D by firms with
more than 25,000 employees increased by 8 percent, but R&D conducted by
firms with fewer than 500 employees nearly doubled … More than 40 percent
of all privately employed scientific researchers now work in these small firms.’

5. See Narin (2000) for details. We thank CHI research for customized data
construction.

6. This definition follows broadly the OECD definition of ICT (information and
communication technology) industry (see note 1).

7. See Branstetter and Nakamura (2003) for a recent analysis of the innovative
capacity of Japanese firms, focusing on patent production.

8. See Branstetter (2003) for a recent empirical assessment of this linkage, which
has a finding consistent with this paper.

9. The case studies of Meyer (2000) illustrate several different meanings of sci-
ence linkage. Science papers may serve as background information for citing
patents; they may be used to attack, restrict or modify claims. He concludes
that citation link connects patent and science paper insofar as it tells that the
patent is granted where a scientist published something relevant.

10. See Caballero and Jaffe (1993), Jaffe and Trajtenberg (1996) and Branstetter
(2003) for good expositions of the citation function.

11. The Hausman tests do not support the hypotheses that they are the same
between estimations.

12. The t-test strongly (at 1 per cent level) rejects the hypothesis that the sum of
the base coefficient (�0.117) and that for the IT core sector (0.250) is zero.

13. Since this result is based on variation over time and we do not control the
variation of R&D over time, there is a possibility that this effect may reflect
the correlation between the focusing by a firm and the reduction of its R&D
budget over time. However, the effect of R&D budget is partially controlled
in our estimation by the number of patents which are introduced to control
the number of potentially self-citing patents.
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9
Complex Innovation Strategies 
and Patenting Behaviour
Carine Peeters and Bruno van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie

9.1 Introduction

In the last decades, with the rise of innovation as the engine of growth
for firms, sectors and nations, patents have gained a central place in
business and policy debates. The primary objective of a patent is to pro-
vide a legally enforceable protection against imitation to any invention
that can demonstrate a sufficient innovative step and that satisfies the
criteria of non-obviousness and industrial application. In that sense, the
observation of a patent obviously witnesses the presence of some kind of
innovation. But patents do not only serve as a protection mechanism.
They are also highly valuable strategic tools for firms seeking to develop
strong technological positions and build competitive advantage. Patents
as defenders of a firm’s innovation rents, and patents as builders of a
firm’s technological and competitive position, both perspectives justify
the interest in deepening our understanding of what determines a firm’s
patenting behaviour.

Seeking to contribute to this research question, this chapter investi-
gates the influence that different innovation strategies pursued by firms
exert on the likelihood that they build a portfolio of patents, and on the
size of this portfolio. Four dimensions of an innovation strategy are
addressed. The first one is whether some kind of R&D activity is under-
taken or not. The second dimension refers to the relative importance of
basic and applied research on the one hand, and of development work
on the other hand, in the total R&D budget of a firm. The third one
concerns the use of R&D partnerships as a way to access external know-
ledge and to develop new knowledge. The last dimension captures the
orientation of a firm’s innovation efforts towards the development of
new products, new processes, or both.
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The theoretical framework underlying this study suggests that a firm’s
patenting behaviour is also influenced by its perception of the limita-
tions and inefficiencies of the patent system. Finally, it is argued that the
development of patent portfolios may be limited by the barriers a firm
perceives as hindering its innovation activities.

The present study uses original survey data on 148 large firms that
operated in Belgium in 2001, in either manufacturing or service sectors.
It departs from existing empirical studies on patents’ determinants by
going beyond the traditional factors related to firm size, market power,
technological opportunity and research efforts, and explicitly taking
into account differences in firms’ innovation strategies. It also differs
from previous studies in the indicator of patenting behaviour used.
While the existing literature on patents’ determinants has mainly
focused on the number of yearly patent applications made by firms, this
research uses data on the number of patents firms have accumulated
over time in their patent portfolio, and for which they still pay renewal
fees. This approach enables control for contextual effects that may affect
the patenting behaviour of a firm in a given period without necessarily
reflecting its general attitude towards patenting.

Two empirical models are built to assess several potential determinants
of a firm’s patenting behaviour. A binary logit model estimates the prob-
ability for a firm to have at least one patent, and a negative binomial
model estimates the number of active patents a firm has in its portfolio.
The results show that the introduction of innovation strategy variables
sharply reduces the significance of traditional determinants related
to firm and sector characteristics. Entering into R&D partnerships with
scientific institutions and competitors is associated with a significantly
more active patenting behaviour. This witnesses the need for strong IP
protection resulting from mutual access to the partners’ knowledge bases.
Product-innovators possess the largest patent portfolios. Innovators that
pursue a complex strategy giving high importance to both the develop-
ment of new products and the development of new processes tend to
build patent portfolios of an intermediate size. The patenting behaviour
of process-innovators does not significantly differ from the patenting
behaviour of firms that do not pursue strong innovation goals, neither
product- nor process-oriented.

Section 9.2 of this chapter reviews the main determinants of patent
activity studied in the existing literature. Section 9.3 presents the theoret-
ical framework that underlies this empirical study and tested hypothe-
ses. The survey data, empirical model and variables are described in
section 9.4. The results are discussed in section 5 and section 6 provides
a few concluding remarks.
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9.2 Literature Background

Pioneer work in the field of patents probably started with the contributions
of Schmookler (1957), Nelson (1959), Arrow (1962) and Scherer (1965).
Since then, academic research has increasingly tackled various aspects
of patents, from the theoretical analysis of patent systems (see, for
instance, Baumol, 2002), to the use of patent data to measure innova-
tion performance and knowledge spillovers (see for instance Griliches,
1990). With the development of extensive and accessible patent data-
bases, several authors have also analysed the microdeterminants of
innovation using patent indicators as a measure of innovative output
(see, for instance, Crépon et al., 1996, 1998; Duguet and Kabla, 1998;
Cohen et al., 2000). Most of these studies focus on traditional determi-
nants of patenting behaviour, such as firm size, market power, market
and technological opportunities, and R&D efforts.

The impact of firm size on patenting activity is always taken into
account in the existing literature. This originates from the famous
Schumpeterian hypothesis that large firms are more innovative than
smaller ones (Schumpeter, 1942). The advantage of being large results
from three main factors, summarized by Cohen and Levin (1989).
First, large firms can benefit from economies of scale and scope that
make them more competitive in comparison to their smaller competi-
tors. Second, large firms can take advantage of complementarities and
spillovers between different departments. Finally, large firms are
favoured by capital markets for the financing of risky innovation proj-
ects. Although the empirical evidence seems to tilt towards a validation
of the Schumpeterian hypothesis, some authors argue that the relation-
ship is not straightforward. For instance, Baldwin et al. (2002) find that
the effect of firm size depends on the innovation indicator used, with a
weaker relationship when relying on patent data than when relying on
the percentage of innovative sales. According to van Ophem et al. (2002)
the effect of firm size on patent applications is debatable. Large firms
can more easily rely on market lead to secure their innovation rents, and
hence are less likely to need patent protection. However, they are better
able to set up a patent department and to face potential litigations. Their
econometric analysis shows a positive effect of firm size on the number
of patent applications. Other authors find no significant impact of the
size variable when it is controlled for other factors like industry effects,
differences in access to external know-how and appropriability conditions
(Duguet and Kabla, 1998; Crépon et al., 1998; Cassiman et al., 2001).
Brouwer and Kleinknecht (1999) shed some light on this debate by
using two different patent indicators. They find that the probability of
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having at least one patent application increases more than proportion-
ately with the number of employees, while the number of patent appli-
cations increases less than proportionately. This means that small firms
that do apply for patents do it proportionately more, probably to com-
pensate for disadvantages in terms of market share and brand name.

Another determinant of patenting activity that is quite controversial
is the intensity of competition. It is measured either by the firm market
share or by an index of industry concentration. The debate originates
from Schumpeter’s hypothesis that firms with a strong market power are
more innovative than firms with weak market power (Schumpeter,
1942). This hypothesis has since been challenged by several authors.
Two effects work, indeed, in opposite directions. On the one hand, there
is the replacement effect resulting in less innovation investments by
firms with more power on the market because the gains they would get
would only replace current gains (Arrow, 1962). On the other hand, the
efficiency effect suggests that firms with a high market power invest
more in innovation because they do not face competition for the exploita-
tion of their inventions (Gilbert and Newberry, 1982). The impact of this
variable varies quite importantly according to the innovation indicator
and competition indicator used. Cohen and Levin (1989) show in their
literature review on the relationship between R&D and market power
that even results of studies using the same innovation indicator are often
contradictory. Regarding the number of patent applications, Duguet and
Kabla (1998) and Nielsen (2001) find a positive influence of firm market
power. In their studies the efficiency effect seems to dominate the
replacement effect.

Two variables that are also traditionally included in innovation and
patent equations are market and technological opportunities. Market
opportunity reflects the existence of some market in demand of novelty.
Technological opportunity is generally measured at the industry level. It
is defined by Levin et al. (1987) as the extent to which an industry relies
on science-based research. Demand-pull variables are expected to have a
stronger impact on innovation output indicators than on R&D invest-
ments because output measures are more directly linked to the market.
In this respect, the status of patent indicators is controversial. A patent
can be viewed as an intermediate indicator reflecting the output of
research activities but not necessarily implying the commercialization of
an invention. Firms in high technological opportunity sectors are found
to patent more than other firms (Crépon et al., 1996, 1998; Brouwer and
Kleinknecht, 1999) but the difference is not always significant (Duguet
and Kabla, 1998; Baldwin et al., 2002). Concerning market opportunity
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factors, Crépon et al. (1996) find that they have a positive and significant
impact on patent applications, but the effect is generally found insignifi-
cant (Duguet and Kabla, 1998; Crépon et al., 1998; Cassiman et al., 2001).

Another issue that has largely been studied in the literature is the
relationship between R&D and patents (see, for instance, Bound et al.,
1984). Scherer (1965) considers patents as an indicator of R&D success.
In this perspective R&D precedes patent applications and the causality
goes from R&D to patents, with R&D being eventually lagged in the
equations. More recently, Hall et al. (1986) have argued that there is a
strong contemporaneous effect between R&D and patenting and that it
is difficult to find the adequate lag structure between R&D and patents.
Most studies including an R&D indicator in patent equations find a
positive and significant relationship (Duguet and Kabla, 1998; Crépon
et al., 1998; Brouwer and Kleinknecht, 1999). Actually, the relationship
between R&D and patents can be seen as a virtuous cycle. The former
induces the later, which in turn requires further development costs in
order to reach the market.

9.3 Theoretical Framework

Existing studies on determinants of firms’ patenting behaviour use
patent applications data and consider patents as an indicator of innova-
tion. The underlying hypothesis is that patenting is a mechanism firms
use to protect their innovation rents. As a consequence, the observation
of a patent application reflects the existence of an innovation. However,
not all innovations are patented. The relevance of using patent-based
indicators of innovation has therefore been subject to a wide debate
(see, for instance, Griliches, 1990) that can be summarized in three main
points. First, not all innovations are patentable since the three condi-
tions of non-obviousness, inventive step and industrial application
must be satisfied in order to get a patent granted. Second, the propensity
to patent ‘patentable’ inventions varies considerably across firms, time
and industry (see, for instance, Scherer, 1983; Hall et al., 1986; Arora,
1997). Third, in some sectors patent protection is relatively inefficient
and secrecy is favoured as a mechanism to secure the rents resulting
from an invention. The importance of various protection mechanisms
varies indeed across industries and patenting is very important for only
a few of them, mainly chemicals and pharmaceuticals (Mansfield, 1986;
Levin et al., 1987). Nevertheless, despite their widely recognized limita-
tions, when interpreted with caution patent statistics have a lot to reveal
(Schmookler, 1966).
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Moreover, even though patents may be imperfect indicators of
innovation, other aspects make them worthwhile to study. Applying for
a patent is a strategic decision that is not only driven by the desire to
protect innovation rents (Teece, 1998; Rivette and Kline, 2000; Sherry
and Teece, 2004). A patent is also a highly valuable tool for technological
negotiations with competitors or with potential collaborators, for the
exclusion of rivals from a particular technological area, for licensing agree-
ments and attraction of capital, for avoiding being blocked by competi-
tors’ patents and for building competitive advantage (see, for instance,
Parr and Sullivan, 1996; Teece, 1998; Glazier, 2000; Reitzig, 2004).

Beside the traditional determinants related to firm and sector charac-
teristics widely discussed in the literature this paper explicitly takes into
account the effect that different innovation strategies may have on the
patenting behaviour of firms. Variables that reflect the perception firms
have of certain barriers to innovation and to the use of the patent sys-
tem are introduced as well. Different firms pursuing similar innovation
strategies may indeed have different attitudes towards patenting because
they differ in their perception of limitations of the patent system.
Differences in observed patent portfolios may also reflect a lower innov-
ativeness resulting from higher perceived barriers to innovations. Both
effects will be controlled for in the regressions.

Contrarily to most existing studies that use the number of patent
applications in a given period as dependent variable, the present work
looks at firms’ patent portfolio. Three reasons justify this choice. First,
the patents in a firm’s portfolio are ‘active’ patents in the sense that
renewal fees have been paid. In the case of older patents this guarantees
that the innovation rents they are supposed to protect are actually still
protected. Second, these patents bear in themselves an element of
‘quality’ that patent applications lack. These patents have indeed been
granted, which means that the inventive step and industrial applicabil-
ity of the underlying technology have been recognized by a competent
institution. As a result, studying patent portfolios instead of patent
applications guarantees that the patents that are looked at can actually
be used both as a protection mechanism and as strategic tools to build a
firm’s technological and competitive position. The third reason is that a
patent portfolio is built over time. It is therefore a more adequate indi-
cator of a firm’s patenting behaviour since it is less subject to particular
events that may affect the number of patents a firm applies for in a given
year. A firm may be a recurrent innovator with a strong preference for
patent protection but no patent application in the particular time-frame
a study is interested in. Another firm may happen to apply for one or
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more patents because of a significant technological invention that
would eventually be made during the studied period. This may, how-
ever, be highly contextual and not reflect a general strong patenting
behaviour. Looking at the patent portfolio a firm builds over time
enables these potential contextual biases to be reduced and provides a
more stable indicator of patenting behaviour.

The theoretical framework underlying this study is sketched in
Figure 9.1. It suggests that a firm’s portfolio of active patents is determined
by three types of factors. The first ones are firm and sector characteristics
that most existing studies already consider: firm size, market concentra-
tion and opportunities, and technological opportunity. The two others
are less traditional and refer to the type of innovation strategy a firm
pursues, and the barriers to the use of the patent system and to innova-
tion it perceives.

Four variables are used to characterize the innovation strategy. The
first one differentiates R&D active firms from non-R&D active firms. The
second one relates to the kind of R&D activities undertaken and, more
particularly, the importance of basic and applied research in the total
R&D budget of firms. If the positive relationship between the relative
effort in R&D and patenting has been widely illustrated, there is little
evidence so far about the content of R&D (see, for instance, Hall et al.,
1986; Duguet and Kabla, 1998; Crépon et al., 1998; Brouwer and
Kleinknecht, 1999). Since patents are by definition the codification of
an invention, they might be the outcome of basic and applied research,
as opposed to development activities. The latter would surely be associated
with patenting (development of inventions), but provided a sufficient
share of total R&D is devoted to basic and applied research.
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A firm’s innovation strategy can also be characterized as more or less
outward-oriented. One way to assess this is to look at the propensity of
firms to enter into research partnerships with other institutions like
competitors, vertical partners, universities, consultants, complementary
firms and other firms in the same group. These institutions form an
external stock of knowledge that might prove useful for a firm’s own
innovation activities (see, for instance, Tether, 2002; Ritter and
Gemünden, 2003), as it might reduce their cost and their risk. Since a
research collaboration agreement often implies a mutual access to the
partners’ knowledge bases, partnering firms are likely to seek patent pro-
tection for their inventions. In addition, a piece of technology protected
by a patent becomes a tradable asset that can prove very useful when
negotiating future collaborative agreements. Brouwer and Kleinknecht
(1999) and van Ophem et al. (2002) show that firms participating in
research partnerships apply for more patents than firms that focus on
internal research.

The last dimension of a firm’s innovation strategy that this study takes
into account is its orientation towards the development of new prod-
ucts, new processes, or both. It is traditionally found that process inno-
vations are less likely to be patented (Arundel and Kabla, 1998; Brouwer
and Kleinknecht, 1999), as secrecy might prove a more appropriate
protection mechanism for this type of innovation (Cohen et al., 2000).
The publication of technical information a patent requires might indeed
be less recommended for process innovations, for which infringement is
difficult to detect. In that case, firms might opt for a non-legal protec-
tion mechanism such as secrecy. Conversely, product innovations might
be easier to imitate through reverse-engineering and a legally enforce-
able protection might prove to be useful. Furthermore, it could be
argued that firms following complex innovation strategies involving
high levels of both new products and new processes patent more than
any other firms. First, these firms give the highest importance to inno-
vation and are therefore more likely to come up with patentable inven-
tions. Second, complex innovation strategies are more likely to result in
major innovations with potential applications well beyond the business
of a particular firm. The innovative firm is therefore likely to be very
cautious about securing the high potential revenues resulting from
its innovation efforts. Patenting might be the best solution for these
major innovations since the technology would be protected from imita-
tion, innovators could envision earning licensing revenues, and it
would provide a valuable asset for technological negotiations.
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The discussion on the dimensions of an innovation strategy that can
determine a firm’s patenting behaviour is formalized into five hypotheses
to be tested empirically:

● Hypothesis 1: Firms that undertake R&D activities patent more than
firms that have no R&D activity.

● Hypothesis 2: A larger relative share of basic and applied research in
the total R&D budget of a firm is associated with a more active
patenting behaviour.

● Hypothesis 3: Firms that enter into R&D partnerships patent more
than other firms.

● Hypothesis 4: Firms that focus on developing new products patent
more than firms that focus on developing new processes.

● Hypothesis 5: A complex innovation strategy targeting high levels of
both product and process innovation is associated with a more active
patenting behaviour than any other orientation of an innovation
strategy.

The patenting behaviour of firms is also likely to be influenced by
the barriers to innovation they perceive. Some authors use innovation
survey data to test the effect of potential barriers to innovation on firms’
innovation activities (see, for instance, Lööf and Heshmati, 2002;
Veugelers and Cassiman, 1999). They generally find that a lack of inter-
est from customers, a lack of technological information and a lack of
qualified personnel have a negative impact on firms’ innovation per-
formance. Barriers to innovation are also likely to have an impact on
firms’ patent portfolios, as indicator of innovation involvement and
R&D success. Cassiman et al. (2001) find that high innovation costs and
lack of financing have a positive effect on firms’ propensity to patent.
This counter-intuitive positive effect highlights a recurrent problem in
measuring barriers to innovation. It is indeed often difficult to discern
firms’ perception of barriers from the barriers that actually hinder their
innovation efforts.

The perception firms have of the effectiveness and cost of the patent
system might influence their patenting behaviour as well. Actually,
the advantage for a firm to patent an invention is not always clear since
a patent offers protection to its holder at the high indirect cost of reveal-
ing important technical information. Applying for a patent does not
seem to be the most popular protection mechanism for manufacturing
firms, which often favour secrecy and lead time over competition
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(see, for instance, Levin et al., 1987; Brouwer and Kleinknecht, 1999;
Cohen et al., 2000; Arundel, 2001). The risk of having competitors
‘inventing around’ and the disclosure of critical information are the
most important reasons why patents are not always considered as an
effective protection mechanism of innovation rents (Levin et al., 1987;
Scotchmer and Green, 1990; Cohen et al., 2000). Everything else equal,
firms that perceive important limitations to the patent system are
therefore likely to patent less than other firms.

9.4 Empirical Implementation

The dataset used in the present empirical study comes from an original
firm-level survey on innovation realized in Belgium in 2001. The ques-
tionnaire was sent to the CEOs of 1,301 large firms active in either man-
ufacturing or service sector in Belgium. An extensive statistical analysis
of the survey results can be found in Peeters and van Pottelsberghe
(2003a). A total of 148 questionnaires were filed and sent back.

Empirical model

Two econometric models are used in order to identify the determinants
of firms’ patenting behaviour. The first one focuses on whether firms
have a patent portfolio or not, that is, the probability for a firm to have
at least one patent. The second one intends to explain the size of this
portfolio, which is the number of active patents a firm has in its patent
portfolio. Authors like Crépon et al. (1996) and Brouwer and Kleinknecht
(1999) have already adopted this dual approach using data on the number
of yearly patent applications by firms.

A binary logit model is used to estimate the equation related to the
probability for a firm to have at least one patent.1 It is written as follows:

where the errors �i follow a logistic distribution , and

	t � (	1 	2, …, 	p) is the vector of the p parameters associated with the
vector of the p explicative variables is the latent
dependent variable that represents some decision criteria. If is
positive the firm has a patent portfolio with at least one patent. If is
negative the firm does not have a patent portfolio.

yi*
yi*

Xi
t � (xi1 xi2,...,xip). yi*

F(t) �
1

1 � e�t

yi � �1
0

if yi* 	 0
if yi* � 0

    with yi* � � � 	t Xi � 
i  (i � 1,…,n)
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A negative binomial model is used to estimate the equation related to
the size of the patent portfolio. This method has been chosen for four
main reasons. First, as a count model it accounts for the non-negativity
and discreteness of the data. Second, as opposed to the poisson model it
allows the conditional mean and variance of the dependent variable to
be different. Third, the coefficients can be estimated using the pseudo-
maximum likelihood approach that yields robust estimates even if the
distribution is not correctly specified. Finally, it enables correction for
possible heteroscedasticity without loosing too much efficiency. The
negative binomial model can be written as follows:

where is the vector of explicative variables, �i � e	�xi is
the conditional mean of the dependent variable, and � a parameter that
enables the introduction of some heterogeneity in the model (if � � 0,
the poisson and the negative binomial model are equivalent).

Estimates of both models are corrected for potential heteroscedasticity
using the procedure of White. The explicative variables are classified
into three categories: firm and sector characteristics, innovation strategy
variables and barriers perception variables.

Firm and sector characteristics

As in most existing studies estimations are controlled for firm and sector
characteristics. The present model includes the firm size and degree of
internationalization, and the sector concentration and technological
opportunity. The firm size is measured by the total number of employees
in 2000. This information is retrieved from the BelFirst database, a data-
base comprising the annual reports of most firms operating in Belgium.
A positive relationship with firms’ patent portfolios is expected. The
degree of internationalization is measured as the number of countries a
firm is operating in. A firm is considered to operate in a country if it
has customer contacts in this country. Firms operating in a large num-
ber of countries are expected to patent more for two main reasons. First,
they face a larger potential market than firms operating only in their
local or regional market. The number of countries in which a firm oper-
ates would therefore reflect some kind of market opportunity effect.
Second, these firms face more international competition, which is likely
to increase the need for innovation rents protection because the number
of potential imitators increases and infringement is more difficult to

Xi
t � (xi1 xi2,...,xip)

Z/Xi�NB (�(�i � 1)
� � 1

, �
� � 1

)  (i � 1,…,n)
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detect. Both effects might translate into higher patenting on a global
scale.

The sector concentration is proxied by a C4 concentration ratio, com-
puted as the total sales of the four largest firms in a firm’s main sector of
operation (in terms of sales) divided by the total sales of that sector.2

The sector of activity is determined using the 4 digits Nace-bel code. The
C4 concentration ratio is an imperfect indicator of market concentra-
tion since it is measured at the Belgian level, while many firms face
international competition. Moreover, it is based on firms operating in a
same kind of activity and does not necessarily reflect a firm’s direct
competitors.

Finally, the sector technological opportunity variable is proxied by five
dummy variables depending on whether the firm belongs to a hi-tech
(HT), medium hi-tech (MH), medium low-tech (ML), low-tech (LT), or
service sector.3 The service sector dummy is not included in the regres-
sions and is therefore considered as the reference group. In line with the
existing literature, firms in higher technological opportunity sectors are
expected to patent more than others.

Innovation strategy variables

The first innovation strategy variable is a dummy variable that reflects
whether or not a firm has undertaken some kind of R&D activity in
2000. In line with existing studies, a positive effect on firm’s patent
portfolio is expected for that R&D variable. The second variable is the
percentage of basic and applied research, as opposed to development
activities, in total R&D budget in 2000. The expectation is for this type
of research to be associated with more patents than development activ-
ities. Firms that give low importance to basic and applied research and
high importance to development work are comparatively more likely to
come up with improvement innovations, which are less likely to be
patented.

Involvement in R&D partnerships is accounted for by two variables.
They are based on a factorial analysis of the survey questions related
to the existence of collaboration agreements with different types of
partners in the last three years preceding the survey.4 The first variable
(factorial axis) reflects the extent of collaborations with universities,
research institutes and public labs. The second one reflects partnerships
with competitors and negatively relates to the use of consultants, cus-
tomers and suppliers as R&D partners. Both variables are expected to
have a positive impact on firms’ patent portfolios. The main reason for
a positive effect in case of scientific collaborations is the basic nature of
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academic research that is more likely to result in patentable inventions.
Moreover, collaborating with external partners implies reciprocal open-
ness and access to the firms’ knowledge bases. In case of partnerships
with competitors, patent protection could therefore prove particularly
worthwhile.

The importance of developing new products and new processes for a firm’s
innovation strategy is proxied by four dummy variables. The first one
takes the value of 1 if the firm has answered 4 or 5, on a Likert scale from
1 to 5, to the importance of new product development only. The second
one equals 1 if the firm has answered 4 or 5 to the importance of new
process development only. The third one takes the value of 1 if the firm
has answered 4 or 5 to both the importance of new product and new
process development. The last one takes the value of 1 if the firm has
rated both types of innovation 3 or lower. The four modalities are mutu-
ally exclusive and sum to 1. Therefore, the last modality (low impor-
tance of both types of innovation) is removed and considered as the
reference group. All coefficients are expected to be positive since they
compare firms that give low importance to innovation in general to
firms that rate high at least one type of innovation: product, process, or
both. In line with previous studies in the field a product-oriented inno-
vation strategy is expected to result in more patents than a process-
oriented strategy. A complex strategy that combines both product and
process innovation is expected to drive the largest patent portfolios
because the likelihood of major innovations with wide potential appli-
cations is higher and firms are likely to be willing to secure these sources
of potentially high revenues.

Barriers perception variables

The perception firms have of several barriers that might hinder their
innovation efforts is accounted for by three variables. They are the firms’
coordinates on the first three factorial axes resulting from the factor
analysis of the scores firms have attributed to a series of potential barri-
ers proposed in the survey. The first variable reflects a high score of
internal barriers related to a firm’s organizational rigidities, lack of qual-
ification, employees’ resistance to change, poor internal communica-
tion, and lack of leadership. The second variable accounts for the high
economic risks and high costs associated with innovation projects, and
the lack of financial resources. The last type of barrier is external, result-
ing from rigidities and lack of reaction of customers, lack of access to
competent suppliers, and inappropriate regulations. These factors are
likely to limit a firm’s innovation efforts or hinder their successful
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implementation. As a result, they are likely to negatively affect the
patenting possibilities of firms, and hence their patent portfolio.

The variable that accounts for the perceived limitations of the patent
system also comes from a factor analysis of the 1 to 5 scores firms have
attributed to various potential drawbacks proposed in the survey: the
cost of fees and protection, the lack of efficacy and preference for secrecy
or market lead strategies, the disclosure of critical information and the
risk of copy. The first factorial axis adequately summarizes all perceived
limitations of the patent system. The coordinates of firms on this axis
are therefore used as an explicative variable of differences in firms’
patenting behaviour. Firms that perceive high limitations of the patent
system are expected to patent less than other firms.

Basic statistics

Table 9.1 displays basic statistics on firms’ patent portfolios, firm and
sector characteristics, and innovation strategy variables used in the
econometric study. The first column provides the variables’ names fol-
lowed by their respective unit of measure. The second column shows the
number of firms for which the particular information is available. The
third column presents the percentage of responding firms that score 1
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Table 9.1 Basic statistics on dependent and explicative variables

Variables N % of ‘yes’ Mean Std dev.

Patents (0/1) 134 44
Patents (number) 134 34 127
Number of employees 144 921 1774
Number of countries 132 27 30.56
Sector concentration (%) 147 61.58 25.30
Hi-tech (0/1) 148 10
Medium hi-tech (0/1) 148 26
Medium low-tech (0/1) 148 20
Low-tech (0/1) 148 16
Service (0/1) 148 28
R&D (0/1) 144 80
Basic and applied research (%) 139 35.79 27.86
R&D collaborations (0/1) 144 88
Product innovation (0/1) 142 21
Process innovation (0/1) 142 13
Complex strategy (0/1) 142 47
Nor product nor process (0/1) 142 19

Source: Own survey, Belgium, 2001.



on a binary variable. The mean and standard deviation of quantitative
variables are provided in the last two columns.

It appears that 44 per cent of respondents have at least one patent and
that their patent portfolio comprises on average 34 patents. It should,
however, be noticed that the standard deviation of the size of the patent
portfolio is high, witnessing a high dispersion in the distribution of this
variable. There are indeed many companies with no or only one patent,
and a few companies with large patent portfolios. The average company
in the database employs 921 persons. The standard deviation of this
variable is also high since there are few very large companies in the data-
base. All firms that participated in the survey have, however, been
selected because they were among the largest in their respective indus-
tries. They are thus all significant players in their industry. The average
firm is active in 27 countries. The last two observations are representa-
tive of the small open Belgian economy. The four largest firms in a sector
represent, on average, 62 per cent of the sector’s total sales. Two sector
categories are slightly under-represented in the respondents’ sample,
with only 10 per cent of hi-tech companies and 16 per cent of low-tech
companies.

An average of 80 per cent of firms in the database declared some kind
of R&D activity in 2000. Approximately 36 per cent of their R&D budget
was allocated to basic and applied research, leaving 64 per cent to
development activities. It should be noted that the largest share of
these, 36 per cent, accounts for applied research (see Peeters and van
Pottelsberghe, 2003a). Most respondents have entered in at least one
R&D collaboration agreement during the last three years preceding
the survey. They significantly differ in their choice of partners, which
will be taken into account in the estimations (see Peeters and van
Pottelsberghe, 2003a). Finally, 21 per cent of firms have answered 4 or 5
only to the question relative to the importance of product innovation,
13 per cent of firms target almost exclusively the development of new
processes, and 47 per cent of firms pursue a complex innovation strategy
with a high importance of both product and process innovation. An
average of 19 per cent of firms has rated both product and product
innovation 3 or lower on the 1 to 5 likert scale.

9.5 Empirical Results

Table 9.2 presents the estimation results when only firm and sector char-
acteristics are introduced as explicative variables of the probability for a
firm to have a patent portfolio and of the size of this portfolio. The first
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column displays the explicative variables. The second one displays
the estimated coefficients of the binary logit model related to the prob-
ability for a firm to have at least one patent. The third column displays
the estimation results of the negative binomial model that estimates the
number of active patents in the portfolio. The traditional determinants
of patenting activity related to firm and sector characteristics turn out to
exercise a significant effect, with the estimated coefficients showing
expected signs.

Estimation results when the innovation strategy and perceived
barriers variables are introduced in the equations are displayed in
Table 9.3. A first general observation is that the introduction of explica-
tive variables related to the kind of innovation strategy pursued by
a firm sharply reduces the significance of traditional determinants
related to firm size, sector concentration and market and technological
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Table 9.2 Patent portfolio and firm and sector characteristics

Binary logit Negative binomial
prob no. of patents 

(no. of patents � 0) in portfolio

Firm and sector characteristics
Firm size 0.0002 0.0004***

(0.0002) (0.0001)
Degree of internationalization 0.0283*** 0.0207**

(0.0089) (0.0092)
Sector concentration 0.0273*** 0.0558***

(0.0089) (0.0101)
Hi-tech 1.4723 2.9343***

(0.8980) (1.1289)
Medium hi-tech 2.0912*** 4.2322***

(0.8100) (1.0197)
Medium low-tech 2.2836*** 3.0754***

(0.8104) (0.8955)
Low-tech 2.6135*** 2.4717**

(0.8310) (1.0460)

Constant �4.5984*** �5.4486***
(0.9271) (1.2384)

N 116 116
Pseudo log-likelihood �55.5184 �239.6987
Pseudo R-squared 0.2943 0.1107

Notes: Robust logit and negative binomial estimates. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%,
*** 1%; standard errors in parentheses.

Source: Own survey, Belgium, 2001.
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Table 9.3 Patent portfolio, innovation strategy and perceived barriers

Binary logit Negative binomial 
prob (no. of patents � 0) no. of patents in portfolio

Firm and sector characteristics
Firm size 0.0007 0.0004***

(0.0008) (0.0001)
Degree of internationalisation 0.0225 �0.0012

(0.0240) (0.0078)
Sector concentration 0.0421** 0.0161

(0.0212) (0.0123)
Hi-tech �0.8188 1.6331*

(1.6440) (0.9184)
Medium hi-tech 1.7659* 2.8168***

(0.9629) (0.7985)
Medium low-tech 0.1327 2.2128***

(1.3309) (0.7851)
Low-tech 4.0584** 1.5436

(1.7516) (1.1938)

Innovation strategy
R&D 1.5093 1.8902*

(1.1824) (1.1334)
Share of basic and applied research 0.0555** �0.0018

(0.0263) (0.0138)
R&D collaborations:
Scientific institutions 3.0866*** 2.5145***

(0.9228) (0.6000)
Competitors �� vertical partners 4.0539*** 1.9529**

and consultants (1.3672) (0.7911)
Product innovation 0.1054 2.7402***

(1.1447) (0.5850)
Process innovation �1.4998 0.1250

(2.2131) (2.8580)
Product and process innovation �1.7258 1.2216**

(1.2248) (0.5997)

Perceived barriers
Limitations of patent system 0.2518 0.2215

(0.1714) (0.1444)
Barriers to innovation:
Internal �0.0182 �0.2315

(0.3179) (0.1973)
Risks and costs �0.8487** �0.5204**

(0.3727) (0.2049)
External �1.2871*** �0.1581

(0.4229) (0.1605)

Constant �7.7345*** �5.6830***
(2.2782) (1.4692)

N 97 97
Pseudo log-likelihood �22.9891 �193.7456
Pseudo R-squared 0.6559 0.2115

Notes: Robust logit and negative binomial estimates. Significance levels: * 10%, ** 5%, *** 1%; standard errors
in parentheses.

Source: Own survey, Belgium, 2001.



opportunities. In the same time, better pseudo R-squared and log-
likelihoods witness an increased quality of the models.

From the first row of results it appears that large firms are not more
likely to patent but when they do they have larger patent portfolios than
smaller firms, which is not surprising. A more unexpected result is the
high probability for low-tech companies to have at least one patent.
However, these firms do not have significantly larger patent portfolios
than other firms. This result is probably due to a slight over-representation
of low-tech firms with at least one patent in the sample of respondents.
It turns out from the estimation of the patent portfolios’ size that
hi-tech, medium hi-tech and medium low-tech manufacturing firms
have larger patent portfolios than low-tech firms and service companies.
The estimated coefficients associated with the three significant sector
technological opportunity variables (1.6331 for hi-tech, 2.8168 for
medium hi-tech and 2.2128 for medium low-tech) are, however, not
significantly different from each other at a 5 per cent probability level.

The middle part of Table 9.3 displays the estimated coefficients of the
innovation strategy variables. As many studies have pointed out, doing
R&D leads firms to patent more than non-R&D firms (see, for instance,
Duguet and Kabla, 1998; Crépon et al., 1998; Brouwer and Kleinknecht,
1999). But also the kind of R&D activities seems to drive different
patenting behaviours. In particular, firms that are relatively more active
in basic and applied research have a higher probability to have a patent
portfolio than firms focusing relatively more on development work. The
orientation of R&D activities has, however, no significant impact on the
size of the patent portfolio.

Pursuing R&D projects in collaboration with scientific institutions
and/or competitors has a highly significant positive influence on both
the probability to have a patent portfolio and the size of this portfolio.
Two main reasons can explain this finding. First, joint R&D projects
with scientific institutions are usually science-based and likely to con-
cern fundamental knowledge that a single firm cannot afford to develop
alone, for technical or economical reasons. Such fundamental knowl-
edge has often potential applications beyond the specific field of activ-
ity of a particular firm. The inventor is therefore more likely to seek
patent protection since a patent helps prevent imitation and can drive
revenues through licensing agreements (Parr and Sullivan, 1996).
Second, firms that collaborate on R&D may want to patent more than
other firms because a partnership implies opening, at least to some
extent, their knowledge base to their partner(s). Accessing knowledge is
an important driver of strategic alliances (see, for instance, Grant and
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Baden-Fuller, 2004), and while sharing some of its knowledge, a firm
may want to protect other valuable pieces of knowledge. This suggests
that the mutual access to partners’ knowledge bases requires a strong IP
strategy, especially in case of partnerships with competitors.

The type of innovation a firm seeks to develop influences its patenting
behaviour as well. In that respect, present results clearly confirm findings
of previous studies that show that product innovations are more likely to
be patented than process innovations (see, for instance, Arundel and
Kabla, 1998; Brouwer and Kleinknecht, 1999). An innovation strategy
targeted towards the development of new products appears indeed to be
associated with larger patent portfolios than the patent portfolios of
process-innovators. This validates hypothesis 4. A complex innovation
strategy combining a high importance of both new products and new
processes also positively impacts the number of patents a firm has in its
patent portfolio. However, the positive coefficient associated with the
product innovation variable turns out to be significantly higher than
the coefficient associated with the complex innovation strategy variable,
which refutes hypothesis 5. Firms that target process innovations do not
show significantly different patenting behaviours with respect to firms
that do not give a high importance to innovation, be it product or
process. In terms of size of patent portfolio, it appears, therefore, that
firms with an innovation strategy exclusively targeted towards the devel-
opment of new products possess the largest patent portfolios, followed
by firms with a complex innovation strategy pursuing both high product
and process objectives. Finally, process innovators do not seem to patent
more than non-innovators. Noticeably, the kind of innovation targeted
by a firm is not found to influence significantly its probability to have a
patent portfolio. Only the size of the portfolio is affected.

The limitations of the patent system perceived by firms do not seem
to significantly impact their patenting behaviour. These results suggest
that if patenting is a relevant strategy because a firm wants to protect its
innovation rents through a legally enforceable mechanism, or because it
seeks licensing revenues, inventions will be patented even if the system
presents some drawbacks and inefficiencies.

Regarding perceived barriers to innovation, high risks and costs are
found negatively to influence both the existence and the size of firms’
patent portfolios. This probably results from a negative effect on firms’
innovation efforts. A negative effect on the probability to have a patent
portfolio is also found for the barriers to innovation coming from a
firm’s external environment, including customers, suppliers and public
regulations.
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9.6 Concluding Remarks

The objective of this study was to shed new light on the determinants of
a firm’s patenting behaviour. Two models have been estimated in order
to assess the impact of several potential determinants on both the prob-
ability for a firm to have a patent portfolio, and on the size of this patent
portfolio. In addition to traditional determinants related to firm and
sector characteristics, this study investigates the potential impact of dif-
ferent types of innovation strategies on the patenting behaviour of
firms. It is also suggested that a firm’s patent portfolio can be influenced
by the limitations of the patent system it perceives. Finally, it is tested
whether a lower patenting activity can partly result from the perception
of more barriers hindering innovation efforts.

Three major findings emerge from this study. First, even after control-
ling for firm and sector characteristics, the kind of innovation strategy
followed by a firm significantly influences its patenting behaviour.
Actually, the explanatory power of traditional determinants, such as mar-
ket and technological opportunities, drops sharply after the introduction
of innovation strategy variables. This introduction also significantly
improves the general quality of estimations.

A second major finding is the highly significant impact of collaborating
with universities, research institutes and public labs on a firm’s patent-
ing behaviour, probably because these joint R&D projects are science-
based and more likely to result into patentable inventions. Moreover,
the mutual access to partners’ knowledge bases implied by R&D part-
nerships results in higher need for a strong IP strategy. This last point is
likely to drive more particularly the positive effect of R&D partnerships
with competitors on a firm’s patenting behaviour.

The last major finding concerns the type of innovation sought by a
firm. It appears that the largest patent portfolios are those of firms focus-
ing almost exclusively on developing new products. Firms pursuing a
complex strategy directed towards both product and process innovation
show also larger patent portfolios than firms giving low importance to
any kind of innovation. However, their patent portfolios are on average
smaller than what is observed for product innovators. Finally, process
innovators do not patent more than firms for which innovation is not a
major strategic objective.

As it has been sketched in the theoretical section of this paper, an
active patenting behaviour from part of a firm can reflect both a high
innovativeness and a willingness to build a strong technological posi-
tion vis-à-vis competitors. Being able to disentangle these two effects
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would provide a significant advance to the existing knowledge about
patents. As in most previous empirical studies, this work is, however, not
able to differentiate between these two perspectives on patents. This
certainly constitutes a meaningful issue for further research. Moreover,
it would be worthwhile to validate the present findings using larger
databases of companies.
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Notes

1. A probit model would have been adequate as well. Both models lead generally
to similar results (see Greene, 1993, 874–5 for a discussion), but only the logit
model enables interpretion of the estimated coefficients as variations in the
odds ratios thanks to a simple transformation: .

2. Sales data come from the BelFirst database.
3. The categorization is based on the OECD classification of manufacturing firms

into four classes: hi-tech, medium-high, medium-low and low-tech firms:
HT � aeronautic construction, desks and computing machines, pharmaceuticals
products, radio, TV and telecommunication machines; MH � professional
equipment, motorcar vehicles, electric machines, chemical industries, other
transport equipment, non-electric machines; ML � rubber and plastic materi-
als, naval construction, other industrial sectors, non-iron metals, non-metallic
mineral products, metallic works, petroleum and coal, steel industry;
LT= paper, printing and editing, textile industry, clothing and leather, food,
drinks and tobacco, wood and furniture. A category for all service companies
is added: commerce, hotels and restaurants, transports, posts and telecom-
munications, insurances, financial services, real estate activities, computer
activities.

4. A detailed description of factor analyses realized on the survey data is provided
in Peeters and van Pottelsberghe (2003b).
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10
On the Relationship Between
Patents and Venture Capital
Astrid Romain and Bruno van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie

10.1 Introduction

Venture capital (VC) is a financial intermediary that aims at meeting
innovative start-ups’ needs. These firms are generally associated with
large growth potentials and high levels of uncertainty. A growing num-
ber of scholars have documented the positive impact that venture funds
have on the probability of success of start-ups, as well as on the growth
of their sales and employees. Most government bodies in industrialized
countries now recognize the importance of VC as a factor underlying
firm creation and sustainable growth.1 Despite this wide recognition of
venture funds as key players underlying economic performances, there
are huge differences across industrialized countries in the relative
amounts of VC. It is relatively high in the USA and Canada for instance,
whereas it is very low in Japan. The diversity of national financial
systems is undoubtedly one important factor underlying these interna-
tional differences (see, for example, Black and Gilson, 1998). Other fac-
tors also play an important role, as shown by Gompers and Lerner
(1998) and Jeng and Wells (2000). With a panel dataset of 21 countries,
Jeng and Wells show that labour market rigidities, the level of initial
public offerings (IPO), government programmes for entrepreneurship,
and bankruptcy procedures explain a significant share of cross-country
variations in VC intensity. Gompers and Lerner focus exclusively on the
US market and identify several factors influencing the level of VC.

The objective of this chapter is to contribute to this recent stream of
research. Our central hypothesis is that two broad factors, unheard of in
the existing empirical literature, might also contribute to explain the
heterogeneity of VC intensity across countries. These factors are related
to the entrepreneurial environment and to technological opportunity – in
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particular to intellectual property rights. We first develop a theoretical
model which takes into account the factors that affect the demand and
supply of VC. They include the growth of GDP, short-term and long-
term interest rates, several indicators of technological opportunity (the
business R&D expenditures growth rate, the level of business R&D capi-
tal stock and the number of triadic patents) and indicators of entrepre-
neurial environment. In order to evaluate the parameters of the
theoretical model we exploit a panel dataset composed of 16 countries
over an 11-year period.

The results show that GDP growth, technological opportunity and inter-
est rates significantly influence VC intensity. The number of patents plays
an important role as it stimulates the level of VC intensity. Higher levels of
entrepreneurship – that is, the percentage of people being involved in the
creation of nascent firms – induce a positive and significant relation
between the R&D capital stock and VC intensity.

10.2 Literature Review

Four main streams of research have identified various determinants of
venture capital intensity. The first one focuses mainly on differences in
financial systems. For instance, Black and Gilson (1998) provide evidence
that an active stock market is crucial for the development of strong
venture capital market because of the potential for VC exit through an
initial public offering. A second stream of research analyses the histori-
cal and socioeconomic context influencing the development of a VC
industry (see, for example, Feldman, 2001; Kenney and von Burg, 1999;
Kenney, 2001; Avnimelech et al., 2005). The third one is more interested
on behavioural analyses at the microeconomic level. Few articles have
so far focused on the determinants of VC performance (Hege et al., 2003;
Manigart et al., 2002). For Gompers and Lerner (1998) the individual
firm performance and reputation, measured with the firm age and size,
positively impact the capacity to raise larger funds. Hellmann and Puri
(2000) use a probit model to show that the strategy of a company is one
of the determinants of VC investment when controlling for the age of
the company and its industrial sector. If the strategy is an innovative
one it has a higher probability to benefit from VC compared to compa-
nies that follow an imitation strategy.

In this paper the focus is more on the fourth stream of research – that
is the macroeconomic determinants of VC. To the best of our knowl-
edge, only a few articles have attempted so far to evaluate quantitatively
the macroeconomic determinants of VC. Jeng and Wells (2000) develop
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a model aiming at identifying the determinants of VC and test it on a
cross-section of 21 countries over a period of ten years. Gompers and
Lerner (1998) focus on the US economy over the period 1969–94. Their
results are summarized in Table 10.1.

IPO is the strongest driver of VC according to Jeng and Wells (2000),
because it reflects the potential return to VC funds. Gompers and Lerner
(1998) take it as a proxy for fund performance but cannot find any sig-
nificant effect in their empirical estimates. It seems that the IPO variable
is strongly correlated with the expected return on alternative invest-
ments and with the gross domestic product (GDP), which might also be
considered as a proxy for exit opportunities. GDP and market capitaliza-
tion growth (MCG) are part of the impact of IPOs and therefore turn out
to be not significant for Jeng and Wells (2000). However, the reverse is
true for Gompers and Lerner (1998), who find a positive and significant
impact of equity market return and GDP on VC but no impact of IPO.
Higher GDP growth implies higher attractive opportunities for entrepre-
neurs, which lead to a higher need for venture funds.

For Jeng and Wells (2000), getting the basic legal and tax structures
into place appears to be an important factor influencing VC. Gompers
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Table 10.1 Potential determinants of VC

Gompers and Lerner (1998) Jeng and Wells (2000)
Potential determinants US, 1972–94 21 countries, 1986–95

Initial public offering (Market value of IPO) � Except for early stage funds
No effect at aggregate 
Level

Gross domestic product � Not significant
Stock market opportunitiesa � Not significant
Finance reporting standards n.a. �

Labour market rigidities n.a. Not significant for total VC
investment
but – for early stage funds

Private pension funds (Dummy for changes in (Level and growth of pension
ERISA’s prudent man rule) funds)

� � Over time but not across
countries

Capital gains tax rate � Not significant
Level of interest rate � At aggregate level n.a.

and – at state level
Industrial and academic R&D (Expenditures) n.a.

�

Number of patents n.a. n.a.

Note: a This variable is proxied by an indicator of market capitalization growth by Jeng and Wells (not signifi-
cant, but probably correlated with GDP and IPO) and by an indicator of equity market return by Gompers and
Lerner (positive and significant).



and Lerner (1998) also recognize the importance of government decisions
on the private equity funds. The labour market legislation is typically
put in place to protect employees from arbitrary, unfair or discrimina-
tory actions by employers. Some authors argue that venture financing
can suffer from the rigidity of the labour market in Europe (e.g., Ramón
and Marti, 2001). Jeng and Wells (2000) show that it does not signifi-
cantly influence total VC but affects negatively the early stage of VC
investment.

With the clarification of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act (ERISA) ‘prudent man’ rule of 1979, the share of money invested by
pension funds had risen to more than 50 per cent. Jeng and Wells (2000)
find that the level of investment by private pension funds in VC is a sig-
nificant determinant of VC over time but not across countries. Gompers
and Lerner (1998) use a proxy for the amendment of the ‘prudent man’
rule to show the impact of pension regulation and reach a similar con-
clusion. After 1979, the additional capital provided by pension funds led
to a dramatic shift in commitments to VC.

The capital gains tax rate (CGTR) on VC activity is often considered a
potential determinant of VC itself. Gompers and Lerner (1998) show
that a decrease in CGTR has a positive and important impact on com-
mitment to new VC funds. In fact, they confirm the result of Poterba
(1989), who built a model of the decision to become an entrepreneur. He
found that decreases in CGTR might increase the raising of VC funds
not through stimulation of the supply side (that is, the potential fund
providers) but rather on the demand side. Indeed, decreases in CGTR
often encourage entrepreneurship and thus the desire of people to cre-
ate their own firm and to engage in R&D activities. Anand (1996) also
highlights the fact that the level and composition of investments appear
to be negatively affected by increases in the CGTR but investments in
one industry may be affected by myriad other factors like technology
shifts, tastes and so on.

Interest rates might also be an important factor influencing VC.
Although Jeng and Wells (2000) do not take this factor into account
into their cross-country investigation, Gompers and Lerner (1998) show
that it affects positively the demand for VC funds in the United States.
Economic theory would suggest a reverse relationship: if interest rates
rise, the level of investment should fall. The positive impact estimated
by Gompers and Lerner is probably due to the fact that they use a short-
term interest rate. If short-term interest rates increase, the attractiveness
of venture financing versus credit through usual financial institutions
increases from the entrepreneur’s viewpoint.
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Both industrial and academic R&D expenditures are significantly
related to venture capital activity at the state level in the model of
Gompers and Lerner (1998). For them, the growth of VC fundraising in
the mid-1990s may be due to increases in technological opportunities.
But neither Gompers and Lerner (1998) nor Jeng and Wells (2000) test
the impact of intellectual property rights on the level of VC funds.

10.3 Modelling the Amount of Venture Capital

As Poterba (1989) and Gompers and Lerner (1998), we argue that
changes in the level of VC funds come from changes either in the supply
or the demand of VC. The demand comes from the entrepreneurs will-
ing to set up an innovative start-up. The supply of VC corresponds to
the share of risk capital provided by private investors, pension funds and
banks. The actual amount of VC invested represents the equilibrium
between the demand and the supply of VC.

The demand and supply of VC can be modelled through equations (1)
and (2) that characterize the demand price of VC, Pd, and the supply
price of VC, Ps, respectively. The supply price of VC is assumed to be a
positive function of the available VC funds, the interest rate (r) and the
corporate tax rate (TAX). The more VC is available on the market, the
higher will be the supply price of VC, due to increasing marginal costs
(avc � 0). If interest rates increase we can expect the fund providers
to increase their return requirement (ar � 0; otherwise they would opt
for alternative investment opportunities). Similarly, an increase in the
corporate income tax rate would increase the return requirements
(atax � 0):

(1)

(2)

The equation of the demand price of VC reflects the entrepreneurs’
viewpoint. Decreasing marginal returns to VC is assumed (the projects
with the largest expected returns are selected first). The more VC is avail-
able the lower is the demand price of VC (bvc � 0). The other factors that
are assumed to influence the demand of VC are the GDP growth (Y),
technological opportunities (TO), entrepreneurial culture (EN), the level
of corporate income tax rate (TAX) and interest rates (r). The countries
with a high GDP growth, large technological opportunities and a strong
entrepreneurial culture are more likely to be associated with a strong

Pd
VC � bC � bvc VC � bŶ Ŷ � bto TO � ben EN � btax TAX � br r

Ps
VC � aC � avc VC � atax TAX � ar r
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demand for VC (and hence positive effects on the demand price of VC:
bY � 0; bTO � 0; bEN � 0). The general level of taxation will probably
reduce the rate of entrepreneurship (the demand for VC and therefore
btax � 0 ). Concerning interest rates, we consider that innovative start-
ups need important amounts of money in the short term. Therefore, if
the cost of capital increases entrepreneurs are more likely to switch from
the banking sector to the venture fund providers (br � 0).

Equations (3) and (4) show the equilibrium level of VC that equalizes
the supply and demand of VC:

(3)

avc � 0 → increasing marginal cost of VC investment
where bvc � 0 → decreasing marginal return

(avc � bvc) → always positive

(4)

Since the denominator is always positive, the numerator provides the
expected sign of the parameters between brackets. All the right-hand-side
variables, except the level of taxation and the interest rate, are expected
to have a positive impact on VC. For the interest rate (r), the impact is
either negative or positive, depending on the difference between the
demand-price effect and the supply-price effect. If the demand-price
effect of a high interest rate is larger than its supply-price effect, then the
overall impact of interest rates on VC should be positive. The effect of
the level of corporate income tax rate on the equilibrium level of VC will
always be negative since (btax � atax) is always negative.

The empirical implementation of equation (4) is presented in
equations (5) and (6). The growth rate of GDP allows testing the cyclicality
of VC. Regarding interest rate, we suspect that short-term and long-term
interest rates could affect differently the venture fund providers and the
‘hi-tech’ entrepreneurs. We therefore plan to use a short-term interest

� 	(btax � atax)
(avc � bvc) 
 TAX � 	 (br � ar)

(avc � bvc)
r

� 	 bto

(avc � bvc)
TO � 	 ben

(avc � bvc)
EN

VC � 	 (bC � aC)
(avc � bvc)
 � 	 (bŶ

(avc � bvc)
 Ŷ

� ben EN � (btax � atax) TAXit � (br � ar)r

(avc � bvc)VC � (bC � aC) � bŶ Ŷ � bto TO
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rate (one year, r ST), a long-term interest rate (ten years, rLT) and the
spread (difference between short term and long term) in the empirical
model. Technological opportunity is proxied by three variables, the
growth rate of business R&D outlays, the business R&D capital stock and
the number of triadic patents. The growth rate of business R&D expen-
ditures represents the research dynamics of a country. The business R&D
capital stock is an indicator of the available stock of knowledge (or of the
cumulated innovative efforts). The number of triadic patents is an indi-
cator of innovative output. It measures the number of highly valuable
inventions invented in each country (it is counted by country of inven-
tor and by priority year).

The entrepreneurial environment can be measured with two variables:
the level of taxation and the level of entrepreneurial activity. Other fac-
tors like shareholder rights, labour market rigidities, legal protection and
accounting standards could also be taken into account to measure the
entrepreneurial environment. The level of taxation is measured with the
corporate income tax rate (CITR). The measure of entrepreneurial activ-
ity (TEA) is an index available for one year in our database. We therefore
introduce it in interaction with another variable. For instance, we test
whether TEA would affect the impact of the business R&D capital stock
on the intensity of VC. This is equivalent to testing whether the impact
of the available stock of knowledge, (SBRD) on VC intensity is composed
of a fixed component (c�sbrd) and a component that varies across coun-
tries according to the level of entrepreneurship (that is, 	�sbrd � 	c�sbrdp �

	teaSBRD). That interaction is illustrated in equation (6).

Model with no interaction

(5)

Model with interactions with TEA

(6)

where � represents the first logarithmic difference and L the natural log-
arithm. In this equation, the parameters that are to be estimated are
assumed to be constant across countries and over time; they are defined
as follows (the expected signs are presented between parentheses):

	�gdp The impact of GDP growth (�)
	r The impact of interest rate (?)

� 	tea (SBRDit�1* TEAi) � �G G � �i � �t � �it

VCit � 	�gdp �GDPit � 	r rit � 	sbrd SBRDit�1 	citr CITRit

� 	pat LPATit�2 � 	citr CITRit � �G G � �i � �t � �it

VCit � 	�gdp �GDPit � 	r rit � 	�brd �BRDit�1 � 	sbrd SBRDit�1
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	�brd The impact of business R&D expenditures growth rate (�)
	sbrd The impact of the level of business R&D capital stock (�)
	pat The impact of the number of triadic patents (�)
	tea The impact of the level of entrepreneurship on 	sbrd (�)
	citr The impact of the CITR (�)

A range of control variables is included in all the regressions.

G is a dummy equal to 1 for Germany in 1991, and 0 otherwise;
in order to take into account the exogenous shock of the German
unification

�i are country dummies which take into account country-specific
framework conditions that might affect VC intensity

�t are time dummies which take into account exogenous shocks that
are common to several countries, such as changes in exchange rates

The variables (for country i and time t) are defined as follows:

VC is the venture capital intensity, that is, the VC funds divided by
GDP (sources: EVCA and OECD)2

GDP is the gross domestic product (source: OECD, Main Science and
Technology Indicators)

r is the one-year national deposit interest rate (source: IMF) or the
long-term national interest rate (ten years, source: OECD)

BRD is the business R&D expenditures (source: OECD, Main Science
and Technology Indicators)

SBRD is the business R&D capital stock. It has been computed using
the perpetual inventory method from total intramural business
R&D expenditures, in constant 1990 GDP prices and US PPPs.
The depreciation rate is 15 per cent. Sensitivity analysis show
that the results of the regressions do not change significantly
with the chosen depreciation rate (Guellec and van Pottelsberghe,
2001, 2004) (source: OECD, Main Science and Technology Indicators)

PAT is the number of triadic patents. These patents have been applied
at the USPTO, the Japanese Patent Office and the European
Patent Office. We can therefore assume that they reflect patents
with a very high value (source: OECD, Main Science and Technology
Indicators)

TEA is the total entrepreneurship activity (TEA)-index computed by
adding the proportion of adults involved in the creation of nascent
firms and the proportion involved in new firms (source: Global
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Entrepreneurship Monitor, 2001). The variable is a ranking
from 1 to 20. This measure of entrepreneurial activity can be
meaningfully used for international comparisons. Since the indi-
cator is fixed over time, it is introduced in interaction with SBRD

CITR is the corporate income tax rate (source: Office of Tax Policy
Research OTPR)

The estimates are performed with a panel dataset of 16 OECD countries
over the period 1990–2000. These 16 countries are Australia, Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the
Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the
United States. The period can vary across countries based on availability
of information. Descriptive statistics of all the variables are presented in
Table 10.2. The average value of the dependent variable (VC intensity)
varies from 0.02 per cent in Denmark and Japan, to 0.18 per cent in
Canada, as shown in the last column.

10.4 Empirical Results

Table 10.3 presents the results of the estimates. All variables have the
expected impact as far as their sign and significance are concerned
except for the business R&D investment growth rate and the corporate
income tax rate (CITR).

Columns 1 to 3 present the model described in equation (5), with
different indicators for the interest rates. Results concerning the growth
rate of GDP are in line with those of Gompers and Lerner (1998). In
column 1, the GDP growth is significant, whereas in column 2, it is less
significant, probably due to the simultaneous introduction of the long-
term interest rate in the model. The difference between short-term and
long-term interest rates has a significant and negative impact (column 3).
It seems, therefore, that the short-term and long-term cost of capital and
their difference play an important role in explaining the intensity of VC.
These results witness a stronger influence of the cost of capital on the
demand side (entrepreneurs) than on the supply side (investors).
However, the larger the difference between long-term and short-term
interest rates, the lower the VC intensity, suggesting a stronger influence
of the spread on the supply side of VC.

The variables representing research efforts and number of patents play
a significant role in determining VC intensity. The strong and positive
impact of the business R&D capital stock and the number of triadic
patents show that the demand of VC is sensitive to the available stock of
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Table 10.2 Descriptive statistics (%)

Yearly average growth rates (in %) Average % shares

Business
Business R&D Number Corporate VC

R&D capital of income Level of intensity
Country Period GDP invest. stock patents* tax rate enterpreneurship (GDP)

Australia 1995–8 3.47 �4.64 5.79 6.87 0.35 15.2 0.09
Belgium 1990–8 1.68 5.28 3.72 6.77 0.39 4.5 0.06
Canada 1995–9 3.49 3.83 4.93 10.47 0.38 12.2 0.18
Denmark 1990–9 2.25 6.95 7.18 7.11 0.36 7.6 0.02
Finland 1990–2000 2.44 9.84 8.33 12.36 0.26 12.5 0.06
France 1990–2000 1.88 1.37 2.70 0.89 0.34 5.0 0.07
Germany 1990–9 2.87 0.59 1.52 4.23 0.41 6.9 0.05
Ireland 1990–2000 7.42 14.21 14.37 5.99 0.37 9.1 0.08
Italy 1990–2000 1.74 0.62 2.35 1.20 0.36 8.1 0.04
Japan 1994–8 0.94 4.86 3.55 5.83 0.38 5.7 0.02
Netherlands 1990–2000 3.21 3.01 2.26 3.63 0.35 6.4 0.15
Norway 1990–9 3.10 3.50 3.31 10.41 0.28 10.9 0.07
Spain 1990–9 2.37 1.23 4.16 4.83 0.35 6.6 0.04
Sweden 1990–2000 1.93 8.21 6.33 10.11 0.30 6.6 0.07
United Kingdom 1990–2000 2.42 0.12 0.97 2.99 0.33 6.9 0.13
United States 1990–9 3.11 3.71 2.96 3.05 0.35 16.7 0.12

Note: * The data ‘Number of triadic patents’ are not available after 1998.

Sources: OECD, MSTI (Major Science and Technology Indicators), EVCA and own calculations.



knowledge and to the level of innovation output, as proxied by the
number of high-value patents. This result about triadic patents is con-
sistent with the results of Kortum and Lerner (1998) or Tykvova (2000),
who show that a surge of patents may increase the VC fundraising. In
other words, the property of highly valued intellectual assets (triadic
patents are associated with a much higher value than the patents
applied only in one country or region) seems to stimulate the demand
for VC.
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Table 10.3 Estimation results of the VC intensity, complete model and interactions

Dependent variable: 
VC intensity (VC/GDP)

GLS GLS GLS GLS
Regressions 1 2 3 4

Economic variables
GDP growth rate �GDPit 0.002* 0.002 0.002* 0.002**

(1.67) (1.50) (1.64) (2.46)
One-year interest rate rit 0.00004** 0.00005***

(2.35) (3.54)
Long-term interest rate rit 0.00007***
(10 years) (2.95)
Log [r10/r1] rit �0.0001***

(2.49)
Technological opportunity
Business R&D investment �BRDit�1 0.0006* 0.0005 0.0005
growth rate (t � 1) (1.68) (1.39) (1.48)
Business R&D capital stock SBRDit � 1 1.43*** 1.32*** 1.44*** �1.42**
(t � 1) (*10�14) (4.47) (4.05) (4.69) (2.40)
Log Number of triadic LPATit�2 0.0003** 0.0004*** 0.0003***
Patents (t � 2) (2.31) (2.93) (2.52)
Entrepreneurial environment
Corporate income tax rate CITRit �0.0002 0.0004 �0.0002 �0.0002

(0.50) (1.19) (0.75) (0.60)
Level of entrepreneurship SBRDit � 1 1.70***
(*10�15) xTEAi (3.90)
Control variables
German reunification Yes Yes Yes Yes
dummy (t)

Country-specific intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes

Adjusted R-squared 0.939 0.927 0.930 0.933

Notes: Panel data, 16 OECD countries, 1990–2000, 154 observations. * indicates the parameters
that are significant at a 10% probability threshold; ** 5% probability threshold; *** 1% probability
threshold. The econometric method is GLS.



The remaining column tests the specification described in equation (6),
with the interaction variable representing a country’s entrepreneurial
environment. The level of entrepreneurship is interacted with the stock
of available knowledge (the R&D capital stock, in column 4). The esti-
mated parameters indicate that the impact of the R&D capital stock on
the VC intensity is composed of a fixed negative component and a
country-specific component that depends on the relative level of entre-
preneurship (TEA): the higher the level of entrepreneurship, the
stronger the impact of the business R&D capital stock on VC intensity.
In order to have a positive impact of the available stock of knowledge on
VC performances, a minimum level of entrepreneurship is required. The
estimated parameters suggest that the impact of the business R&D capi-
tal stock on the VC intensity becomes positive and significant above a
threshold of 8.4 in the TEA index (level of entrepreneurship).

Table 10.4 summarizes the main findings of our empirical investiga-
tion and compares them with the results obtained by Jeng and Wells
(2000) and Gompers and Lerner (1998). The cyclicality of VC with
respect to GDP growth confirms both our expectation and the results of
Gompers and Lerner (1998). Jeng and Wells (2000) did not find any
significant effect partly because of the structure of their dataset (cross-
section of countries) and partly because of the use of the IPO variable.

Concerning the cost of capital, we confirm the positive impact of the
short-term interest rate obtained by Gompers and Lerner (1998) at the
aggregate level. We also show that the difference between the long-term
interest rate and the short-term interest rate has a negative and signifi-
cant impact on the VC intensity.

A strong entrepreneurial culture and more intense technological
opportunities improve the positive effect of the stock of knowledge on
the VC intensity. Moreover, the property of highly valued intellectual
assets seems to stimulate the demand for VC.

10.5 Concluding Remarks

This paper aims to contribute to the literature on the determinants of
VC intensity. Our contribution consists of (1) developing a theoretical
model that takes into account the supply-side and demand-side vari-
ables to explain VC intensity; and (2) introducing simultaneously tradi-
tional determinants of VC and new potential determinants like the cost
of capital, the level of entrepreneurship, and novel proxies aiming at
measuring technological opportunity, especially the number of triadic
patents. The empirical results can be summarized as follows.
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Table 10.4 Comparison of our results with the state of the art

Jeng and Wells (2000),
21 countries, panel data Gompers and Lerner (1998) Our analysis

and cross-section US industry aggregate data 16 countries, panel data

Macroeconomic conditions
Gross domestic product 0 � �

Interest rate 1 year � at aggregate level �

� at state level
Interest rate 10 years �

Difference between 10-year �

and 1-year interest rate
Private pension funds � over time � over time
funds 0 across countries

Entrepreneurial environment
Taxation rate 0 � 0
Labour market rigidities – at the early stage

0 at expansion stage
Initial public offering 0 at early stage across

countries 0
� at expansion stage

Stock market opportunities (market capitalization (equity market return)
growth) 0 �

Level of entrepreneurship �

increases the impact of
R&D on VC

Technological opportunity
Number of tradic patents �

Business R&D growth � �

Stock of knowledge � �



Interest rates have a significant impact on VC intensity. Whereas
short-term and long-term interest rates influence positively the relative
level of VC via a strong demand-side effect, the difference between long-
term and short-term interest rates has the opposite impact, via a
stronger supply-side effect.

VC is pro-cyclical. It follows a similar evolution to GDP growth rate.
In periods of high growth, the flow of venture capital out-performs the
GDP growth rate, and vice versa. We also show that indicators of tech-
nological opportunity, such as the available stock of knowledge and
the number of high-value patents (triadic patents), influence signifi-
cantly a country’s investment in VC. The positive impact of the stock of
knowledge is strongly reinforced in the countries where the rate of
entrepreneurship is very high.

One important policy implication that emerges from these results is
that in order to stimulate VC in a country, demand-side factors have to
be taken into account. The most important factors affecting the demand
of VC are the stock of knowledge, innovative outputs proxied by the num-
ber of highly valued (triadic) patents, and interest rates. In addition, the
level of entrepreneurship does play an important role.
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Notes

1. See OECD (1996), Engel (2002), Hellmann and Puri (2002), Kortum and Lerner
(2000) and Romain and van Pottelsberghe (2003) for empirical evidence on the
economic impact of VC.

2. Definitions and data collection about VC are different in the USA and in
Europe. The European Venture Capital Association included management
buy-outs (MBOs) and management buy-ins (MBIs) in the definition of the VC.
In the present analysis, in order to have the same definition of VC for each
country, venture expenditures include only seed, start-up and early stage
capital and do not include replacement capital and buy-out.
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